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Abstract
We present a formal framework for treating both incom-
plete information in the initial database and possible fail-
ures during an agent’s execution of a course of actions.
These two aspects of uncertainty are formalized by two
different notions of probability. We introduce also a con-
cept of expected probability, which is obtained by com-
bining the two previous notions. Expected probability ac-
counts for the probability of a sentence on the hypothesis
that the sequence of actions needed to make it true might
have failed. Expected probability leads to the possibility
of comparing courses of actions and verifying which is
more safe.

1 Introduction
Uncertainty, both about the domain in which a robot has to
operate and about the effective sequence of actions it is ex-
ecuting, is one of the most crucial problem that cognitive
robotics has to face in robot control. In this paper we present
a formal framework for dealing with uncertainty both in the
initial database and during the execution of a course of ac-
tions: actions can fail. The failure of an action can lead to ex-
ogenous events, e.g. if the agent fails to pick up a block then
the exogenous event that the block falls to the floor can take
place. The complete framework is designed for autonomous
manipulators endowed with perception. Perception, in fact,
can be used to diagnose what really happened during a failed
execution (a similar approach is taken in [9]). Here, leaving
perception aside, we shall concentrate on the different aspects
concerning uncertainty:
1. Incomplete initial information. The most prominent log-
ical approaches to probability are [14; 4] and [11; 1; 21;
13; 7; 17]. We introduce in the Situation Calculus [15;
20] a formal theory, which turns out to be equivalent to
the possible world approach, under certain restrictions (e.g.
[13]). Instead of possible worlds, we propose a suitable ax-
iomatization inducing possible state descriptions [4] therefore
relying on a classical semantics. Probability of sentences is
entailed by the axiomatization. We do not provide nested
probabilities.
2. Incomplete information for a course of actions, and ex-
ogenous events. A logical approach to failures has been
presented in [2]. In general, the problem of failures during
the execution of plans is thoroughly treated in the planning
community (see e.g. [16; 12]. To cope with the non deter-
ministic effect of actions during the execution of a plan, say,
we extend the classical language and axiomatization of the

Situation Calculus with stochastic actions and events so that
different possible runs, for a given sequence of actions, can
be obtained. However we preserve the core ontology of the
Situation Calculus in which actions are deterministic and the
whole dynamic of change is idealized. In fact, each run of
stochastic actions is obtained as an expansion of a fixed se-
quence of deterministic actions. An expansion is formed by
considering both probability of success and failure for each
action, and exogenous events. We make a closed world hy-
pothesis about exogenous events: the exogenous events are
all and only those fixed in the theory. Probability of events is
empirical, it accounts for the relative frequency of properties
of events like the usual failures of an agent, due to its normal
behavior or the circumstances under which it operates.

The probability of a sentence depends only on the amount
of information available in the initial database, i.e. with state
descriptions. Probability of actions, on the other hand, de-
pends on properties of events, like a robot behavior. With the
notion of expected probability we combine the two former
notions (the logical and frequency ones) into a new proba-
bility that can account for the probability of a sentence af-
ter the execution of a course of actions, in the hypothe-
sis that this sequence can fail in several different ways and
exogenous actions can occur. This idea captures in some
sense the dynamic execution under incomplete information
([8]). An example is the probability that the screwdriver
is on the floor, given that the action the robot has to exe-
cute is to pick it up, and its goal is holding it in its hand.
Expected probability, combining the two previous probabil-
ities, gives a measure of safety of a sequence of actions
chosen to achieve a goal. Therefore it can be used to de-
termine whether a course of actions is more safe than an-
other one. The notion of safety can be suitably extended to
treat decision theory in the Situation Calculus (see e.g. [19;
3]).

2 Preliminaries
We consider the Situation Calculus (SC) ([15; 20]) as the
core of our logic and language, and we suitably extend it to
include new sorts, new symbols for its alphabet and new ax-
ioms. We refer the interested reader to [18] for a full pre-
sentation of the core logic and language and [9] for more
details related to the extensions concerning probability on
events. The core consists of the three sorts: action, situa-
tion and object = worldEntities ∪ genericObjects. Here
the sort genericObject is a catch-all that can include any
possible additional sorts needed in an application, like the
reals or sets. We have extended the core with three new
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sorts: outcome, stochasticAction, event. The sort event con-
sists of two sub-sorts, event = condEvent ∪ seqEvent.
Observe that the sorted domain D could be infinite or un-
countable even if some of its subsets is finite. For example
we are interested in imposing a finite domain for world en-
tities, while we would require probabilities to range over the
reals. We shall use the following alphabet, with subscripts
and superscripts, to denote terms: a, for variables of sort ac-
tion; s, for variables of sort situation; sta, for variables of
sort stochastic action; e, for variables of sort event; w for
variables of the sub-sort seqEvent and u for variables of
the sub-sort condEvent; p, for variables of sort object de-
noting probabilities and x, y, z..., for variables of sort object
(these might be further distinguished, e.g for terms of sort
worldEntity). The family of terms over SC and the set
of formulae LSC over SC are inductively defined as usual.
In particular a basic sentence is one formed only by fluents,
e.g. ∃x∀y(P (x, S0)→Q(x, y, S0)), in which fluents take as
argument only elements of sort worldEntities (we). A sen-
tence uniform in σ is one in which no variable, free or quan-
tified, of sort situation is mentioned. E.g. ∃sP (t, s) is not
uniform and ∃x(P (t, do(transmit(x), S0))), is uniform in
σ = do(transmit(x), S0).

Omitted quantifiers are always universal quantifiers.

3 The Basic Theory of Actions
The notions related to a basic theory of action with its set
of foundational axioms and domain description axioms, are
presented in detail in [20] and in [18]. These axioms represent
an agent’s prior knowledge about its domain of application,
and its behavior, and are denoted by the following:

DS0 ∪ Dssa ∪ Duna ∪ Dap ∪ Σ.

Here, DS0 is the initial database, describing what properties
hold initially about the objects in the domain. Dssa ∪ Dap
specify, respectively, the successor state axioms and the ac-
tion precondition axioms. Σ is the set of foundational axioms
for situations, and Duna ensures the uniqueness of each ac-
tion. We present in the following a simple example to illus-
trate the basic ontology.

3.1 The basic ontology: a dispatching domain
An agent has to dispatch a string of bits from a source to a
receiver and the information it has concerns some of the bits
and the constrains that the string has to satisfy. The transmis-
sion can fail and thus an exogenous action that distorts the
signal can take place. (A robotic oriented example is given in
[9]).

Fluents Source(x, n, s): At the source there is a bit x ∈
{0, 1} in position n in situation s. E.g. Source(1, 1, S0) ∧
Source(0, 2, S0) specifies that the string 10 is at the source
in the initial situation S0.
Receiver(x, n, s): At the receiver there is a bit x ∈ {0, 1} in
position n in situation s.

Control and Exogenous Actions transmit(n). This is a
control action with the following effect: the n-th bit at the
source is transmitted.
distort(n). This is an exogenous action with the following
effect: the complement of the n-th bit at the source is trans-
mitted.

The initial database DS0 There are properties of the do-
main that the initial database has to represent. We list some
of them, where x is complement of x:

1. ¬Receiver(x, n, S0)
2. Source(x, n, S0) → ¬Source(x, n, S0)
3. ∃n.(∀n′.n′ ≤ n→∃ySource(y, n′, S0))∧

(∀x∀n′′.n′′ > n→¬Source(x, n, S0))

The first axiom says that no string of bits is at theReceiver
in S0. The second says that at the source there is always one
fixed bit in position n, the last specifies that the length of
the string at the source is a priori fixed. Here for example we
can fix ∀x¬Source(x, 4, S0). The following constrains to the
strings in Source are also in DS0 .
C1. If a bit b is in position n > 2, b is either in position n− 1
or in position n− 2:

Source(x, n, S0) ∧ n > 2 →
Source(x, n− 1, S0) ∨ Source(x, n− 2, S0)

C2. If a bit b is in position n = 2, b is in position n = 1:

Source(x, n, S0) ∧ n = 2 → Source(x, n− 1, S0)

For example: 011 is a legal string. 001 and 111 are not. Fi-
nally some axioms will state that bits, which we denote by
b are limited to 1 and 0, and positions, which we denote by
n, constitute a finite set of natural number. Both the sets are
ordered and pairwise disjoint.

Successor State Axioms The successor state axiom for
Receiver is:

Receiver(x, n, do(a, s)) ≡
(a = transmit(n) ∧ Source(x, n, S0))∨
(a = distort(n) ∧ Source(x, n, S0))

4 Incomplete initial information
If the initial database DS0 is incomplete (see [20; 10]), we can
assign a probability to those statements ψ, s.t. DS0 �|= ψ. So,
for example, if a goal G is given, we might be interested in
finding a sequence σ of actions, such that Prob(G(σ)) ≥ 0.7
is entailed by the theory. A classical, and certainly the most
intuitive approach, is based on a possible world semantics, in
which all worlds are assigned the same probabilities (see [2;
13] and the probability of a sentence ψ is obtained by sum-
ming up the probabilities of the worlds in which ψ is true. We
take an analogous method but we avoid introducing possible
worlds. In some sense our approach can be viewed as a way
to treat worlds in the object language, under certain restric-
tions. The basic idea develops Carnap’s [4] idea of defining
state descriptions. In fact, we construct a set of sentences such
that each sentence captures exactly one class of structures of
the language. Here a class of structures is obtained by filtra-
tion: if two structures are isomorphic, w.r.t. the domain of
sort we, then they belong to the same class. If the domain of
sort we is finite, then we shall get a finite number of classes.
As each state description identifies exactly a unique class of
structures, we use these sentences to count those classes of
structures which are models of DS0 . Having the number of
classes of models of DS0 we can finally assign probability to
sentences, analogously as is done in the possible world ap-
proach. The advantage of our approach relies only on the fact
that we filter the isomorphic models and we identify them di-
rectly in the language by the state description that we add to
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the initial database. Observe that our approach is, however,
possible just in case the domain of sort we has a fixed finite
cardinality.

We shall now give few details about the formalization. Let
DS0 be the initial database, which we assume is a finite set
of basic sentences, uniform in S0. The set of basic sentences
uniform in S0 is denoted, for short, by Lwe.

Given DS0 we shall consider a set of State Description ax-
ioms (SD). SD is defined by the following set:

{P 

i = ∃x1 · · · ∃xnΦi(S0) ∧ (x1 �= x2 ∧ · · · ∧ xn−1 �= xn)∧

∀y(y = x1 ∨ · · · ∨ y = xn)}i∈I
and

P 

1 ∨ . . . ∨ P 


q

(1)
Here n is the cardinality of the domain of sort we, and q ∈ I
is an index which will be specified below (3). Φi(S0), that
appears in (1) is constructed as follows.
Definition 1 Let X be a set of variables. A function fX is a
variable renaming isomorphism iff fX maps X onto X and is
one-to-one. Let A and B be two sets of m-tuple of variables
from X .

A =fX
B iff for each 〈x1, . . . , xm〉 ∈ A

〈fX(x1), . . . , fX(xm)〉 ∈ B

fX induces an equivalence relation between sets of m-tuples.
An equivalence class of m-tuples is:

[A]fX
= {B | B =fX

A}
Example 1 Let X = (x1, x2, x3), A = {〈x1, x1〉, 〈x2, x1〉}
and B = {〈x3, x3〉, 〈x2, x3〉}. fX(x1) = x3 and fX(x2) =
x2 is a variable renaming isomorphism, and A =fX

B.

Let φ be a basic atom uniform in S0, of the form F (-x, y)
or t(-x, y) = t′, with -x possibly empty, y = S0 if it appears,
and t, t′ terms of sort we. Let m ∈ { a | φa ∈ Lwe, a the arity
of φ}. Let X = {x1, . . . , xn}:

Cm = {〈x1, . . . , xm〉j | 1 ≤ j ≤ nm, xi ∈ X}
{Am}i∈I a family of sets of m-tuples, s.t. for each [Bm],
Bm ⊂ Cm, only one representative is in{Am}i∈I
h : 〈i,m〉 �→ {Am}i∈I h, is bijective and such that

h(i,m) ∈ {Am}i∈I
The above definitions are used to form all the possible

m-tuples out of n variables and ensure to gather only one
representative for each equivalence class, under the renam-
ing isomorphism. Let us order all the atoms φs, as defined
above. Let φk be the k-th element in such ordering Ord, with
|Ord| = α. Φi(S0) is defined as follows:

Φi(S0) =
∧

1≤k≤α(
∧

j∈h(i,m) φ
m
k (〈x1, · · · xm〉j)∧∧

j∈Cm\h(i,m) ¬φmk (〈x1, · · · xm〉j)) (2)

Observe that, given n > 0 the number of variables, and m >
0 the arity of the tuples, and φk ∈ Ord,

λφk
= 2n

m − 2fX and q =
∏

φk∈Ord

λφk
(3)

Here 2fX is the number of renaming isomorphisms and I =
{1, . . . , λφk

}.
To show that each Φi(S0) and, consequently each P 


i , is
uniquely defined, many lemmata have to be used. Moreover

an equivalence relation, actually an isomorphism on struc-
tures, based only on the domain of sort we, and mirroring the
renaming isomorphism, has to be defined. We skip all these
details and leave only the main theorem.

Theorem 1 Let M be a structure of LSC with domain of sort
we with cardinality n. There exists a unique P 


i such that
M |= P 


i .

The above theorem tells us that each P 
 is a possible state
description and, by the uniqueness, there is a one-to-one cor-
respondence between the P 
s and the classes of structures of
LSC , with domain of sort we of fixed cardinality n.

Theorem 2 Let φ be a basic sentence, uniform in S0, such
that SD∪{φ} is consistent. There is an ordering on the P 
s,
such that:

SD |= φ ≡ (P 

1 ∨ . . . ∨ P 


k ) ∧
∧

k<j≤q

¬P 

j

To count probabilities we need to extend LSC with a number
p1, . . . , pq of parameters.
Lemma 1 Let p1, . . . , pq be new parameters of the language,
and let us add the following to DS0:

(
∧

i(pi = 1 ≡ P 

i ) ∧ (pi = 1 ≡ pi �= 0) (4)

Then there is an ordering on the P 
s such that DS0 ∪ SD
entails both:

1. ∧DS0 ≡ P 

1 ∨ . . . ∨ P 


j ∧ ∧
j<k≤n ¬P 


k

2.
∨

1≤i≤j pi = 1 ∧ ∧
j<k≤n pk = 0

Observe that the role of (4) is to assign to each model M
of DS0 , which is also a model of a unique P 


i a value 1 for the
associated pi. On the other if Mi is not a model of DS0 the
pi associated with its unique state description P 


i , will have
everywhere value 0. We can, now, count the models of DS0
as follows, where 2M is a new parameter:

2M = p1 + . . .+ pq ≡
∨

1≤i≤j

pi = 1 ∧
∧

j<k≤q

pk = 0 (5)

We are, now, ready to introduce the probability of sen-
tences based on the equivalence classes of models of DS0 ∪
SD. This can be done at the object level just by operating on
the P 
’s. First we define:
Definition 2 Let DS0 be equivalent, for some ordering on the
P 
s, to

∨
1≤i≤j P



i ∧ ∧i�=k

j<k≤n ¬P 

k , let r ∈ R:

Prob(P 

i ) =

1
r

iff r = 2M∧ P 

1 ∨ . . . ∨ P 


j ∧
i�=k∧

j<k≤n

¬P 

k

Prob(P 

i ) = 0 iff ¬P 


i

It follows, by Lemma 1 and Definition 5, that∑

i

Prob(P 

i ) = 1.

The following definition will give us the probability of a
sentence with respect to the state descriptions.
Definition 3 For any basic formula φ, uniform in S0:

Prob(φ) =
∑

1≤i≤n

Prob(P 

i ) iff φ ≡

∨

1≤i≤j

P 

i ∧

∧

j<k≤n

¬P 

k

(6)
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Theorem 3 The following properties are satisfied for each
basic sentence φ, either uniform in S0, or equivalent to a
sentence uniform in S0, in all models of DS0 ∪ SD:

1. 0 ≤ Prob(φ)
2. P rob(�) = 1
3. P rob(φ) = Prob(φ ∧ ψ) + Prob(φ ∧ ¬ψ)
4. If DS0 ∪ SD |= φ ≡ ψ then Prob(φ) = Prob(ψ)

It follows that, if ψ is uniform in S0 then:

DS0 ∪ SD |= ψ iff Prob(ψ) = 1.

Observe that differently from Bacchus and Halpern we do
not allow any nesting of probabilities. In other words we
do not admit sentences of the form: Prob(Prob(φ) ≥ 0.3).
However, given the above limitations, and the strict constraint
that the domain of sort world entities has a fixed, finite, cardi-
nality, the above theorem shows that our logic is equivalent to
Halpern’s logic, when to Halpern’s axiomatization the finite-
ness axiom FIN is added.

Example 2 (Continued) Let Dwe = {{0, 1}, {1, 2, 3}}. We
assume that no information about the three bits in the source’s
string in S0 is given, but the string is three bits and it satisfies
C1 and C2. The possible strings are:

st1 = 100, st2 = 101, st3 = 010, st4 = 011

Each string corresponds to a state description. E.g. 100 is
captured by P ∗

1 with the following Φ1:

Φ1(s0) =
∧

i∈{0,1}
bi = i ∧

∧

1≤i≤3

ni = i ∧
∧

i,j

¬Receiver(bi, nj , S0)

∧Source(b1, n1, S0) ∧ Source(b0, n2, S0) ∧ Source(b0, n3, S0)∧∧

〈i,j〉�∈{〈1,1〉,〈0,2〉,〈0,3〉}
¬Source(bi, nj , S0) ∧ χ1

Here χ1 states the ordering defined respectively on bits and
positions. P ∗

2 , P
∗
3 and P ∗

4 can be defined analogously. DS0 ≡
P ∗

1 ∨ P ∗
2 ∨ P ∗

3 ∨ P ∗
4 ∧ ∧

4<j<q ¬P ∗
j where the Pj are all the

other state descriptions admitted by the 5-structures of Lwe.
Hence 2M = 4 and Prob(P ∗

i ) = 1
4 . We want to evaluate the

probability of the following sentence:

Ψs(S0) ≡ Source(x, n, S0) ∧ Source(x, n + 1, S0)

Stating that each bit b is followed by b, which is not en-
tailed by DS0 . As Ψs(S0) ≡ P ∗

2 ∨ P ∗
3 ∧ ∧

j �∈{2,3} ¬P ∗
j then

Prob(Ψs(S0)) = 1
2
.

5 A model for failures
The nice behavior of the Situation Calculus as a logic of
change, is that once we have suitably defined truth and prob-
abilities in the initial database, everything about uniform sen-
tences in σ > S0 (i.e. about the future of the initial database)
can be easily computed in DS0 , using regression. Regres-
sion [18] is a proof method that, given a sentence uniform
in a situation σ reduces such a sentence to an equivalent sen-
tence in which the only situation mentioned is S0. Regression
amounts to the following equivalence, given a sentence ψ(σ):

D |= ∀(ψ(σ) ≡ R(ψ(σ)))

Here R(ψ(σ)) is a sentence uniform in S0. Now, by the prop-
erties of probability shown in Theorem 3, regression allows
us to compute the probability for any sentence uniform in σ.

<1,tran(1)>

<1,tran(2)>

<0,tran(1)>

<1,tran(2)>

<1,tran(2)>

<0,tran(2)>

<0,tran(2)>

<0,tran(2)>

<1,dist(1)>

<1,dist(2)>

<1,dist(2)>

<1,dist(2)>

e3 , P(e3) = 0.147,

�Receiver(1,2,e3)=0.5

e6 , P(e6) = 0.063,

�Receiver(1,2,e6)=0.5

e1 , P(e1) = 0.49,

�Receiver(1,2,e1) = 0.5

e9 , P(e9) = 0.0081,

�Receiver(1,2,e9)=0.5

e5 , P(e5) = 0.0441,

�Receiver(1,2,e1)=0

e2 , P(e2) = 0.147,

�Receiver(1,2,e2) = 0

e8 , P(e8) = 0.0189,

�Receiver(1,2,e8)=0.5
e4 P(e4) = 0.063,

�Reicever(1,2,e4)=0.5

e7 , P(e7) = 0.0189,

�Receiver(1,2,e7)=0

<0,dist(2)>

<0,dist(2)>

<0,dist(2)>

<0,dist(1)>

Figure 1: The tree tree(do(transmit(2), transmit(1), S0))).
The dotted arrow means the execution of an exogenous action.

Observe however that we do not have a method to compute
the probability of any sentence, what so ever. For example we
would not be able to compute the probability of a sentence of
the form ∃s∀s′∃s′′∃x y(P (x, s) ∧Q(x, y, s′)→R(y, x, s′′)).
And since the definition of Prob is based on state descrip-
tions, which are closed sentences, we cannot either express
sentences of the form: ∀xProb(φ(x)).

Independently of probabilities, we have so far given an ide-
alized representation of the world in which the effects of ac-
tions are exactly those intended, i.e. actions, even exogenous
actions, are deterministic. However, due to various circum-
stances (e.g. noise in the channel), an agent might fail in its
intended execution of an action and probabilities on sentences
cannot capture this fact. To address this problem, we have
extended the specification of an action theory with stochastic
actions and events, therefore we introduce a complementary
notion of probability as a relative frequency of events. We in-
troduce in the sequel the functions, constants and relations of
the extended LSC that we use to model stochastic actions and
probability of events, a more detailed description is in [9].
Stochastic Action. 〈., .〉 : outcome × action �→
stochasticAction. E.g. 〈v(a), a〉. With v : action �→
outcome, e.g. v(a) = 0.
A stochastic action is a pair 〈v(a), a〉 with v(a) taking values
in the outcome space outcome = {0, 1}, where 0 means that
a failed and 1 that it succeeded. Given a sequence of deter-
ministic actions, this sequence expands to a tree of events due
to all the possible outcomes of each action. See Figure 1.

To model the tree and the probability distribution we intro-
duce the following notion of event.
Event. ◦ : stochasticAction × seqEvent �→ seqEvent.
| : stochasticAction × seqEvent �→ condEvent,
and the special constant E0. E.g. 〈1, distort(bit2)〉 ◦
〈0, transmit(bit1)〉 ◦E0 is a sequence of stochastic actions,
i.e. is a term of sort seqEvent, hence a term of sort event.
An event e is either a sequence event w of sort seqEvent
or a conditional event u of sort condEvent, according to the
following definition:

sequence event :
1. E0 : the empty event.
2. (〈v(a), a〉 ◦ w) : the event obtained as a result of executing
a with value v(a) ∈ {0, 1}, after the sequence event w.
conditional event :
3. (〈v(a), a〉 | w) : the event obtained as a a result of execu-
ting a with value v(a) ∈ {0, 1}, given the sequence event w
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Probability of events. P: stochasticAction × event �→
object. E.g. P(〈0, distort(n)〉|E0) = 0.9. Probability on
events, is a functional event fluent P which takes as arguments
events and returns their probability: P maps events into [0, 1].

Finally the following functions and predicates are used for
the theory of events.
Measure. µP : objectn × seqEvent �→ object. E.g.
µSource(bit, pos,E0) = 0.7. For each fluent P there is a
belief measure µP .
≺: seqEvent× seqEvent. E.g. E0 ≺ 〈v(a), a〉 ◦ E0.
Could. stochasticAction × event. E.g.
Could(〈1, fall〉, S0).

Axioms for probability P We shall not treat here axioms
for events, we refer the reader to [9]. These axioms mirror
the foundational axioms for situations, and for all events of
sort sequence the analogous theorems as for situations [18]
are derivable. The properties of P are:

1. P(e) ≥ 0, for any event e.
2. P(E0) = 1.
3. P(sta ◦ e) = P(sta | e) × P(e)
4. P(〈0, a〉| e) = 1 − P(〈1, a〉 | e).

We define the following function:

trans(E0) = S0, trans(〈0, a〉 ◦ e) = trans(e)
trans(〈1, a〉 ◦ e) = do(a, trans(e))

Let ν ∈ {0, 1}. The following sets can be defined, with
ExAct a predicate that sorts out the exogenous actions:

tree(s) = {〈ν, a〉 ◦ w | ExAct(a) ∧ w ∈ tree(s)∨
trans(〈1, a〉 ◦ w) � s}

leaves(s) = {w|w ∈ tree(s) ∧ ¬∃w′.w′ ∈ tree(s) ∧ w � w′}
Given the above axioms and the above functions, the follow-
ing properties hold:

1. P(sta|e) =
P(sta ◦ e)

P(e)
2. P(〈1, a〉 |e) + P(〈0, a〉 | e) = 1
3. Let leaves(σ) = {w1, . . . , wk} then

∑
i P(wi) = 1.

5.1 Treating preconditions for stochastic actions
When a stochastic action sta is taken into account we need
to know what holds at a given event in order to decide if sta
is executable. In fact, we shall use the conditional probabil-
ities to state that, if the preconditions are not satisfied, then
the probability of success of the action will be 0. We need,
therefore, suitable action preconditions axioms and successor
state axioms concerning the dynamic of stochastic actions.
Consider the dispatching domain and the control and exoge-
nous actions given in paragraph 3.1: transmit and distort.
The corresponding stochastic actions are 〈x, transmit(n)〉
and 〈x, distort(n)〉, where x is a random variable on the val-
ues 1 or 0. Preconditions are defined as follows:

Could(〈x, transmit(n)〉, e) ≡ �
Could(〈x, distort(n)〉, sta ◦ e) ≡ sta = 〈0, transmit(n)〉

The conditional probabilities for non exogenous action are:

P(〈1, transmit(n)〉|e) = p ≡ Could(〈1, transmit(n)〉, e)∧
p = 0.7 ∨ ¬Could(〈1, transmit(n)〉, e) ∧ p = 0

(7)

The preconditions for the success of an exogenous action like
distort depends on the result of a previous action. Therefore
the probability of an exogenous actions is conditioned on the
random effect of stochastic actions.

P(〈1, distort(n)〉|sta ◦ e) = p ≡
Could(〈1, distort(n)〉, e) ∧ sta = 〈0, transmit(n)〉∧
p = 0.7 ∨ p = 0 ∧ ¬Could(〈1, distort(n)〉, e)

(8)
Observe that, by the axioms for P, we get a conditional prob-
ability for failure, for each of the above stochastic actions:

P(〈0, a〉 | e) = 1 − P(〈1, a〉 | e)
Successor state axioms for fluent measures. Since in the
core language of SC fluents can take as argument only se-
quences of deterministic actions, by a principle of preser-
vation, we prefer to extend the language with event fluents,
namely µ-fluents, which we call measures of fluents. For each
fluent F (-t, s) we add a functional event fluent µF (-t, e), with
the same arity as F and such that all arguments which are not
of sort situation are the same as F and the argument of sort
situation is replaced by an argument of sort event. The value
of a µ-fluent is given as follows:

µF (-t, E0) = Prob(F (-t, S0))
The successor state axioms for fluent measures capture the
dynamic of the domain, in terms of measures, under the cir-
cumstances that stochastic actions occurred. These successor
state axioms are strictly tied to the successor state axioms for
fluents and they have to preserve the following property:

Property 1 For any µ-fluent µF (-t, e):

µF (-t, e) = Prob(R(F (-t, trans(e))))
According to the above property a simple method can

transform a successor state axiom for a fluent into a succes-
sor state axiom for the corresponding µ-fluent. In particular,
as a successor state axiom has the form F (-x, do(a, s)) ≡ Ψ,
then we get Prob(F (-x, do(a, s))) = Prob(Ψ). By suitable
manipulations we get the required successor state axioms.
µReceiver(x, n, sta ◦ e) = p ≡ sta = 〈1, transmit(n)〉∧
µSource(x, n, S0) = p ∨ sta = 〈1, distort(n)〉∧
p = 1 − µSource(x, n, S0).

5.2 Expected Probability and Safety
We want to combine the logical probability on sentences and
the event probability defined on stochastic actions to get a
third probability (see Theorem 4) that accounts for both in-
complete information and possible failures of actions during
execution. We are interested to know, given that G(σ) is what
an agent should achieve, what is the probability that G will
hold at σ. We also want to know the probability that a sen-
tence G′ will hold at σ, given the evidence that G was to be
achieved at σ. To capture these ideas we introduce the no-
tion of Expected Probability. Let Eset(σ′, σ) = {ei : ei ∈
leaves(σ), trans(ei) = σ′}. Let T (σ) = {σ′ | trans(ei) =
σ′, ei ∈ leaves(σ)}.
Definition 4 (Expected probability in S0) Let φ and ψ be
sentences uniform in σ. The expected probability, in S0, of
φ, given evidence ψ is:

EP (φ(σ) | ψ(σ)) =∑

σ′∈T (σ)

(Prob(R(φ(σ′))|R(ψ(σ))) ×
∑

ei∈Eset(σ′,σ)

P(ei))
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Theorem 4 EP satisfies the properties of Theorem 3.

The above defined expected probability allows us to compare
two sequences of actions and decide which one is safer:

Definition 5 (Safety) Let φ(σ1) and φ(σ2) be two sentence
uniform, respectively, in σ1 and σ2. Let �safe be a ordering
relation:

φ(σ1) �safe φ(σ2) iff EP (φ(σ1)) ≤ EP (φ(σ2)

Example 3 (Continued) Let Ψr(σ) be the sentence
(Receiver(x, n, σ) ∧ Receiver(-x, n + 1, σ)) where
σ = do(transmit(2), do(transmit(1), S0)). We consider
the stochastic tree expansion of σ. Considering the set
{σ′ : σ′ = trans(e), e ∈ leaves(σ)}, we get the following
possible executions of σ, see Figure 1.

σ1 = do(transmit(2), do(transmit(1), S0))
σ2 = do(transmit(1), S0), σ3 = do(transmit(2), S0)
σ4 = do(transmit(2), do(distort(1), S0)), σ5 = S0

σ6 = do(distort(2), do(transmit(1), S0))
σ7 = do(distort(1), S0), σ8 = do(distort(2), S0)
σ9 = do(distort(2), do(distort(1), S0))

By regression, Prob(R[Ψr(σi)]) = 1/2, for i ∈
{1, 4, 6, 9} and Prob(R[Ψr(σi)]) = 1 for i = {2, 3, 5, 7, 8}.
Considering the probability of events, from (7) and (8) we
get:

P(〈0, distort(x)〉|E0) = 0.7 P(〈0, transmit(x)〉|E0) = 0.3
P(〈1, distort(x)〉|E0) = 0.3 P(〈1, transmit(x)〉|E0) = 0.7

P(e1) = 0.49 P(e2) = 0.147 P(e3) = 0.147
P(e4) = 0.063 P(e5) = 0.0441 P(e6) = 0.063
P(e7) = 0.0189 P(e8) = 0.0189 P(e9) = 0.0081

By Definition 4 we get EP (Ψr(σ)) = 0.68795.

6 Discussion
The notion of probability that we are concerned with, comes
from the tradition of the logical interpretations of probabil-
ity ([21]). The basic idea is that when assertions are not
entailed it is always possible to conclude something about
these assertions, a logical proximity as a degree of deducibil-
ity, treated as a probability on statements. The idea of at-
tributing probabilities to logical statements was earlier intro-
duced by Keynes’s and illustrated in [14]. Carnap, in [4]
addresses a distinction between degree of confirmation and
relative frequency. In [13] Halpern proposes both a logic
for statistical measure statements and probability statements.
The former provides a probabilistic measure of events de-
fined on a generic object: “the probability that a bird flies
is 0.5”. The latter is about probabilities of logical asser-
tions: “the probability that Tweety flies is..”. Following the
tradition of probability logic, we have considered the Car-
naps’notion of degree of confirmation to declare a probabil-
ity Prob on sentences and the relative frequency idea to de-
clare probability P on actions. Bacchus and Halpern in [1;
13] presents two systems for both the statistical and con-
firmative approaches. A unified theory is presented in [7].
In particular, in [13; 1] axioms and rules of inference are
presented and the logic is proved sound and complete (un-
der given restrictions), w.r.t. a semantics based on possi-
ble worlds. Differently from Halpern’s and Bacchus one,
our theory is based on a classical Tarskian semantics. By
suitably axiomatizing the initial database we get a seman-
tical definition of probabilities analogous to the possible

worlds approach. We introduce axioms for state description,
typical extension formulas used in finite model theory [5;
6]. Finally we have introduced a third probability, the ex-
pected probability, which can be used to compute the prob-
ability of a sentence given both incomplete knowledge and
failures during the execution of a course of actions.
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Abstract

Many mobile robot taskscan be most efficiently
solvedwhena groupof robotsis utilized. Thetype
of organization,andthe level of coordinationand
communicationwithin a teamof robotsaffectsthe
type of tasksthat can be solved. This paperex-
aminesthe tradeoff of homogeneityversushetero-
geneityin thecontrolsystemsby allowingateamof
robotsto coevolvetheirhigh-levelcontrollersgiven
differentlevelsof difficulty of thetask.Ourhypoth-
esisis thatsimply increasingthedifficulty of a task
is not enoughto inducea teamof robotsto create
specialists.The key factoris not difficulty per se,
but the numberof skill setsnecessaryto success-
fully solvethetask.As thenumberof skills needed
increases,the more beneficialand necessaryhet-
erogeneitybecomes. We demonstratethis in the
taskdomainof herding,whereoneor morerobots
mustherdanotherrobotinto a confinedspace.

1 Introduction
Many mobilerobottaskscanbemoreefficiently solvedwhen
a groupof robotsis utilized. Sometaskscannotbe solved
at all without multiple robots.Thetypeof organization,and
thelevel of coordinationandcommunicationwithin ateamof
robotsaffectsthetypeof tasksthatcanbesolved.

In swarm approaches,(usuallylarge)groupsof robotsexe-
cutethesamesimplestrategieswith no explicit communica-
tion. Complex groupbehaviors emerge from the simplein-
teractionsamongtherobots.Examplesof this includeflock-
ing behaviors. In cooperative approaches,(usuallysmaller)
groupsof robotscanhave differentstrategies,allowing some
of the robots to becomespecialistsin solving partsof the
task—thatis, robotscanassumeroles.Recently, thetermcol-
laborative hasbeenusedto indicatecooperative approaches
wherethe robotsexplicitly communicatetheir intent to one
another. Oneimportantissuein multi-agentroboticsis to un-

derstandwhenaparticularapproachis appropriatefor agiven
task,thatis tounderstandtherelativepowerof eachapproach.

This paperwill examinethe tradeoff of homogeneityver-
susheterogeneityin the control systemsby allowing a team
of robotsto coevolvetheirhigh-level controllersgivendiffer-
ent levelsof difficulty of thetask. In thehomogeneouscase,
wewill restricttherobotsto usingthesamecontrolstructure,
i.e. only onehigh-levelcontrolleris evolved,whichall robots
will use. In the heterogeneouscase,robotswill be allowed
to coevolve separatehigh-level controllers,thusenablingthe
emergenceof specialists.Our hypothesisis that simply in-
creasingthedifficulty of ataskis notenoughto induceateam
of robotsto createspecialists.Thekey factoris not difficulty
perse,but thenumberof skill setsnecessaryto successfully
solve thetask.As thenumberof skills neededincreases,the
morebeneficialandnecessaryheterogeneitybecomes.

Experimentswereconductedwithin a simulationmodelof
the taskdomain. The taskchosenfor theseexperimentsis
herding, wherea groupof robotsmust force anotherrobot
into a confinedspace. The robotsare Nomad200swhich
aremodeledusingtheTeamBotssystem[Balch,1998b]. We
show that simply increasingthe difficulty of the taskalone
doesnot necessarilyrequireheterogeneouscontrol systems,
but that introducinga predatorinto theenvironmentinduces
theevolutionof specialistsfor defendingagainstthepredator.

In thenext sectionwe will describerelatedwork. In Sec-
tion 3, we will describethe taskdomainandhow the com-
plexity of thetaskcanaffectcoevolvedbehaviors. Theuseof
aneuralnetwork asahigh-level controller, andtheevolution-
ary algorithmusedfor learningwill be describedin Section
4. We will thendescribetheexperimentalmethodologyand
the resultsin Section5, followed by our conclusionsanda
descriptionof futurework.

2 Related Work
Evolution of robotic shepherdingbehaviors was first de-
scribedin [Schultzet al., 1996], althoughonly oneshepherd
wasinvolved,andthereforemulti-robotcoordinationwasnot
required. Much hasbeenwritten aboutevolution (and co-
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evolution) of robot behaviors (see[Mataric andCliff, 1996;
Meeden� and Kumar, 1998] for an overview). Several arti-
cleshave attemptedto lay out taxonomiesandgeneralissues
in multi-robot coordination[Dudeket al., 1993;Caoet al.,
1997].

A numberof researchershave explored heterogeneityat
the hardware level by equippingmembersof a robot team
with differentsetsof sensorsor effectors[Caoet al., 1997;
Parker, 1999]. Otherresearchershave utilized teamsof simi-
lar agents,andhave insteadexploredheterogeneityat thebe-
havior level [Balch,1998a;Bongard,2000;Good,2000]. Our
researchtakesthe latterapproachin thateachherdingagent
hasthe samephysicalcapabilities,but can develop unique
controlstrategiesthroughcoevolution.

It remainsanopenquestionasto whatkindsof taskswar-
rant a heterogeneousapproach. Homogeneousteamshave
oneclearadvantage—thereis built-in redundancy. If a team
memberfails for any reason,therestof theteamcanstill go
on andbe successful.However, asa task increasesin diffi-
culty, division of laboror specializationmaybecomeessen-
tial for success.

In doing reinforcementlearningstudies,Balch found that
diversitywithin ateamisnotalwaysdesirable[Balch,1998a].
Certainkinds of tasks,suchas foraging,weresolved more
easilywith a homogeneousapproach.Balchspeculatedthat
any domainin which an individual agentcould reasonably
performthetaskalone,is well suitedfor a homogeneousap-
proach. Otherdomains,suchassoccerwhich seemsto re-
quireavarietyof agenttypes,weremoreeasilysolvedwith a
heterogeneousapproach.

One result which is somewhat inconsistentwith Balch’s
conclusions,is Luke’s experiencesdevelopinga geneticpro-
grammingbasedsoftbotsoccerteamfor RoboCup97[Luke,
1998]. The main goal of his work was to producethe best
teampossiblein a limited amountof time. Luke developed
both homogeneousandheterogeneousteams.However, the
heterogeneousteamshada largersearchspaceandthuscon-
vergedmuchmoreslowly. By competitiontime, the homo-
geneousteamshad the advantageand were entered. Luke
predictsthatgivenenoughevolution time though,thehetero-
geneousteamsmightultimatelywin out.

Balch hassuggestedthat tasksthat cannotbe reasonably
solvedby a singleagentshouldleadto heterogeneity. Bon-
gardfocusesmoreon the domainratherthanthe agentand
arguesthat decomposabledomainsshould lend themselves
morereadily to heterogeneity[Bongard,2000]. Like Balch,
he found that a homogeneousteamwasmoresuccessfulat
foragingthanaheterogeneousone.Yet,it is notclearthatthis
supportshis hypothesis.Foragingcanbeeasilydecomposed
asBalch did in his hand-codedcontrol cases.For example,
thedomaincanbedecomposedinto separateterritoriesor the
targetscanbedecomposedinto particulartypes.

Our hypothesisis that theneedfor heterogeneitydepends
onthenumberof skill setsrequiredby thedomain.Theherd-
ing domainis a goodenvironmentfor testingthis hypothesis
aswell asthoseof BalchandBongard.We canincreasethe
difficulty of the taskalonga numberof dimensionswithout
requiringnew skill sets.We canalsoincreasethenumberof
skill setsrequiredby addinga predatorto theenvironment.

shepherds

fox

sheep
corral

pasture

Figure1: Herdingdomain

3 Task Domain and Complexity

The herdingenvironmentshown in Figure 1 consistsof a���	�
���
foot pasturethat is fencedon threesides,with a

smallerenclosedcorralontheright. Theherdingtaskrequires
thatagroupof robots(theshepherds) forceanotherrobot(the
sheep) into thecorral. Thesheepdoesnot want to enterthe
corral,but insteadwantsto escapethroughtheunfencedside
of thepasture.To furthercomplicatematters,in someexper-
imentsthereis a predatorrobot(the fox) thatattemptsto kill
thesheepby approachingwithin acertaindistance.

The sheep’s behavior is a fixed strategy that causesthe
sheepto avoid the approachor contactof other robotsand
obstacles,with additionaldrives to avoid the corral and to
seekescapethroughthe unfencedsideof the pasture. The
fox’s behavior is alsofixed, andcausesit to attemptto ap-
proachthesheepwhile avoiding theshepherdsandotherob-
stacles.If thefox is ableto getwithin acertaindistanceof the
sheep,the sheepdiesandthe trial is over. Thestrategiesof
theshepherdsareimplementedvia high-level neuralnetwork
controllerswhichareevolvedasdescribedin Section4.

Thecomplexity of thisdomaincanbecontrolledalongsev-
eraldimensions.For example,thedegreeto which thesheep
avoidsthecorralandseeksanescapefrom thefencedpasture
canbeincreased,thepredatoryfox canbeincluded,theradius
aroundthesheepin which the fox kills thesheepcanbe in-
creased,andwecanincreasethenumberof sheep.Giventhe
speedandturningratesof thesheepandshepherds,a single
shepherdalonecanforcethesheepinto thecorralif thesheep
only avoidsobstacles(includingtheshepherds).However, if
thesheepaggressivelyavoidsthecorralandseeksescapethen
a minimumof two shepherdsarerequiredto accomplishthis
task.By introducinga fox into theenvironment,a minimum
of threeshepherdsis required.

As a performancetask,successis measuredby theability
of theshepherdsto getthesheepinto thecorral.Thetaskhas
failed if the sheepescapesfrom thepasture,is killed by the
fox, or if a time limit is exceeded.The learningtask is for
theshepherdsto evolve neuralcontrollersthatallow themto
succeedin theperformancetask.Thefitnessmeasureasused
by theevolutionarylearningmethodis givenin Section4.
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fox
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Figure2: Derivationof sensorsusedby theneuralcontroller

4 Evolution of Neural Controllers
Thehigh-level controlleris implementedwith afeed-forward
neuralnetwork with one hiddenlayer. The weightsof the
neuralnetwork areevolvedusingaparticularevolutionaryal-
gorithmknown asanEvolution Strategy [Rechenberg,1964].
As will beseenin a moment,thestrategy beingevolvedrep-
resentsa high-level behavior, specifically, theneuralnetwork
generatesagoalpointateachtimesteptowhichtherobotwill
navigate. The lower-level behaviors suchascollision avoid-
anceandlocal navigationarebuilt into thebehavior andare
not learned.

4.1 Sensors and Actions
Eachshepherdis controlledby a neuralnetwork that maps
its currentsensorsto a new position to be obtainedby the
shepherd.This mappingoccursat a 10 Hz rate. Eachshep-
herdhasvisionsensorsthatrepresenttherangeandbearingto
otheragentsin theenvironment.In particular, ashepherdcan
detectthe sheep,the closestothershepherd,assumingthere
is at leastoneadditionalshepherdin theenvironment,andthe
fox, if present.

These shepherd-basedsensor values are translatedto
rangesandbearingegocentricto the sheepas illustratedin
Figure 2. The bearingsare relative to the sheep’s angleto
thecorral. Specifically, a polarcoordinatesystemis usedin
which the pole is centeredon the sheepand the polar axis
passesthroughapointat thecenterof theopeningof thecor-
ral. All angularmeasurementsarerelative to this polaraxis.
An agent’s positionis thendefinedas ������	����� , that is, the
rangeis the lengthof theradiusvectorfrom thesheepto the
agent,andthebearingis thesupplementof thepolarangleof
theradiusvector. Thesupplementof thepolarangleis used
sothatif anagentis directlybehindthesheepwith respectto
thecorral,its bearingwill be0 degrees.

Theinput to theneuralcontrollerincludesthefollowing:

1. shepherd b: Thebearingfrom thesheepto theshepherd
undercontrol.Presentin all experiments.

2. shepherd r: Therangefrom sheepto theshepherdunder
control.Presentin all experiments.

3. othershep b: Thebearingfrom thethesheepto theclos-
estothershepherd.Presentin all experimentswith two
or moreshepherds.

4. othershep r: The rangefrom the sheepto the closest
othershepherd.Presentin all experimentswith two or
moreshepherds.

5. fox b: Thebearingfrom thesheepto thefox. Presentin
experimentswith apredator.

6. fox r: The rangefrom the sheepto the fox. Presentin
experimentswith apredator.

In additionto the vision sensorsusedby the neuralcon-
troller, the shepherdalsohassonarsensorswhich areused
by the fixed, lower-level behaviors to avoid collisionswith
other objects,althoughthe distancein which the shepherd
will avoid the sheepis less than the distanceat which the
sheepwill avoid the shepherd,allowing the shepherdto be
ableto herdthesheep.

Theoutputof theneuralcontrolleris therangeandbearing
to the new positionto which the robot is to navigatein the
samecoordinatesystemasdescribedabove.Thesevaluesare
translatedto a coordinatesystemegocentricto theshepherd
undercontrol, and input into a motor schema(see[Arkin,
1989]) to producea linear attractionto the target position.
Thismotorschemais combinedwith motorschemafor obsta-
cle avoidanceandstochasticnoiseinto anassemblagewhich
controlstherobotvia turnandtranslationratecommands.

4.2 Neural Network Controller

We use a simple two-layer feed-forward neural network
topologyasshown in Figure3. Nodesareimplementedusing
a standardsigmoidcenteredat0 asfollows:

� ��������� ��! �"$#&% �'�(� � � �*),+.- (1)

�/�0�2143657� 3/893 � (2)

where
8 3

is the outputof node : , and 5 � 3 is the weight on
theconnectionfrom node: to node ; . All input nodeshave
weightedconnectionsto all hidden nodes,and all hidden
nodeshave weightedconnectionsto all outputnodes. The
network shown is the mostcomplex case,which is usedin
theexperimentswith two or moreshepherdsanda predator.
In the experimentswith two shepherdsandno predator, the
numberof inputnodesis reducedto 5, andin theexperiment
with oneshepherdandnopredator, thenetwork is furtherre-
ducedto 3 inputnodesand3 hiddennodes.

The network acceptsreal-valuedinputs correspondingto
thesensorsdescribedin theprevioussection.An additional
input is clampedto thevalue1.0 in orderto provide a learn-
ablebiasfor eachnodein thehiddenandoutputlayers.The
target rangeoutput is convertedto a valuebetween0.0 and
10.0unitsin simulation,whichcorrespondsto thefull 37foot
width of thepasturein therealworld, andthe targetbearing
outputis convertedto a valuein therange�'�7���'�<� .
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Figure3: Neuralnetwork usedashigh-level controller

4.3 Evolution of Controllers
Theevolutionaryalgorithmwe useto evolve theconnection
weightsfor theneuralcontrollersis a �?  A@ � evolutionstrat-
egy (ES) as describedby Bäck and Schwefel[1993], with?B� � ) and @ � � )C) . Eachindividual consistsof a real-
valuedvectorof connectionweightsanda companionvec-
tor of standarddeviationsusedby the mutationoperatoras
describedbelow. This classof evolutionary algorithmwas
introducedin Germany by Rechenberg [1964] for numerical
optimization,andvariantssuchasthe �?  *@ � –ES,originally
developedby Schwefel[1981], area goodchoicewhenthe
problemsolutionis naturallyrepresentedasa vectorof real-
valuednumbers,asis thecasewhenevolving neuralnetwork
connectionweights.

A � � )  D� )E)�� –ESbeginswith a populationof 10 individ-
uals,andgenerates100childrenby selectinguniformly from
thispopulationandmutatingeachchild. The100childrenand
their 10 parentsarethenevaluatedby applyingeachof them
in turn to thetargetproblem,andthe10 individualswith the
highestfitnessbecomethe next generationof parents.Mu-
tationof an individual FG with H genesanda companionvec-
tor of standarddeviations FI consistsof tweakingeachgeneG � , for ;(� � �9+J+J+J�KH , accordingto a normaldistribution with
meanzeroandstandarddeviation I � asfollows:GML� � G �  �N �O)P� I � �Q+ (3)

Furthermore, the standard deviations FI are themselves
adaptedasfollows:I L� � I � "J#�% �R L N ��),� � �Q��R N � �O)P� � ���Q� (4)

where RS� �T UEV H (5)

R L � �V U H + (6)

Theelementsof FI areinitialized to 1.0 andarerestrictedto
therange �O)P+ ) � � � + )�� . In practice,thestandarddeviationsap-
proachthe lower limit of this rangeover time, which hasan
effectmuchlike thatof simulatedannealing.

In the experimentswhereheterogeneouscontrol systems
are evolved, we usethe architecturefor coevolution devel-
opedby PotterandDeJong[2000]. Thisarchitecturemodels
anecosystemconsistingof two or morespecies.As in nature,
the speciesaregeneticallyisolated—meaningthat individu-
als only matewith othermembersof their species.Mating
restrictionsare enforcedsimply by evolving the speciesin
separatepopulations.Thespeciesinteractwithin theherding
domainasdescribedbelow andhave a cooperative relation-
ship.

To evaluate an individual from one of the coevolving
speciesgivenheterogeneouscontrolsystems,we constructa
neuralcontrolsystemusingtheindividual’sgenesasconnec-
tion weights,andassignthe resultingcontrol systemto one
of the shepherds.We thenselectthe currentbestindividual
from eachof theotherspeciesandsimilarly constructneural
controlsystemsfrom themfor assignmentto theothershep-
herds. The shepherdsare then set to work on the herding
task.Alternatively, wecouldorganizethebestshepherdsinto
multiagentsquadsandassigneachsquadto adifferentneural
control system. In the experimentswherepurely homoge-
neouscontrolsystemsareevolved,theecosystemconsistsof
only onespecies.To evaluateoneof theseindividuals,aneu-
ral controlsystemis constructedfrom thatindividual’sgenes
andassignedto all theshepherds,that is, eachshepherdwill
becontrolledby anidenticalneuralnetwork.

In this currentstudy, evaluationsaredonein simulation.
Eachevaluationconsistsof 10 trials in which the shepherds
herdthesheepuntil it is corralled,killed by thefox, escapes
from thepasture,or 2.5simulatedminuteshaveexpired.The
cumulativedistanceof thesheepfrom thecorral is measured
at the rate of 10 Hz throughoutthe trial. If the trial ends
earlydueto thesheepescapingor beingkilled, we continue
to accumulatethe full pasture-widthdistanceuntil theclock
expires.Thefitnessof anindividualis takentobethefinal cu-
mulativedistanceaveragedover the10 trials. Theworstpos-
siblefitnessis 14,768,whichwould resultif thesheepimme-
diatelyinitiateda turn towardstheleft sideof thepastureand
escapedwithout any interferencefrom the shepherds.The
bestpossiblefitnessis 976, which would result if the sheep
seta coursedirectly towardsthe corral at maximumspeed.
TheESwill seekto minimizethismeasure.

5 Results
In order to test our hypothesis,we vary the complexity of
the taskin severaldimensionsusingbothhomogeneousand
heterogeneousmulti-agentapproaches.

We begin with the simplestcaseof oneshepherdherding
onepassive sheepthat just avoids obstacles.This is essen-
tially areimplementation(in simulation)of earlierwork done
by Schultzet al. [1996]. We repeatthisearlierexperimentto
validatethedesignof our neuralcontrollerandevolutionary
learningmethod. The resultsare shown in Figure 4 along
with resultsfrom a secondexperimentin which the sheep
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Figure4: Oneshepherdherdingonesheep

actively seeksescapefrom the pastureand avoids the cor-
ral. Thecurvesin thegraphrepresentthemeanfitnessof the
bestindividual seenso far averagedover 10 separateruns.
Overlaid on the curvesat incrementsof 5 generations(550
evaluations)are95-percentconfidenceintervalson themean.
Althoughthesecontrolsystemswereevolvedfor 50 genera-
tions (5,500evaluations),a controllerwith nearoptimal be-
havior on this simpletaskwaseasilyevolvedin aslittle as2
generations.We alsoobservedsimulatedrobotssolvingthis
taskusingthebestneuralcontrolsystemfrom thefinal gen-
erationof evolution, and it is clear that they areexhibiting
behavior very muchlike the behavior evolved in the earlier
work by Schultzet al.. Specifically, the robot positionsit-
self directly behindthesheepwith respectto thecorral,and
herdsthesheepby moving towardsit andtriggeringits obsta-
cle avoidancebehavior. The shepherdmakessubtleswings
from left to right to counterirregularitiesin the movement
of the sheep.In contrast,the morecomplex caseinvolving
the sheepseekingfreedom(herebyreferredto asthe active
sheep)doesnot appearsolvablewith a single shepherd,as
indicatedby the learningcurve flatteningout at a very poor
level of fitness.

Theresultof addingasecondshepherdto themoredifficult
taskof herdinganactive is shown in Figure5. We compare
boththeevolutionof two shepherdsusinghomogeneouscon-
trol systems,andtwo shepherdsusingheterogeneouscontrol
systems.Althoughit tookslightly fewerevaluationsto evolve
goodhomogeneouscontrol systems,adequatebehavior was
also evolved in the caseof heterogeneouscontrol. Due to
the significantlysmallersearchspaceof homogeneouscon-
trollers,it is not surprisingthatwhengoodhomogeneousso-
lutionsexist it is easierto find them.Whenobservingrobots
solving this taskusingthe bestneuralcontrol systemsfrom
the final generationof evolution, we seethat in both cases
(heterogeneousandhomogeneous)thepair of robotsassume
positionsbehindthesheep,but slightly to the left andright.
This countersthestrongtendency of thesheepto slip by the
shepherdsandescapefrom thepasture.This is clearlya co-
operativeapproachon thepartof theshepherds,andit shows
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Figure5: Two shepherdsherdingonesheep
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Figure6: Threeshepherdsherdingonesheepwith fox

theneedfor cooperationis notalonesufficient to warrantthe
useof heterogeneouscontrol.

Finally, we adda predatorto theenvironment,in theform
of a fox that seeksto kill the sheep.Now theshepherdsre-
quire two skills—theability to herdthe sheepandthe abil-
ity to keepthe fox a safedistanceaway from thesheep.To
encouragespecialization,we initially positiontwo shepherds
behindthesheep,anda third shepherdis positionedbetween
thesheepandthefox. As before,wecomparetheevolutionof
shepherdsusinghomogeneouscontrolsystemswith theevo-
lution of shepherdsusingheterogeneouscontrolsystems.In
the caseof heterogeneouscontrol, the two shepherdsposi-
tionedbehindthesheeparecontrolledby oneneuralnetwork
andtheshepherdpositionedcloserto thefox is controlledby
asecondneuralnetwork. Theresultsfromthisexperimentare
shown in Figure6. This taskis muchmoredifficult thanthe
previousones,so we evolved thesecontrol systemsfor 200
generations(22,000evaluations). The graphclearly shows
thesuperiorityof heterogeneouscontrolon this task.
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Control Shepherds Sheep Fox Fitness Success Ratio

Mean Minimum Maximum

homogeneous 1 passive no 1273.9W 2.7 1205.3 1356.0 1.000
homogeneous 1 active no 7592.5W 127.3 5865.9 14548.7 0.000

homogeneous 2 active no 1808.9W 60.4 1636.8 14621.8 0.996
heterogeneous 2 active no 1865.5W 81.4 1645.7 14573.0 0.992

homogeneous 3 active yes 4336.0W 372.8 1669.9 13966.6 0.758
heterogeneous 3 active yes 3149.2W 305.5 1579.8 14153.8 0.874

Table1: Comparisonof the meanfitnessand successrate of the bestindividual from eachexperiment,evaluatedover an
additional500trials

Whenwe observe theheterogeneouscontrol systemsper-
formingthis task,weseethattheshepherdthatis initially po-
sitionedbetweenthesheepandfox doesindeedexhibit spe-
cializedblockingbehavior, while learningto herdaswell. It
begins by moving towardsthe sheep,keepingits body be-
tweenthe sheepandfox. Whenit nearsthesheep,it some-
times turns to facethe fox andperformsa quick deflection
maneuverbeforeit joinstheothertwo shepherdsbeginsherd-
ing. However, mostof thetime its blockingbehavior is more
subtle.Closeobservationrevealsthat theblockingshepherd
maintainsslightly moredistancebetweenitself andthesheep
thantheothertwo shepherds,whichenablesit to keepthefox
at a safedistancefrom the sheepwhile still providing some
help in herding. Without having to concernthemselves as
muchwith the fox, theothertwo shepherdsareableto herd
thesheepmoredirectlytowardsthecorral.Thehomogeneous
control systemsrely muchmoreon herdingthe sheepaway
from thefox, which is not aseffectiveasblockingbecauseit
givesthesheepmoreopportunitiestoescapefromthepasture.

It shouldbe notedthat thereis a differencein complex-
ity betweentheheterogeneousandhomogeneouscontrolsys-
tems. Sincethe heterogeneouscontrol systemutilizes two
separateneuralnetworks—onefor thepair of shepherdsini-
tially positionedbehindthesheep,andonefor theshepherd
positionedbetweenthe sheepand fox—a total of 94 con-
nectionweightsare being evolved, while only 47 connec-
tion weightsareevolvedfor thesingle-networkhomogeneous
controlsystem.To verify thattheobserveddifferencein per-
formanceis not simply dueto this differencein complexity,
weevolvedahomogeneouscontrolsystemwith acomplexity
on the orderof the heterogeneoussystemby increasingthe
numberof hiddenunits to 10, which produceda neuralnet-
work with 92 connectionweights. As expected,this homo-
geneouscontrol systemperformedmuch more poorly than
the homogeneouscontrol systemwith only 5 hiddenunits.
Specifically, averagedover10runsto 200generations,thefi-
nal meanfitnessof the morecomplex homogeneouscontrol
systemwas7,918,comparedwith anaveragefitnessof 4,614
for thesimplerhomogeneouscontrolsystem.

Theresultsfrom thepreviousthreegraphsaresummarized
andfurthersupportedby Table1. Herewetakethesinglebest
individual from the10 runsof eachexperimentandapply it
to theherdingtaskfor anadditional500trials. We reportthe

meanfitness,alongwith 95-percentconfidenceintervals on
this mean,themaximumandminimumfitnessachieved,and
thesuccessratio, thatis, thepercentageof trials in which the
sheepwasactuallycorralled.Thetablereinforcesour earlier
observation that a singleshepherdis not capableof herding
an active sheepinto the corral. However, two cooperating
shepherdsaresufficient to accomplishthis mission.Hetero-
geneouscontrol systemsarenot an advantagehere,in fact,
they performslightly worse,althougha t-teston the means
of the two-shepherdhomogeneousandheterogeneoustrials
produceda p-valueof 0.2729,indicating a lack of statisti-
cal significancein their difference. Only whenthe taskre-
quiresmultiple skills (e.g., herdingthe sheepandblocking
thepredator)doesheterogeneouscontrolperformbetterthan
homogeneouscontrol, as indicatedby the trials with three
shepherds.A t-teston themeansof thethree-shepherdtrials
produceda p-valueof )P+ )E)C)E) , clearlyshowing a statistically
significantadvantageto usingheterogeneouscontrol.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have tried to demonstratethat simply in-
creasingthedifficulty of ataskis notenoughto induceateam
of robotsto createspecialists.Thekey factoris not difficulty
perse,but thenumberof skill setsnecessaryto successfully
solve the task. As the numberof skills neededincreases—
in this studyby addingtheresponseto a predator—themore
beneficialandnecessaryheterogeneitybecomes.

Althoughheterogeneouscontrolsystemscanpromotebet-
tersolutionsfor many tasks,thereis atradeoff. Learning(co-
evolving) a teamof homogeneousagentscantake muchless
time,sinceeachevaluationof anindividual in thepopulation
goestowardsall individuals’progressandthesearchspaceis
smaller. In a heterogeneousgroup, the availableCPU time
during evolution must be divided amongthe different skill
sets.

Ongoingexperimentsareattemptingto moregenerallyde-
terminethe propertiesthat dictatethe type of approachthat
is appropriate.In addition,resultswill be duplicatedon the
physicalNomad200 robotsto show that the simulationre-
sultsholdon theactualrobots.
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Agent-Based Control for Object Manipulation with Modular Self-reconfigurable
Robots

Jeremy Kubica and Arancha Casal and Tad Hogg
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Palo Alto, CA 94304

Abstract

We demonstrate multiagent control of modular self-
reconfigurable (MSR) robots for object manipu-
lation tasks and show how it provides a useful
programming abstraction. Such robots consist of
many modules that can move relative to each other
and change their connectivity, thereby changing the
robot’s overall shape to suit different tasks. We
illustrate this approach through simulation experi-
ments of the TeleCube MSR robot system.

1 Introduction
Modular self-reconfigurable (MSR) robots [37, 31, 38, 32,
25, 29, 30, 9] consist of many identical modules that can at-
tach and detach from one another to change their overall con-
nectivity. Each module has processing, sensing and actua-
tion capabilities. The main characteristic of MSR robots is
their ability to change shape to suit their task. While such
shapes are unlikely to be as effective at particular tasks as
special purpose tools (e.g., the modules are unlikely to have
the same strength as, say, a hammer), they provide adaptabil-
ity for a wide range of tasks in unpredictable environments.
For instance, changing shape can provide a variety of gaits
for locomotion, e.g., wheels for flat surfaces, snakes for small
tunnels, etc. Robot shapes matching object contours can also
help provide precise manipulation.

Beyond the challenge of building many such modules,
their tight physical interactions and many degrees of free-
dom pose a difficult control problem. Moreover, modules
constructed of micromachines (MEMS) [7] or even smaller
devices [14, 11, 10] are likely to have limited capabilities and
be prone to some failures or incorrect assembly. Thus the ro-
bust functioning of the robot requires a control architecture
that tolerates such limitations, as has also been proposed for
computing with molecular-scale devices [18].

One control approach would be to precisely specify the de-
sired locations of all the modules, and perform a combina-
torial search to find appropriate module motions according
to some criterion, such as minimizing moves or power con-
sumption. With many modules, such searches are generally
intractable, but can be solved approximately using heuris-
tics [31, 38, 29, 25, 32, 9, 20]. Even so, a high-level controller
often lacks enough information on the modules’ statusor the

task environment to define a precise shape, e.g., when grasp-
ing an object whose detailed size or shape is unknown.

Instead, a structure with the general properties required
for the task is often sufficient. When the properties are de-
termined mainly by the local environment for each module,
agent-based local control often finds a suitable shape without
any need to precisely specify each module’s position [4]. A
multiagent approach to general behaviors, such as locomotion
and object manipulation, simplifies the design of higher-level
control by presenting a useful programming abstraction to a
centralized planner or within levels of a sequence of increas-
ingly complex behaviors [6]. That is, higher level control pro-
grams can determine the choice of local rules for the agents
without detailed concern of the particular motion primitives
of the modules or situation of each agent individually. For
example, by switching among a set of available behaviors or
modifying parameters used by the agents’ rules.

Agent-based architectures readily match control to phys-
ical phenomena dominant at the different scales relevant to
MSR robots with many modules. For example, microma-
chined robots [12] are dominated by friction and other sur-
face forces rather than gravity. Even smaller structures [21]
are subject to randomly fluctuating forces, i.e., Brownian mo-
tion. Biological structures provide numerous other exam-
ples [36]. In such cases, different agent types could be re-
sponsible for individual modules, small groups of modules
and so on, forming a hierarchical or multihierarchical cor-
respondence between the robot’s physical structures and its
environment, task and the controlling software [19].

In related work, multiagent control helps teams of robots
cooperating to achieve a common task [35, 8, 33, 17, 24].
These teams usually consist of independently mobile robots
that are not physically connected and have little or infrequent
physical contact. In most current modular robot systems the
modules remain attached to one another forming a single con-
nected whole, and giving rise to a number of tight physi-
cal motion constraints that do not apply to teams of separate
robots. On the other hand, the physical contact between mod-
ules allows them to locate their neighbors without complex
sensory processing as would be required, for example, to vi-
sually identify a physically disconnected member of a team.
Hence the techniques for coordinating teams address some-
what different requirements than those of MSR robots.

The key issue of relating local rules to global behavior also
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Figure 1: The TeleCube hardware: two modules shown with arms
retracted and expanded. The current modules are about 15cm in
diameter when fully contracted.

arises in artificial life [13] which concentrates on how com-
plex natural organisms achieve sophisticated crowd behaviors
or deal with abstract agents that currently can not be physi-
cally constructed [15, 16, 1]. Alternatively, biological and
chemical techniques [5, 27] give complex shapes from local
behaviors, but can not yet produce programmable robots.

Thus while multiagent systems have been applied to sev-
eral related tasks, identifying appropriate agent behaviors for
MSR robots remains an open problem. In the remainder of
this paper, we describe the TeleCube modular robot and sim-
ple agent behaviors that provide basic object manipulation ca-
pabilities. These agent behaviors, in turn, abstract away the
detailed nature of the module motion capabilities, providing
a simpler programming model for higher level control.

2 The TeleCube Modular Robot

This section describes the modular robot we used, its simula-
tor and the agent-based control technique.

2.1 Hardware

TeleCube is a new MSR robot where each module is a cube
that can prismatically extend each of its six faces indepen-
dently up to a factor of two times its fully retracted configu-
ration (Fig. 1). A 2D analogue was previously developed at
Dartmouth [32]. Each module can communicate with its im-
mediate neighbors in all six directions. When a module ex-
tends an arm in contact with an object, it can exert a force on
the object. This design allows modules bound inside a group
to move, so TeleCube can perform tasks inside the aggregate,
such as internal object manipulation and density changes.

2.2 Simulator
To examine behavior with more modules than currently feasi-
ble to construct, we simulated the TeleCube system. The sim-
ulator, written in Java, accounted for the motions of the mod-
ules in three dimensions and typically ran with hundreds of
modules. The simulator performs a series of steps. For each
step, a random ordering of the modules is selected, thereby
simulating asynchronous module actions. Using this order-
ing, each module is given a “turn” in which to decide its be-
havior and perform any motion it selects.

For vertical motion, the simulator included the effects of
gravity, as appropriate for relatively large scale objects such
as the current TeleCube modules. For smaller scale modules,
viscous and frictional forces will become more important and
could be included instead of gravity.

The simulator makes several simplifying assumptions.
First, the module arms have only two states: fully expanded
or contracted. Second, the arms are infinitely rigid. Both
of these assumptions simplify alignment of modules after a
move. In practice, such alignment can be done with low-
level feedback control or engineering the connectors on the
module arms to guide slightly misaligned parts into align-
ment. Lastly, the simulator assumed enough friction between
the module and the floor to eliminate any sliding. We use a
motion primitive to ensure correct module movement by in-
cluding required low-level actions such as disconnection from
modules perpendicular to the motion direction, connection
with any new neighbors and possible arm contraction while
a neighbor extends its arm [26]. A global connectivity check
insures disconnecting from a neighbor does not separate the
ensemble. This check may be easily preformed in hardware,
and was simulated with a depth-first search of the modules.

2.3 Agent-Based Control
Our approach views each module as an independent agent ex-
ecuting a simple program, consisting of a finite-state machine
(FSM). This approach uses the distributed, homogenous and
networked nature of MSR robots and scales well as the num-
ber of modules increases. There is no central control pro-
cessor or designated leader module. Global motion results,
or “emerges”, from purely local control rules executed at ev-
ery module and through communication between neighboring
modules alone. These behaviors can then be turned on and off
by a higher-level system to give overall control for a sequence
of tasks.

The FSM control consists of simple if-then rules which
may act probabilistically. Modules switch among “states”
that determine their behaviors and communicate by send-
ing and receiving “messages”. Randomization helps prevent
modules from becoming indefinitely stuck in unproductive
configurations. It also prevents all modules from moving at
once, potentially disconnecting the structure or leading to os-
cillations due to synchronous activity in which modules re-
spond based on a system state that no longer holds if too many
neighbors move simultaneously [22].

Messages are the means of global communication among
modules. Messages are propagated through the system in a
distributed breadth-first fashion and can be modified as they
move from one module to another. A “scent” is a message
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Figure 2: Message passing from a column module. Help messages
are also sent in the other two directions: into and out of the page.

consisting of a numerical value that is slightly adjusted up or
down as it passes through the modules [4]. Propagating scents
form global gradients that can guide module motions. For in-
stance, a scent indicating the distance to some location (e.g.,
a module under high stress) could consist of a single integer
value a module sends to its neighbors. A module increments
the minimum value of all such messages it receives and sends
the new value to its neighbors. Using the minimum function
to combine values from neighbors allows the scent to provide
a useful gradient in spite of many cycles in the graph of links
among the modules. These messages can have a maximum
number of iterations to prevent them passing among modules
indefinitely. Once these messages have passed through a re-
gion of modules, the difference in recorded values between
one module and a neighbor is a local scent gradient.

Biological concepts, such as scents and hormones, have
been applied to MSR robots for reconfiguration, grouping,
synchronization and locomotion [4, 26, 34]. Extending these
concepts to consider gradients with TeleCube’s ability to
move modules within a structure allows object manipulation
as described below.

We assume the modules are small compared to the size of
objects in their environment, allowing many modules to act
on them at once. Furthermore, we take module motions to
be fast compared to the other object speeds, so numerous
module updates take place with little change in the objects’
positions. Since modules move slower than they communi-
cate, the response to messages does not introduce oscillating
behavior [23] or irregular growth, and the intermediate con-
figurations are well-balanced at all times.

3 Results
This section presents the rules and resulting behaviors for two
tasks involved in object manipulation.

3.1 Growing toward an object
Our first task is a dynamic supporting structure in which mod-
ules under pressure signal others to add their support, reduc-
ing the weight pressure (i.e., force per supporting module)
and providing more uniform support for the object. This ap-
plication requires a pressure sensor in each module. Control
is handled through four different states: relaxed, column, ex-
panding, and reset and three different messages: stimulus,
help, and reset.

Figure 3: Growing up toward an arbitrary-shaped object. This ex-
ample required 30 simulation steps.

All modules begin in a relaxed state. When a module re-
ceives an external force stimulus, it sends a stimulus message
to the modules along the direction of the force (one of the
module’s six faces). Upon receiving the message the module
transitions to the column state and effectively forms a rigid
support column. This column sends help messages to neigh-
boring modules, which ask them to expand toward the object
and provide support. The remainder of this section provides
details of the behaviors.

Behavior for one turn in the relaxed state is:

If a stimulus message is received, transition to column
state and end turn.

If a help message is received, record the direction from
which the message came (the “help direction”), transi-
tion to expanding state, and end turn.

If contact with an object is detected, transition to col-
umn state and end turn.

Otherwise, when no message is received, adjust module
density in all six directions as follows: For each direc-
tion, if the module is farther from or closer to a neigh-
bor than one fully extended arm length, move towards or
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away from the neighbor, respectively, with a probability
of 50%. This motion tends to restore a uniform density.

Modules in the expanding state move in the direction
where additional support is required (the “help direction”).
However, to insure that the bottom level remains connected,
the last module in each column (as determined by the direc-
tion of the original force stimulus) does not move or discon-
nect from its neighbors. Behavior of the expanding state is:

If a help message is received, update help direction.

If a stimulus message is received, transition to column
state and end turn.

If the force stimulus is removed, transition to reset state
and end turn.

If contact with an object is detected, transition to col-
umn state and end turn.

Otherwise, send help messages in all six directions and,
with 50% probability, move in the direction of required
help, unless the opposite direction has no neighbor.

Modules in the column state remain rigid and stationary,
providing support for an object. They emit help and stimu-
lus scents to the appropriate neighbors, effectively calling for
help and telling the others in the column to hold fast. Behav-
ior of the column state is:

If the force stimulus is removed, transition to reset state
and end turn.

Send stimulus messages to the modules above and below
as determined by the direction of stimulus.

Send help messages to modules perpendicular to the di-
rection of stimulus, as shown in Fig. 2.

The reset state is used when the object is removed so mod-
ules return to their original configuration. A module in the
reset state sends the reset message to all neighbors in the di-
rection along which the force previously acted and transitions
to the relaxed state.

3.2 Manipulating an object

The TeleCube architecture allows manipulating objects inside
a group of modules. This can be accomplished by growing
around a supported object or, more generally, opening gaps
within the structure and pushing an object into them.

Internal object manipulation requires translational and ro-
tational motions. In both cases, a module that is not in di-
rect contact with an object moves based on the gradient of
messages it receives from its neighbors, determined by com-
paring the relative numerical values of the “scent” messages.
Namely, if possible, a module will move in the direction of
the positive gradient. If the module does not sense a gradient,
it will try to move so as to restore an “optimal” density of
modules in its neighborhood. This means moving away from
a neighbor that is too close or toward a distant neighbor.

Internal manipulation uses shell and tissue states, and one
stimulus message propagated among neighbors to form a gra-
dient scent. The process starts with a broadcast of the desired

desired direction

desired rotation 
direction

Figure 4: Module motions to move (left) and rotate (right) an object
in 2D. Only a few of the modules surrounding the object are shown.

movement direction. Modules on the outside of the struc-
ture enter the shell state, and do not move under the influ-
ence of gradients or density adjustments. Thus, these mod-
ules form a rigid support structure off which inside modules
can push, i.e., MSR robots can not only form tools shaped to
their task, but can also provide dynamic support structures for
using those tools. Interior modules enter the tissue state.

Translational 2D motion uses a simple stimulus-based re-
sponse. Given the desired direction of motion, modules in
contact with the object use the following rules:

If a module is in front of the object (i.e., touching it
with an arm extending from the module in a direction
going against the desired direction of object movement),
it releases a negative stimulus message and then tries to
move away from the object. If possible, it moves in the
direction opposite to the arm touching the object. If that
direction is blocked by other modules, it tries to move
instead perpendicular to that direction. Either motion
tends to move the module out of the object’s way. Fur-
thermore, the negative stimulus message creates a scent
gradient among neighbors causing them to also move
away and make room for the module to move.

If a module is behind the object (i.e., touching it with
an arm in a direction aligned with the desired direction
of object movement), it releases a positive stimulus and
tries to move toward and push the object. If the mod-
ule has more than one arm in contact with the object,
this rule applies to the arm most closely aligned with the
desired direction of motion.

These behaviors are illustrated in Fig. 4(left) and result in
modules pushing the object in the desired direction.

Rotation requires the approximate location of the object’s
center to allow relating individual module forces to the over-
all torque imposed on the object. Estimating this location
via a distributed local algorithm can be difficult if the mod-
ules are much smaller than the object and, on the scale of the
modules, the object is not smooth. Instead, we assume the
higher level controller broadcasts the approximate location of
the object’s center. Another possibility is to use open-loop
force fields to position the object in a known starting con-
figuration, as demonstrated on a micromachined surface [3].
In either case, for the behavior described here we suppose
knowledge of the approximate center. That is, any error in
the center’s specified location is small compared to the ob-
ject’s size, but not necessarily small compared to the size of
the modules. The modules act in the same way as the trans-
lation modules, except they move away from or towards the
object if they are in front of a corner that should be turned
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Figure 5: Internally manipulating an object. The modules form a
structure, and are shown simply as points to allow seeing

the internally manipulated object. The full sequence, consisting of
138 simulation steps, shows the object gradually shifted from its
initial to final positions in response to instructions to move the object
in an “L” shaped path. The figure shows steps 15 and 80.

towards or away from them, respectively, as determined by
their relative location to the specified center and the desired
direction of rotation. Again, they release positive and nega-
tive stimulus messages when moving towards and away from
the object, respectively, and push the object when they move
towards it. This behvaior, shown in Fig. 4(right), gives 2D
rotation in a plane.

Fig. 5 includes both types of motion. First the modules
are told to move the object in one direction, then to rotate
it, and finally move in the perpendicular direction. These in-
structions cause modules to switch between translation and
rotation rules, giving desired motions without the higher-level
control specifying individual module motions. We found the
local rules could produce a variety of trajectories. The com-
bination of translation and rotation rules allows achieving ar-
bitrary planar position and orientation of the object.

Modules move the object by exerting forces on it. They
could also exert compressive forces on the object by simply
replacing the negative stimulus messages with positive ones
so modules on all sides move toward the object. This behav-
ior could be used to push parts together. Shear forces could

arise from tangential motion, provided friction between the
arms of the modules and the object was sufficient. The mod-
ules then can be viewed as a material surrounding the object
with forces under programmed control, changing from rigid
support to fluid-like flow as needed. This behavior is a useful
programming astraction for higher levels of control, similar
to programmable force fields in two dimensions [3]. By giv-
ing different instructions to different regions, a higher-level
control could use the modules to move multiple objects along
different paths or, through feedback based on the position of
the objects (rather than details of the much larger number of
modules), bring objects together.

4 Discussion
This paper described local rules for two object-handling be-
haviors for TeleCube robots, dynamic support and internal
manipulation. Local rules can also reconfigure them for loco-
motion and navigation [26].

Our results extend prior distributed control [4] of Pro-
teo [38], another MSR robot whose motions differ in two
important ways from TeleCube. First, Proteo modules move
independently. By contrast, a TeleCube module usually re-
quires cooperative actions from neighbors to push or pull it,
as shown in Fig. 1. Second, Proteo modules are rigid and can
only move on the external surface created by other modules.
Thus, Proteo can not internally manipulate objects unless the
control creates holes inside the structure. TeleCube mod-
ules can deform and move inside a structure of other mod-
ules. The different hardware capabilities of Proteo and Tele-
Cube affect the design and complexity of the local control
rules that are appropriate to consider. Thus hardware designs
should balance the control complexity and the manufacturing
difficulty. Ideally, the hardware should support simple high-
level programming abstractions while the control simplifies
the required hardware capabilities. Schemes based on local
(module-level) control help with this since they are simple
and can be easily modified to apply to a wide range of mod-
ule designs, including Proteo and prismatic robots, such as
TeleCube and the Crystalline robot at Dartmouth [32].

Our approach could be combined with other methods, as
part of an overall hierarchical control scheme. Moreover, test-
ing a population of agents against variations in the desired
task can evolve better behaviors [2]. For instance, with the
primitives presented in this paper, genetic techniques could
identify methods to modulate the rule parameters and switch
among rules to achieve higher-level goals.

As robots with many modules are built, one important
question is how module failures affect system behavior. Scal-
ing is another important issue, i.e., increasing the number of
modules or decreasing their size, or both. More modules
allow greater variety of interactions and statistically more
robust randomized behaviors. Smaller modules allow finer
scale object manipulation. However, smaller modules take
smaller steps resulting in slower manipulation unless they
complete each step more rapidly. This observation highlights
the importance of balancing the scaling of speed, strength and
other module properties [11, 36] as, for example, with protein
motors that carry weights much larger than their own [21, 28].
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Multiagent control can balance competing goals to help such
robots achieve robust behaviors.
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Abstract

Successful image reconstruction requires the recog-
nition of a scene and the generation of a clean im-
age of that scene. We propose to use recurrent neu-
ral networks for both analysis and synthesis.

The networks have a hierarchical architecture that
represents images in multiple scales with different
degrees of abstraction. The mapping between these
representations is mediated by a local connection
structure. We supply the networks with degraded
images and train them to reconstruct the originals
iteratively. This iterative reconstruction makes it
possible to use partial results as context information
to resolve ambiguities.

We demonstrate the power of the approach using
three examples: superresolution, fill in of occluded
parts, and noise removal / contrast enhancement.

1 Introduction

The quality of captured real world images is frequently not
sufficient for the application at hand. The reasons for this can
be found in the image formation process (e.g. occlusions) and
in the capturing device (e.g. low resolution, sensor noise).

Goal of the reconstruction process is to improve the qual-
ity of measured images, e.g. by suppressing the noise. To
separate noise from objects, models of the noise and the ob-
jects present in the images are needed. Then, the scene can be
recognized and a clean image of that scene can be generated.

Hierarchical image decompositions using wavelets have
been successfully applied to image denoising[Simoncelli and
Adelson, 1996; Donoho and Johnstone, 1995]. The image is
transformed into a multiscale representation and the statistics
of the coefficients of this representation are used to threshold
them. The back-projected images are then less noisy. Prob-
lematic with these approaches is that the choice of the wavelet
transformation is usually fixed and the thresholding ignores
dependencies between neighboring locations within a scale
and between scales.

The recently proposed VISTA approach[Freeman and
Pasztor, 1999] to learning low-level vision uses Markov ran-
dom fields to model images and scenes. The parameters of

Figure 1: Iterative image reconstruction.

these graphical models can be trained, e.g. for a superresolu-
tion task. However, the models have no hidden variables and
the inference via belief propagation is only approximate.

Continuous attractor networks have been proposed to com-
plete images with occlusions[Seung, 1998]. For digits be-
longing to a common class, a two-layer recurrent network
was trained using gradient descent to reconstruct the original.
The network had many adaptable parameters, since no weight
sharing was used. Further, it was not demonstrated that the re-
construction is possible, if the digit class is unknown. We ex-
tend the approach by adding lateral connections, weight shar-
ing, and more layers to the network and train it to reconstruct
digits from all classes without presenting the class label.

A common problem with image reconstruction is that it is
difficult to decide locally about the interpretation of an image
part. For example in a digit binarization task, it might be
impossible to decide whether or not a pixel belongs to the
foreground by looking only at the pixel’s intensity. If contrast
is low and noise is present, it could be necessary to bias this
decision with the output of a line-detector for that location.

In general, to resolve such local ambiguities, a large con-
text is needed, but feed-forward models that consider such a
large context have many free parameters. They are therefore
expensive to compute and difficult to train.

We propose to iteratively transform the image into a hier-
archical representation and to use partial results as context.
Figure 1 illustrates the propagation of information from re-
gions that are interpreted easily to ambiguous regions. Fur-
ther, we describe the reconstruction problem using examples
of degraded images and desired output images and train a re-
current neural network of suitable structure to do the job.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In the
next section, the hierarchical architecture of the proposed re-
current networks is introduced. Section 3 discusses the super-
vised training of such networks. Experiments on three image
reconstruction tasks are presented in Section 4.
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Figure 2: Sketch of the recurrent network.

2 Hierarchical Architecture
The neural abstraction pyramid architecture, introduced in
[Behnke and Rojas, 1998], is a suitable framework for iter-
ative image reconstruction.

The main features of the architecture are:

� Pyramidal shape:Layers ofcolumnsare arranged verti-
cally to form a pyramid (see Fig. 2). Each column con-
sists of a set of neural processing elements (nodes) with
overlapping receptive fields. The number of nodes per
column increases and the number of columns per layer
decreases towards the top of the pyramid.

� Analog representation:Each layer describes an image
in a two-dimensional representation where the level of
abstraction increases with height, while spatial resolu-
tion decreases. The bottom layer stores the given image
(a signal). Subsymbolic representations are present in
intermediate layers, while the highest layers contain al-
most symbolic descriptions of the image content. These
representations consist ofquantitiesthat have anactivity
valuefrom a finite interval for each column.

� Local interaction: Each node is connected to some
nodes from its neighborhood via directedweighted links.
The shared weights of all nodes in a layer that represent
the same quantity are described by a commontemplate.
The links can be classified as:

– feed-forward links:perform feature extraction,
– lateral links: for consistent interpretation,
– feedback links:provide interpretation hypotheses.

� Discrete time computation:The update of a node’s value
for time stept depends only on the input values at(t�1).
All nodes are updated in parallel at each time step.

We use�-units as neural processing elements that compute
the weighted sum of their inputs and apply a nonlinear output
function. The update of the valuevx;y;z;q of a unit at column
(x; y) in layerz for quantityq is done as follows:

vt+1x;y;z;q = �

2
4 X
j2L(i)

W(j) vtX (j;x);Y(j;y);Z(j;z);Q(j) + B(i)

3
5 :

The templatei = T (z; q) is associated with quantityq at
layerz. L(i) is the set of links of that template andB(i) is
the template bias.(X (j; x);Y(j; y);Z(j; z);Q(j)) describe

location and quantity of the input value for linkj, andW(j)
is the link weight. The output function�(x) = 1=(1 + e�x)
is here a sigmoid function that limits the values to the interval
[0; 1]. In addition to the weights and the bias a start value
V0(i) for initialization att = 0 is needed for each template.
The value of input nodes is set to a copy of the corresponding
component of the input vectorxk of the current examplek:

vtx;y;z;q = xtk;I(x;y;z;q); if i = T (z; q) is input template:

The feed-forward inputs of a node come from all quantities
in a small window at the corresponding position in the layer
(z � 1) directly below that node. Lateral connections link
to all quantities in its neighborhood, including the node itself.
Feedback links originate from the units in the layer above that
correspond to the same position.

3 Training Recurrent Networks
In [Behnke, 1999] an unsupervised learning algorithm for the
neural abstraction pyramid architecture has been proposed. It
learns a hierarchy of increasingly abstract representations of
the image content that could be used to improve the quality
of the images. Here, we apply supervised training to achieve
the desired image reconstruction.

Training of recurrent neural networks is difficult due to
the non-linear dynamics of the system. Several supervised
training methods have been proposed in the literature. Real-
time recurrent learning (RTRL)[Williams and Zipser, 1989]
is suitable for continuously running networks, but very re-
source intensive. The backpropagation through time algo-
rithm (BPTT)[Williams and Peng, 1990] unfolds the network
in time and applies the backpropagation idea to compute the
gradient of the error function. Its computational costs are lin-
ear in the number of time steps the error is propagated back.

For image reconstruction, we present a static inputxk to
the network and train it to quickly reach a fixed point that co-
incides with the desired outputyk. Thus, the network runs
only a few iterations and the gradient can be computed effi-
ciently. No artificial truncation of history is necessary.

3.1 Objective Function
The goal of the training is to produce the desired outputyk

as quickly as possible. To achieve this, the network is up-
dated for a fixed numberT of iterations. The output vector
v
t
k collects the output units of the network in an appropriate

order.
The output errorÆtk, the difference between the activity of

the output unitsvtk and the desired outputyk is not only com-
puted at the end of the sequence, but after every update step.
In the error function we weight the squared differences pro-
gressively, as the number of iterations increases:

E =

KX
k=1

TX
t=1

t2kyk � v
t
kk

2:

A quadratic weightt2 has proven to give the later differ-
ences a large enough advantage over the earlier differences,
such that the network prefers a longer approximation phase,
if the final approximation to the desired output is closer.
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The contribution of intermediate output values to the er-
ror function makes a slight modification to the original back-
propagation rule necessary. At all copies of the output units
vtx;y;z;q for t < T the differenceÆt

k;I(x;y;z;q) is computed and
added to the backpropagated component of the gradient.

3.2 Robust Gradient Descent
Minimizing the error function with gradient descent faces the
problem that the gradient in recurrent networks either van-
ishes or grows exponentially in time, depending on the mag-
nitude of gains in loops[Bengioet al., 1994]. It is therefore
very difficult to determine a learning constant that allows for
both stability and fast convergence.

For that reason, we decided to employ the RPROP algo-
rithm [Riedmiller and Braun, 1993], that maintains a learning
constant for each weight and uses only the sign of the gra-
dient to determine the weight change. The learning rates are
initialized to a moderate value, increased when consecutive
steps have the same direction, and decreased otherwise. We
modify not only the weights in this way, but adapt the bias
and start values as well.

The RPROP training method proved experimentally to be
much more stable than gradient descent with a fixed learn-
ing rate. However, to compute the gradient, all training ex-
amples have to be presented to the network, which is slow
for large training sets. To accelerate the training we imple-
mented the following modification. We use as batch only a
small working set of training examples. This set is initialized
at random. After each weight update, a small fraction of the
examples is replaced with randomly chosen examples to en-
sure a stable estimate for the gradient that takes over time all
training examples into account. With a working set of1% of
60.000 training examples we realized a speedup of two or-
ders of magnitude, as compared to the batch method, without
compromising convergence.

4 Experimental Results
We conducted a series of experiments with images of hand-
written digits to demonstrate the power of the proposed ap-
proach for iterative image reconstruction. The reason for
choosing digits was that large datasets are publicly available
and that the images contain multiscale structure which can be
exploited by the learning algorithm. Clearly, if there were no
structure to learn, the training would not help.

We degraded the digits by subsampling, occlusion, or noise
and trained recurrent networks to reconstruct the originals.

4.1 Superresolution
For our first experiment we used the original NIST images of
segmented binarized handwritten digits[Garris and Wilkin-
son, 1992]. The digits are given in a128� 128 window, but
their bounding box is typically much smaller. For this reason,
we centered the bounding box in a64�64window to produce
the desired outputY . The inputX to the network consists of
16� 16 subsampled versions of the digits that have been pro-
duced by averaging4� 4 pixels.

The superresolution network has three layers, as shown in
Figure 3. The low resolution image is input to the rightmost

Output Input

Figure 3: Network for superresolution.

layer. Four32�32 quantities represent the digit in the middle
layer. They are connected to their3�3-neighborhoods, to2�
2 windows of the output units, and to a single input node. The
leftmost layer contains only the output units of the network.
They are connected to four nodes in the middle layer and to
their3� 3-neighborhoods.

We initialized the 235 free parameters of the network ran-
domly and trained the network for ten time steps using 200
randomly chosen examples. As test set we used 200 differ-
ent randomly chosen examples. Figure 4 shows for the first
five test digits, how the output of the network develops over
time. After two iterations the input can influence the output,
but no further interactions are possible yet. In the following
iterations the initial reconstruction is refined.

Input 2 3 5 10 Target

Figure 4: Iterative superresolution.

The network tries to concentrate the gray that is present
in the input images at black lines with smooth borders. To
illustrate this behavior, we presented uniform pixel noise to
the network. The stable response after ten time steps is shown
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In:

Out:

Figure 5: Response of the superresolution network to uniform
noise.

in Figure 5. The network hallucinates smooth black lines at
positions where many dark pixels are present.

We also trained a larger version of the recurrent network
(RNN), that had eight hidden quantities in the middle layer as
well as two feed forward neural networks (FFNN) with four
and eight quantities. The units of the FFNNs looked at3� 3
windows of the previous layer such that the networks had a
similar number of adjustable parameters as the corresponding
RNNs. Figure 6 shows for the next five test digits the output
of these four networks after 10 iterations. In general, the re-
constructions are good approximations to the high resolution
targets, given the low resolution inputs. The RNN outputs
appear to be sharper than the responses of the FFNNs.

In Figure 7 the mean square error of the networks is dis-
played. The test set reconstruction error of the recurrent net-
works decreases quickly and remains below the error of the
corresponding FFNN after six time steps. At iterations 9 and
10 the small RNN outperforms even the large FFNN.

Input RNN FFNN RNN FFNN Target
small large

Figure 6: Outputs of different superresolution networks.
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Figure 7: Mean square error of superresolution: (a) the recur-
rent network on the training set and the test set; (b) detailed
view of the test set performance, compared to FFNN.

4.2 Fill In of Occluded Parts
For the second reconstruction experiment we used the
MNIST database of handwritten digits[LeCun, 1994]. The
NIST digits have been scaled to the size20�20 and centered
in an28�28 image. We set an8�8 square to the value 0.125
(light gray) to simulate an occlusion. The square was placed
randomly at one of12� 12 positions, leaving a 4 pixel wide
border that was never modified.

Figure 8: Network for fill in of occluded parts.

The reconstruction network consisted of four layers, as il-
lustrated in Figure 8. The first layer (28�28) contains the in-
put image and the output units of the network. In the second
layer four quantities with resolution14� 14 look at overlap-
ping4�4windows of the quantities below. The 16 quantities
in the third layer have also4 � 4 feed-forward connections,
while in the top layer the resolution of the 64 quantities is re-
duced to1� 1 and the feed-forward weights are connected to
all 7 � 7� 16 nodes of the third layer. The first three layers
are surrounded by a one pixel wide border that is set to zero.
In these layers the nodes have3�3 lateral connections. In the
fourth layer the lateral weights contact all 64 nodes. The feed-
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back links are non-overlapping and have thus the size2 � 2
between the first three layers and7� 7 between the third and
the topmost layer.

Training is done with a working set of 600 of the 60.000
examples for twelve time steps. Figure 9 displays the recon-
struction process for the first ten digits of the test set. One
can observe that the images change mostly at occluded pix-
els. This shows that the network recognized the occluding
square. Further, the change is such that a reasonable guess
is produced, how the digit could look like behind the square.
The network connects lines again that have been interrupted
by the square. It is also able to extend shortened lines and
to close opened loops. In most cases, the reconstructions are
very similar to the original digits.

4.3 Noise Removal and Contrast Enhancement
The last experiment uses the same network architecture and
the same MNIST digits, but degrades the input images as fol-
lows. We scaled the pixel intensities to[0:25; 0:75], added
a random background level that was uniformly distributed in
the range(�0:25; 0:25), and added uniform pixel noise in the
range(�0:25; 0:25). Finally, we clipped the pixel values at
[0; 1]. The first column of Figure 10 shows the first ten digits
of the test set that have been corrupted in this way. The net-
work was trained on a working set of 600 out of 60.000 digits
for twelve time steps.

The reconstruction process is also shown in Figure 10. One
can observe that the network is able to detect the dark lines,
to complete them, to remove the background clutter, and to
enhance the contrast. The interpretation of most locations is
decided quickly by the network. Ambiguous locations are
kept for some iterations at intermediate values, such that the
decision can be influenced by neighboring nodes. The recon-
structed digits are very similar to the originals.

5 Discussion
The experiments demonstrated that difficult non-linear image
reconstruction tasks can be learned by hierarchical neural net-
works with local connectivity. Supervised training of the net-
works was done by a combination of BPTT and RPROP.

The networks reconstruct images iteratively and are able
to integrate partial results as context information for the res-
olution of local ambiguities. This is similar to the recently
demonstrated belief propagation in graphical networks with
cycles. The difference is that the proposed approach learns
horizontal and vertical feedback loops that produce rich mul-
tiscale representations to model the images where current be-
lief propagation approaches use either trees or arrays to rep-
resent the vertical or horizontal dependencies, respectively.

Further, the proposed network can be trained to compute an
objective function directly, while inference in belief networks
with cycles is only approximate due to multiple counting of
the same evidence.

Recently, generalized belief propagation has been pro-
posed[Yedidiaet al., 2001] that allows for better approxima-
tions of the inference process. It would be interesting to in-
vestigate the relationship between this approach and the pro-
posed hierarchical recurrent neural networks.

The iterative reconstruction is not restricted to static im-
ages. The training method allows for a change of input and/or
desired output at each time step. Thus, the networks should
be able to integrate information over time, which would help
to reconstruct video sequences.
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Figure 10: Noise removal and contrast enhancement.
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Abstract

In this paper we extend previous work on the
boundary-based approach to describing shape, by
deriving an unbounded hierarchy of “atomic”
shape descriptors (called tokens) based on tangent
bearing and its successive derivatives, and incor-
porating angle and cusp curve features. Both open
and closed curves have token-string descriptions
at all levels in the hierarchy. We provide a pair
of compatibility matrices for generating transition
tables for any level, from which level-specific to-
ken ordering graphs that encode basic string syn-
tax can be systematically constructed.

1 Introduction
In the development of conceptual tools for spatial representa-
tion and reasoning, the category of shape has proved to be one
of the most problematic areas. Some important earlier work,
representative of the boundary-based approach to shape, is
exemplified by the contour codons of Hoffman and Richards
[1982] and the extremum primitives of Leyton [1988]. These
two approaches, although differing in motivation and detail,
both used the idea of characterising the shape of an outline
by means of a string of tokens, recording salient curvature-
based features encountered during a traversal of the outline.
A more recent approach, using yet another set of primitives,
is that of [Galton and Meathrel, 1999]. In [Meathrel and Gal-
ton, 2000], we attempted to define the boundary-based ap-
proach to shape in a more general and systematic way. By
considering variations in curvature as a starting point, we de-
rived two sets of atomic tokens for describing curves, and
presented token ordering graphs for verifying the syntax of
atomic curve descriptions.

The present paper extends the work described in [Meathrel
and Galton, 2000] in three significant respects: (i) by system-
atically investigating the structure of sets of atomic curvature-
based tokens, resulting in an unbounded hierarchy of atomic
tokens, (ii) by incorporating kink points (angles and cusps)
into the framework of tokens, and (iii) by providing a pair
of compatibility matrices, and an algorithm, for generating
transition tables for any level in the hierarchy, from which
level-specific token ordering graphs can be constructed.

2 Deriving the hierarchy of atomic tokens
At each point on a curve, the tangent to the curve at the point
is either defined or undefined. The rate of change of the tan-
gent bearing b with distance along a curve gives us curvature
(the first derivative of tangent bearing with respect to arc-
length). We can also consider the rate of change of curvature
(c0), which is the second derivative of tangent bearing. For
each curve we can think of there being an infinite number of
associated plots. Our hierarchy of descriptors is based on a
discretisation of b and its derivatives. For tangent bearing we
are interested in whether b is defined (D) or undefined (U ),
so we use the quantity space fD;Ug. Points where the tan-
gent bearing is undefined correspond to angles and cusps, and
may be referred to as kink points. For all of the derivatives of
tangent bearing (i.e., c; c0; c00; : : :), we use the quantity space
f+; 0;�; Ug, since a derivative may be positive, zero, nega-
tive, or undefined.

2.1 Curve states
Associated with each point P on a curve is a sequence of
qualitative values, representing b, c, c0, etc. The complete
curve state at P corresponds to an infinite sequence of values.
We write @kx to denote the kth component of the curve state
x. Not all component sequences give rise to valid curve states.
If a component has a value other than U , then the value of the
next component is unconstrained. If, however, a component
does have the value U , then all subsequent components must
also be U . More formally, a curve state x must satisfy the
following constraint:

(8k)( @kx = U ! @k+1x = U )

A partial curve state at P is any initial n-tuple of the com-
plete curve state. So if x = hD;+i, for example, then
@1x = D, @2x = +, and x is a partial curve state that is
assigned to points on a curve where the tangent bearing is
defined and the curvature is positive.

We refer to a partial curve state with n components as a
level-n state. Given the complete set of states for some level
k, it is straightforward to generate the set of states for level
k+1. Each state x, at level k, generates a set of level-k+1
states, S, as follows (where y = @kx):

S =

( f h: : : ; y; Ui g if y = U
f h: : : ; y;+i; h: : : ; y; 0i; otherwise

h: : : ; y;�i; h: : : ; y; Ui g
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There are two partial curve states with one component:
hDi and hUi. From these two states we can generate the five
states of level 2 and then, from those, the fourteen states of
level 3:

hDi : hD;+i; hD; 0i; hD;�i; hD;Ui
hUi : hU;Ui

hD;+i : hD;+;+i; hD;+; 0i; hD;+;�i; hD;+; Ui
hD; 0i : hD; 0;+i; hD; 0; 0i; hD; 0;�i; hD; 0; Ui
hD;�i : hD;�;+i; hD;�; 0i; hD;�;�i; hD;�; Ui
hD;Ui : hD;U;Ui
hU;Ui : hU;U; Ui
For each point on a curve we can assign a partial curve

state of k components, so we could theoretically represent a
curve by providing a mapping between curve points and par-
tial curve states. However, such a mapping would be infinite
and therefore of no practical use. Because our state compo-
nents take qualitative values, however, certain states may per-
sist over intervals of curve and, therefore, support mappings
that are finite. A curve state may have an interval and/or a
point interpretation. A state that has an interval interpretation
may persist over an interval of curve, and a state that has a
point interpretation may hold at a single curve point, without
holding on any interval adjoining that point. An atomic token
identifies a particular interpretation of a partial curve state.

2.2 Interval and point interpretation
For each set of level-k curve states, we obtain a correspond-
ing set of level-k atomic tokens by considering the allowable
interpretations of each state. A state may support an interval
interpretation, a point interpretation, or both. An atomic to-
ken (or “atom”) is a particular interpretation of a particular
state, and is identified by a signature consisting of a sequence
of qualitative component values. A signature that is under-
lined indicates an interval interpretation; a non-underlined
signature indicates a point interpretation. The atom D+, for
example, is identified with the interval interpretation of the
state hD;+i, and the atom D+-0 is identified with the point
interpretation of the state hD;+;�; 0i.

A curve state may hold at a single point iff one of its com-
ponents is either zero or undefined. This is because if all
components are defined, then all of them are continuous, and
hence the values ‘+’ and ‘�’ can only hold over intervals. A
curve state may persist over an interval iff none of its com-
ponents are undefined and, whenever a component has the
value zero, the next component also has the value zero. The
following predicates, therefore, can be used to determine the
interpretations that are supported by a curve state:

point-interp(x)$ (9k)(@kx = U _ @kx = 0)

interval-interp(x)$
(:9k)(@kx = U) ^ (8k)(@kx = 0! @k+1x = 0)

2.3 Atomic hierarchy
For each set of partial curve states (each level) we can use the
predicates point-interp and interval-interp to obtain the cor-
responding set of atoms. The partial curve states and atoms

for level 3 are as follows:

hD;+;+i : D++
hD;+; 0i : D+0;D+0
hD;+;�i : D+-
hD;+; Ui : D+U
hD; 0;+i : D0+
hD; 0; 0i : D00;D00
hD; 0;�i : D0-

hD; 0; Ui : D0U
hD;�;+i : D-+
hD;�; 0i : D-0;D-0
hD;�;�i : D--
hD;�; Ui : D-U
hD;U;Ui : DUU
hU;U; Ui : UUU

The first four levels of the hierarchy of atomic tokens are
shown in Figure 1. Each atom in the hierarchy (except the
atoms D and U at level 1) is a child of a single parent atom at
the previous level, i.e., each atom at level k is derivable from
one, and only one, atom at level k�1. We call parent atoms
that have more than one child expansive, and those with only
one child non-expansive. An interval atom is expansive iff
its last component is either ‘+’ or ‘�’, otherwise it is non-
expansive. A point atom is expansive iff its last component is
not ‘U ’, otherwise it is non-expansive. At level 1, then, there
is just one non-expansive atom, U, which propagates through
the hierarchy as UU, UUU, and so on. The other level-1 atom,
D, expands into five atoms at level 2; two of which are non-
expansive: D0 and DU.

Any atom is either an interval (I) or a point (P), and either
expansive (E) or non-expansive (N), giving us four kinds of
atoms: IE, IN, PE, and PN. Each IE atom yields five children:
two IE atoms, one IN atom, one PE atom, and one PN atom.
Each PE atom yields four children: three PE atoms and one
PN atom. The non-expansive atoms, IN and PN, yield a single
IN atom and a single PN atom, respectively.

The recursive equations for calculating the numbers of
each kind of atom at level k, and the actual figures for lev-
els 1 to 6, are as follows:

IE(k) = 2� IE(k � 1)

IN(k) = IN(k � 1) + IE(k � 1)

PE(k) = 3� PE(k � 1) + IE(k � 1)

PN(k) = PN(k � 1) + PE(k � 1) + IE(k � 1)

Total(k) = IE(k) + IN(k) + PE(k) + PN(k)

Level IE IN PE PN Total
1 1 0 0 1 2
2 2 1 1 2 6
3 4 3 5 5 17
4 8 7 19 14 48
5 16 15 65 41 137
6 32 31 211 122 396

2.4 Atom labelling
Annotating curves with signatures and describing curves with
strings of signatures is not ideal. Therefore, for notational
convenience, we assign each atom at level two or above a
suitable descriptive label, according to the following conven-
tion1: the label begins with ‘P’, ‘Z’, ‘N’, or ‘U’, depending

1At level 1, D is given the label ‘D’ and U is given the label ‘Ub’,
where ‘b’ signifies that the tangent bearing component is undefined.
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Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4 DUUU UUUUD-UUD0UUD+UU D000D+00

D++ D+0 D+0 D+- D+U D00

D0+ D00 D0- D0U

D-+ D-0 D-0 D-- D-U DUU UUU

UU

UD

D+ D0 D0 D- DU

Figure 1: The first four levels of the atomic hierarchy

on whether the curvature component is positive, zero, nega-
tive, or undefined. The remaining components (c0; c00; : : :) are
denoted by a superscripted string, whose elements are values
from the set f+; 0;�; Ug. The label is underlined if the atom
it is symbolising is an interval. To distinguish between the
two distinct kinds of atoms where the curvature component is
U , we use the label ‘Ub’ for atoms where the tangent bearing
component is also U , and ‘Uc’ for atoms where the tangent
bearing is D. Using the new notation, the first three sets of
atomic tokens are written as follows:

Level 1 : D;Ub

Level 2 : P;Z;Z;N;Uc;Ub

Level 3 : P
+;P0;P0;P�;PU;Z+;Z0;Z0;Z�;ZU;N+;

N
0;N0;N�;NU;Uc;Ub

2.5 Kink points
At each level in the hierarchy there exists a single kink-point
atom labelled Ub, each component of which takes the value
U . Such atoms represent points on a curve where the tangent
bearing (and therefore all of its derivatives) are undefined,
and correspond perceptually to angles and cusps. Clearly, we
would like to be able to distinguish between different kinds
of kink points, otherwise we are losing important curve infor-
mation. In particular, the two most relevant aspects of a kink
point we would like to preserve are its orientation (whether
it is inward-pointing or outward-pointing) and its type, i.e.,
whether it is an angle or a cusp. In order to distinguish be-
tween the different kinds of kink points, we introduce the
following kink tokens into our representation: U< and U>

(for inward and outward pointing angles, respectively), and
U� and U� (for inward and outward pointing cusps, respec-
tively). These tokens have the same status as Ub, in that they
can be thought of as appearing at every level in the hierarchy.
Note, however, that kink tokens are not atomic, since the pro-
cess by which the atomic tokens are derived does not produce
them. Instead, we need to introduce them explicitly.

3 Atomic description
A curve is described by a string of atomic tokens taken from
a particular level in the hierarchy. By prefixing descriptions

with a symbol indicating curve type, both open and closed
curves can be represented. We use ‘_’ for open curves and
‘’ for closed ones. Our convention for relating changes in
tangent bearing to curvature is that a clockwise change in tan-
gent bearing indicates positive curvature, while an anticlock-
wise change indicates negative curvature. Thus positive cur-
vature is associated with convex curve segments and negative
curvature with concave segments. A curve can be traversed
in one of two directions. For a closed curve, the direction is
that which preserves the intended figure/ground relationship.
For open curves, consistent description dictates that one of
the two directions is chosen as the “default” one.

Shown in Figure 2 are two curves that have been annotated
with level-3 atoms. Note that P0 refers to a convex circular
arc (constant positive curvature over an interval), whereas P0

refers to a positive curvature extremum; and analogously with
N
0 and N

0. Given a closed curve there will be, in general, a
number of different token strings that describe it. However,
we can easily transform one string into another by cyclically
shifting it by a certain amount. In this sense, all of the strings
may be considered equivalent. Any one of sixteen level-3
strings may be used to describe the closed curve in Figure 2,
two of which are obtained by either starting at the U< or start-
ing at the uppermost Z0:

U< P
+
P
0
P
�
Z
�
N
�
N
0
N
+
U� Z

0
Uc P

0
U> Z

0
U� P

0

Z
0
Uc P

0
U> Z

0
U� P

0
U< P

+
P
0
P
�
Z
�
N
�
N
0
N
+
U�

The importance of specifying a particular direction for
open curves is illustrated by the open curve in Figure 2, where
a reversal of direction yields the description _Z

0
U< N

�.
Note, however, that under a system where “mirror-reflected”
curves are considered equivalent, the direction chosen for
traversal is unimportant.

3.1 Levels of description

A curve has a description at every atomic level. The most
coarse-grained description is at level 1, where only the atoms
D and Ub are available. By moving down the hierarchy (and
incorporating more qualitative components) we get finer-
grained descriptions that reflect the increase in discriminatory
power that extra components provide.
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U<

P0

Z0

U U>

Uc

Z0

P+

P

N+
U

Z

N

P0

U>

Z0

P

P0

N0

Figure 2: Example curves labelled with level-3 atoms

Given the description of a curve at some level k, we can
derive all of the coarser-grained descriptions for the curve,
i.e., from the description at level 1 through to the description
at level k�1. If X denotes the description of a curve C, at
level k > 1, then the following straightforward three-step
procedure yields the description of C at level k�1:

1. Replace each atom of X with its parent.

2. Iteratively replace substrings of the form xx (where x is
a single atom) with x, until there are no more substrings
of the form xx.

3. If C is a closed curve, and the string resulting from the
previous step is of length greater than two, and begins
and ends with atoms of the same type, then remove the
last atom in the string.

By applying the procedure to the ellipse shown in Figure 3,
we get the level-2 descriptionP, by re-applying the proce-
dure with P as input, we get the most coarse-grained de-
scription for an ellipse: D.

P0

P0

P0

P0

P

P P+

P+

Figure 3: An ellipse described at level 3

Although we can derive all coarser-grained descriptions
for a curve given its description at level k > 1, it is not possi-
ble, in general, to derive any of its finer-grained descriptions.
The occasion when it is possible to derive a finer-grained de-
scription is when the description given consists entirely of
atoms that are non-expansive, in which case all finer-grained
descriptions are accessible. Consider the description of a
square at level 2: ZU> ZU> ZU> ZU>. Because both
Z and U> are non-expansive, we can get the “finer-grained”
description at level 3 by replacing each atom in the string
with its single child atom. The level-5 description, for ex-
ample, is Z

000
U> Z

000
U> Z

000
U> Z

000
U>. Another ex-

ample would be a shape that has the level-3 description _P
0

(i.e., a convex circular arc segment). For most shapes it would
appear that there exists some minimal value of k such that its
description at level k contains only non-expansive atoms. For

the square, k = 2; descriptions at levels k > 2 are unneces-
sary, leading to no increase in “qualitative precision”. For a
circle, we need to go to level 3 to achieve this. In this sense,
a circle might be regarded as a more complex shape than a
square.

4 Token ordering graphs
A curve is described by stringing together those atoms that
correspond to the “atomic” qualitative boundary features of
the curve. Clearly, some features can occur together and some
cannot. A token ordering graph (TOG), of the kind introduced
in [Meathrel and Galton, 2000], encodes the constraints that
determine the basic string syntax for a set of atoms. In this
section, we show how the transition tables that underlie such
graphs can be systematically constructed for each level of the
atomic hierarchy.

Given a set of atoms, a TOG is a way of pictorially repre-
senting the two complementary transition tables that specify
which atoms may follow which other atoms in a string. The
interval-interval (“I-I”) table tells us which interval atoms
can follow which other interval atoms. The interval-point-
interval (“I-P-I”) table tells us which point atoms can occur
in between each pair of interval atoms. It is the construction
of these tables, then, that we are primarily interested in. The
I-I and I-P-I tables for level 2 are given later, in Figure 4.

4.1 Compatibility matrices
We make use of two compatibility matrices when construct-
ing I-I and I-P-I tables. First, consider the construction of
an I-I table for a given level in the hierarchy. Each cell
(row x; column y) in an I-I table contains a tick iff the in-
terval atom y can directly follow the interval atom x. Given
interval atoms x and y, at level n, we can determine whether
ot not y can directly follow x by making use of the matrix
given in Table 1. The matrix tells us whether or not the kth
qualitative components of the atoms x and y are compatible.

@
k
y = + @

k
y = 0 @

k
y = �

@
k
x = + > @

k+1
x = � ?

@
k
x = 0 @

k+1
y = + > @

k+1
y = �

@
k
x = � ? @

k+1
x = + >

Table 1: Compatibility matrix for I-I tables

The kth component of y is compatible with the kth compo-
nent of x, and compatible(k; y; x) holds, iff the condition in
the corresponding cell is satisfied. If @kx and @ky are of op-
posing signs then they are definitely incompatible (signified
by a ? in the appropriate cell), because a derivative cannot
change from positive to negative (or vice versa) without tak-
ing the value 0 or U in between. If an interval over which
@k has the value 0 is followed immediately by an interval
over which @k is positive, then in the latter interval it must
initially be increasing, i.e., @k+1 must be positive. This ex-
plains the entry for cell (@kx = 0; @ky = +). Analogous
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@
k
y = + @

k
y = 0 @

k
y = �

@
k
x = +

@
k
p = + _ @

k
p = U _

(@
k
p = 0 ^ @k+1x = �

^ @k+1y = +)

@
k
p = U _

(@
k
p = 0 ^ @k+1x = �)

@
k
p = U _

(@
k
p = 0 ^ @k+1x = �

^ @k+1y = �)

@
k
x = 0

@
k
p = U _

(@
k
p = 0 ^ @k+1y = +) @

k�1
p = U

@
k
p = U _

(@
k
p = 0 ^ @k+1y = �)

@
k
x = �

@
k
p = U _

(@
k
p = 0 ^ @k+1x = +

^ @k+1y = +)

@
k
p = U _

(@
k
p = 0 ^ @k+1x = +)

@
k
p = � _ @

k
p = U _

(@
k
p = 0 ^ @k+1x = +

^ @k+1y = �)

Table 2: Compatibility matrix for I-P-I tables

explanations hold for the other non-trivial entries in the table.
Given interval atoms x and y at level n, then, y can directly
follow x iff can-follow(y; x) holds:

can-follow(y; x)$
y 6= x ^ (8k)( 1 < k � n! compatible(k; y; x) )

In other words, y and x must be distinct interval atoms (to
ensure an underlying state change), and the components of
y must be compatible with the components of x. Note that,
whenever a condition in the matrix refers to an “unavailable”
component of an atom�, i.e., when k+1 > n, the condition is
satisfied because the value of @n+1� is unconstrained (since it
is not specified). As an example, consider the level-3 interval
atomsP+ and P0, and whetherP0 can directly followP

+. We
start by comparing the second component of each atom, since
all interval atoms have the same value (D) for their first com-
ponent. Because both @2 P+ and @2 P0 take the value ‘+’,
the compatibility condition is >, and therefore satisfied. The
condition of compatibility for the final component pair eval-
uates to @4 P+ = �, since @3 P+ = + and @3 P0 = 0. The
condition is satisfied because P

+ has no fourth component
(P+ is a generalisation of a set of child atoms that includes
the level-4 atom P

+�).
Next, consider the construction of an I-P-I table for a given

level in the hierarchy. Each cell (row x; column y) in an I-P-I
table contains a list of point atoms that can occur in between
interval atoms x and y. For I-P-I tables, we make use of the
compatibility matrix given in Table 2, which differs from the
matrix for I-I tables in that the notion of compatibility con-
cerns three components rather than just two. Given a point
atom p and interval atoms x and y, at level n, the compo-
nent @kp is compatible with the components @kx and @ky,
and compatible(k; p; x; y) holds, iff the condition in the cor-
responding cell is satisfied. A point atom p, then, can occur
in between two interval atoms x and y (after x and before y)
iff can-occur-between(p; x; y) holds:

can-occur-between(p; x; y)$
(9a; b � n)( @ap 6= @ax ^ @bp 6= @by )
^ (8k)( 1 < k � n! compatible(k; p; x; y) )

In other words, the underlying curve state of p must be dis-
tinct from the underlying curve states of x and y, and the
qualitative components of p must be compatible with those
of x and y. As before, conditions that refer to “unavailable”
components are automatically satisfied. To illustrate we shall
use the table to determine which point atoms can come be-
tween x = P

� and y = P
0. We have @2x = @2y = + and

@3x = �; @3y = 0. We want to know the possible values for
@1p, @2p and @3p. Since the definition of can-occur-between
imposes no constraints on the first level components, @1p can
be either D or U . For k = 2, the top-left cell of the matrix
states that @2p may be any of +, U , and 0, but 0 is ruled out
because it requires that @3x = � and @3y = +, which con-
tradicts @3y = 0. Moving on to k = 3, we consult the middle
cell in the bottom row of the matrix. We see that @3p may
be either U or 0, the additional constraints on the latter value
being irrelevant in the present case, as k+1 > 3. Remember-
ing that if any component is U , all subsequent components
must be U too, we derive the following candidate component
sequences for p:

hU;U; Ui; hD;+; Ui; hD;+; 0i; hD;U;Ui
corresponding to the level-3 atoms Ub, PU, P0, and Uc. The
first condition of can-occur-between rules out P0, as its un-
derlying curve state is not distinct from that of y. Thus we
conclude that only the point atoms Ub, PU, and Uc can occur
in between the interval atoms P� and P

0.

4.2 Transition tables
The set of atoms at level k is the union of a set of interval
atoms, Ik, and a set of point atoms, Pk, e.g., at level 2 we
have I2 = fP;Z;Ng and P2 = fZ;Uc;Ubg. The transi-
tion tables at level k, I-Ik and I-P-Ik, each contain jIkj2 cells,
one for each ordered pair of interval atoms. We refer to a
cell (row x; column y) in the I-Ik and I-P-Ik tables by writing
I-Ik(x; y) and I-P-Ik(x; y), respectively. The following algo-
rithm populates the I-I and I-P-I tables for any level k > 1 in
the hierarchy2:

2At level 1, I-I1(D;D) is empty and I-P-I1(D;D) contains Ub.
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for each hx; yi 2 Ik� Ik do
if can-follow(y; x) then I-Ik(x; y) 

p
;

for each p 2 Pk do
if can-occur-between(p; x; y) then add p to I-P-Ik(x; y);

Owing to space constraints, only the I-I and I-P-I transition
tables for level 2 are given here (see Figure 4). As described
in x2.5, we can substitute the single kink-point atom Ub with
a set of kink tokens: fU<;U>;U�;U�g. In order to do this,
we need to replace each Ub in cell (x; y) of the I-P-I table
with the correct subset of kink tokens, as follows: (i) replace
Ub with U< and U>, and (ii) add U� if @2x = + or @2y = +,
and add U� if @2x = � or @2y = �, i.e., inward-pointing
cusps must be flanked by an interval of positive curvature and
outward-pointing cusps by an interval of negative curvature
(cf. [Galton and Meathrel, 1999, x3.2]).

P Z N

P
p

Z
p p

N
p

P Z N

P
Z

Ub Uc

Ub Uc

Z

Ub Uc

Z Ub Uc Ub Ub Uc

N
Z

Ub Uc

Ub Uc

Z

Ub Uc

Figure 4: The I-I and I-P-I tables for level 2

4.3 Graph correspondence
A TOG consists of nodes representing atomic tokens and
edges representing token ordering constraints. The nodes for
interval atoms are shown as rectangles and those for point
atoms as circles. Any path through a TOG, which starts
and finishes at a node representing an interval atom, yields
a syntactically valid string of tokens that is instantiable as
an open curve and that may or may not be instantiable as a
closed curve. A TOG that encodes the ordering constraints
for the atoms of level 2 (incorporating the set of kink tokens)
is shown in Figure 5. We have seen that we can construct I-I
and I-P-I tables for any level of the atomic hierarchy. From
the tables for a particular level, a corresponding TOG can be
constructed that visually encodes the constraints given by the
table contents. We do not here provide an algorithm for con-
structing TOGs from I-I and I-P-I tables; details relevant to
such an algorithm may be found in [Meathrel and Galton,
2000, x5]. The TOG in Figure 5, then, corresponds to the I-I
and I-P-I tables given in Figure 4 (with Ub replaced with the
kink tokens, as described at the end of x4.2). The TOGs in
Figures 2 and 4 of [Meathrel and Galton, 2000] correspond,
respectively, to the I-I and I-P-I tables of levels 2 and 3 of the
atomic hierarchy3.

3With Ub not replaced by the more-specific kink tokens.

Uc

U>

U

U

Uc

U

U<

U

Z

ZP N

Figure 5: Level-2 TOG with distinct angle and cusp tokens

5 Conclusion
We have generalised the work described in [Meathrel and
Galton, 2000], by deriving an unbounded hierarchy of atomic
tokens and incorporating distinct kink tokens for inward and
outward pointing angles and cusps. Both open and closed
curves have qualitative descriptions, consisting of strings of
atoms, at every level of the hierarchy, with the most coarse-
grained description at level 1. Higher-numbered levels, where
more qualitative components are included, possess greater
discriminatory power and allow for finer-grained descrip-
tions. We showed how, for each level of the hierarchy, I-I and
I-P-I transition tables, encoding the ordering constraints for
the set of atoms at that level, can be constructed by a simple
algorithm that makes use of a pair of compatibility matrices.
From a pair of I-I and I-P-I tables, a corresponding TOG can
be constructed that visually encodes their constraints.

In [Meathrel and Galton, 2000], we showed how sequences
of atomic tokens (with “contexts”) can be used to model
boundary-based schemes such as those of Leyton [1988] and
Hoffman and Richards [1982]. We believe the theory pre-
sented here provides an adequate basis for constructing any
boundary-based scheme of qualitative shape descriptors.
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Resolving Ambiguities to Create a Natural Computer-Based Sketching
Environment

Christine Alvarado, Randall Davis
MIT Artificial Intelligence Laboratory

Abstract

Current computer-based design tools for mechan-
ical engineers are not tailored to the early stages
of design. Most designs start as pencil and pa-
per sketches, and are entered into CAD systems
only when nearly complete. Our goal is to create
a kind of “magic paper” capable of bridging the
gap between these two stages. We want to create
a computer-based sketching environment that feels
as natural as sketching on paper, but unlike paper,
understands a mechanical engineer’s sketch as it is
drawn. One important step toward realizing this
goal is resolving ambiguities in the sketch— deter-
mining, for example, whether a circle is intended
to indicate a wheel or a pin joint—and doing this
as the user draws, so that it doesn’t interfere with
the design process. We present a method and an
implemented program that does this for freehand
sketches of simple 2-D mechanical devices.

1 Sketching Conceptual Designs
Engineers typically make several drawings in the course of
a design, ranging from informal sketches to the formal man-
ufacturing drawings created with drafting tools. Drawing is
far more than an artifact of the design process; it has been
shown to be essential at all stages of the design process [Ull-
man et al., 1990]. Yet almost all early drawings are still done
using pencil and paper. Only after a design is relatively sta-
ble do engineers take the time to use computer aided design
or drafting tools, typically because existing tools are too dif-
ficult to use for the meager payoff they provide at this early
stage.

Our aim is to allow designers to sketch just as they would
on paper, e.g., without specifying in advance what component
they are drawing, yet have the system understand what has
been sketched. We want to have the input be as unconstrained
as possible, in order to make interaction easy and natural; our
route to accomplishing this is to build a sufficiently powerful
sketch recognizer.

It is not yet obvious that a freehand sketching interface will
be more effective in real use than a carefully designed menu-
based system. In order to do the comparison experiments,
however, we must first build powerful sketch-based systems.

It is the construction of such a system that is the focus of this
paper.

The value of sketching as an interface and the utility of
intelligent sketch understanding has gained increasing atten-
tion in recent years (e.g., [Hearst, 1998]). Some early re-
search was concerned with single stroke classification ([Ru-
bine, 1991]), while more recent work ([Gross, 1995; Landay
and Myers, 2001]) puts groups of strokes together to form
larger components. A number of efforts (e.g., [Gross and Do,
1996], [Mankoff et al., 2000]) have acknowledged the ne-
cessity of representing ambiguities that arise in interpreting
strokes, but have not substantially addressed how to resolve
those ambiguities.

Given the frequency of ambiguities in a sketch, a tool that
constantly interrupts the designer to ask for a choice between
multiple alternatives would be cumbersome. Our work is
thus focused, in part, on creating a framework in which to
both represent and use contextual (top-down) knowledge to
resolve the ambiguities. We built a program called ASSIST
(A Shrewd Sketch Interpretation and Simulation Tool) that in-
terprets and understands a user’s sketch as it is being drawn,
providing a natural-feeling environment for mechanical engi-
neering sketches.

The program has a number of interesting capabilities.

• The basic input to the program is a sketch, i.e., a se-
quence of strokes drawn “while the system watches,” not
a finished drawing to be interpreted only after it is com-
plete.

• Sketch interpretation happens in real time, as the sketch
is being created.

• The program allows the user to draw mechanical compo-
nents just as on paper, i.e., as informal sketches, without
having to pre-select icons or explicitly identify the com-
ponents.

• The program uses a general architecture for both repre-
senting ambiguities and adding contextual knowledge to
resolve the ambiguities.

• The program employs a variety of knowledge sources
to resolve ambiguity, including knowledge of drawing
style and of mechanical engineering design.

• The program understands the sketch, in the sense that
it recognizes patterns of strokes as depicting particular
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Figure 1: A car on a hill, as drawn by the user in ASSIST.

Figure 2: The sketch as displayed by ASSIST.

components, and illustrates its understanding by running
a simulation of the device, giving designers a way to
simulate their designs as they sketch them.

We describe the system and report on a pilot user study
evaluating the naturalness of the program’s interface and the
effectiveness of its interpretations.

2 Designing with ASSIST
Figure 1 shows a session in which the user has drawn a sim-
ple car on a hill. The user might begin by drawing the body
of the car, a free-form closed polygon. As the user completes
the polygon, the system displays its interpretation by replac-
ing the hand-drawn lines (shown in Figure 1) with straight
blue lines. Next the user might add the wheels of the car,
which also turn blue as they are recognized as circular bod-
ies. The user can then “attach” the wheels with pin joints
that connect wheels to the car body and allow them to rotate.
The user might then draw a surface for the car to roll down,
and anchor it to the background (the “x” indicates anchor-
ing; anything not anchored can fall). Finally, the user can add
gravity by drawing a downward pointing arrow not attached
to any object. The user’s drawing as re-displayed by ASSIST
is shown in Figure 2.

The system recognizes the various components in the
drawing by their form and context; when the “Run” button is
tapped, it transfers the design to a two-dimensional mechani-

Figure 3: The sketch simulated, showing the consequences.

cal simulator which shows what will happen (Figure 3).1

Note that the user drew the device without using icons,
menu commands, or other means of pre-specifying the com-
ponents being drawn. Note, too, that there are ambiguities
in the sketch, e.g., both the wheels of the car and pin joints
are drawn using circles, yet the system was able to select the
correct interpretation despite these ambiguities, by using the
knowledge and techniques discussed below. The automatic
disambiguation allowed the user to sketch without interrup-
tion.

Figure 4 shows a session in which the user has drawn a
more interesting device, a circuit breaker, and run a simula-
tion of its behavior.

Note that ASSIST deals only with recognizing the me-
chanical components in the drawing and is, purposely, literal-
minded in doing so. Components are assembled just as the
user drew them, and component parameters (e.g. spring con-
stants, magnitudes of forces, etc)̇ are set to default values.
The car in Figures 1–3, for example, wobbles as it runs down
the hill because the axles were not drawn in the center of the
wheels. The combination of literal-minded interpretation and
default parameter values can produce device behavior other
than what the user had in mind. Other work in our group has
explored the interesting and difficult problem of communicat-
ing and understanding the intended behavior of a device once
it has been drawn using ASSIST [Oltmans, 2000].

3 Embedding Intelligent Assistance
We created a model for sketch understanding and ambigu-
ity resolution inspired by the behavior of an informed human
observer, one that recognizes the sketch by relying on both
low-level (i.e., purely geometric) routines and domain spe-
cific knowledge.

One interesting behavior of an informed observer is that in-
terpretation begins as soon as the designer begins sketching.
While not a required strategy—people can obviously interpret
a finished sketch—there are advantages in ease of use and in
speed from having the program do its interpretation in par-
allel with drawing. Ease of use arises because the program

1We use Working Model 2D from Knowledge Revolution, a
commercial mechanical simulator; any simulator with similar ca-
pabilities would do as well.
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Figure 4: A sketch of a circuit breaker (left) and its simulation
(right).

can provide an indication of its interpretation of parts of the
sketch as soon as they are drawn, making it easier for the user
to correct a misinterpretation. Interpretation is faster because
incremental interpretation effects a divide and conquer strat-
egy: parts of the drawing interpreted correctly can provide
useful context when interpreting parts drawn subsequently.2

A second interesting behavior of an informed observer is
the ability to accumulate multiple interpretations and defer
commitment. Consider for example the objects in Figure 5.
Are the strokes in 5a going to become part of a ball and
socket mechanism (5b), or are they the beginning of a gear
(5c)? Committing too soon to one interpretation precludes
the other. Hence interpretation must be capable of revision in
the face of new information.

There is clearly a need to balance out the desire for in-
terpretation occurring in parallel with drawing, and the need
to avoid premature commitment. We discuss below how our
system accomplishes this.

Third, while commitment should be deferred, it must of
course be made eventually, and determining when to make
that commitment is not easy. Timing information can assist.
Consider the case of circles: Because circles are low-level
structures, it is likely that they will be used in higher-level
structures, as for example when a circle turns out to be part of
a pulley system. One way of dealing with this is to use timing

2The program also seems faster because it is working while the
user is drawing, reducing the user’s wait.

(b) (c)

(a)

Figure 5: An example of ambiguity: The bold strokes in (b)
and (c) are identical to the strokes in (a).

data: the system gets to “watch” the sketch being drawn and
knows when each stroke was made. If, some time after the
circle has been drawn, it has still not been used in any other
structure, the observer can plausibly guess that it will not be
incorporated into another piece and should be interpreted as
an independent circular body.3

Finally, parts may remain ambiguous even when a piece of
the drawing is finished. To resolve these residual ambiguities,
the observer uses his knowledge of mechanical engineering
components and how they combine. Consider, for example,
the small circles inside the larger circles in Figure 2; ASSIST
determines that these are more likely to be pivot joints than
additional circular bodies, both because small circles typi-
cally indicate pin joints and because bodies do not typically
overlap without some means of interconnection (i.e., the pin
joint).

Our system incorporates each of these observations: it be-
gins interpreting the sketch as soon as the user starts draw-
ing; it accumulates multiple interpretations, deferring com-
mitment until sufficient evidence (e.g., stroke timing) accu-
mulates to suggest a component has been finished, and it re-
solves ambiguities by relying on knowledge from the domain
about how components combine.

4 ASSIST’s Interpretation and
Disambiguation Process

ASSIST’s overall control structure is a hierarchical template-
matching process, implemented in a way that produces con-
tinual, incremental interpretation and re-evaluation as each
new stroke is added to the sketch. Each new stroke triggers
a three stage process of recognition, reasoning and resolu-
tion. Recognition generates all possible interpretations of the
sketch in its current state, reasoning scores each interpreta-
tion, and resolution selects the current best consistent inter-
pretation. After each pass through the three stages the sys-
tem displays its current best interpretation by redrawing the
sketch.

4.1 Recognition
In the recognition stage, ASSIST uses a body of recognizers,
small routines that parse the sketch, accumulating all possible

3A body is any hunk of material not otherwise interpreted as a
more specialized component (like a spring, pin joint, etc.). The car
body is a polygonal body; its wheels are circular bodies.
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interpretations as the user draws each stroke. A recognizer
takes as input raw strokes and previously recognized objects,
and if the input fits its template, produces a new object. For
example, the circle recognizer reports a circle if all the points
on a stroke lie at roughly the same distance from the average
X and Y coordinate of the stroke.4 The circle is then available
to other recognizers, e.g., the pulley recognizer.

4.2 Reasoning
In the second stage the system scores each interpretation us-
ing a variety of different sources of knowledge that embody
heuristics about how people draw and how mechanical parts
combine.

Temporal Evidence
People tend to draw all of one object before moving to a new
one. Our system considers interpretations that were drawn
with consecutive strokes to be more likely than those drawn
with non-consecutive strokes.

Additional evidence comes from “longevity:” the longer
a figure stays unchanged, the stronger its interpretation be-
comes, because as time passes it becomes more likely that
the figure is not going to be turned into anything else by ad-
ditional strokes.

Simpler Is Better
We apply Occam’s razor and prefer to fit the fewest parts pos-
sible to a given set of strokes. For example, any polygonal
body (e.g., the car body in Figure 2) could have been inter-
preted as a set of (connected) individual rods, but the system
prefers the interpretation “body” because it fits many strokes
into a single interpretation.

More Specific is Better
Our system favors the most specific interpretation. Circles,
for example, (currently) have three interpretations: circular
bodies, pin joints, and the “select” editing gesture. The se-
lection gesture is the most specific interpretation, in the sense
that every circle can be a circular body or pin joint, but not
every circle can be a selection gesture (e.g., if it does not
encircle any objects). Hence when a circle contains objects
inside of it, the system prefers to interpret it as a selection
gesture.

Domain Knowledge
ASSIST uses basic knowledge about how mechanical com-
ponents combine. For example, a small circle drawn on top
of a body is more likely to be a pin joint than a circular body.

User Feedback
User feedback also supplies guidance. The “Try Again” but-
ton (see the bottom of Figure 1) permits the user to indicate
that something was recognized incorrectly, at which point the
system discards that interpretation and offers the user an or-
dered list of alternative interpretations. Conversely the sys-
tem can be relatively sure an interpretation is correct if the
user implicitly accepts it by continuing to draw.

4In other work we describe recognizers that use more sophisti-
cated early processing of basic geometry [Sezgin, ].

Combining Evidence
The heuristics described above all independently provide ev-
idence concerning which interpretation is likely to be correct.
Our method of combining these independent sources involves
distinguishing between two categories of evidence: categori-
cal and situational.

Categorical evidence ranks interpretations relative to one
another based on the first four knowledge sources described
above. Each source is implemented in the system as a set of
rules that takes two interpretations as input, and outputs an
ordering between them. In processing Figure 1, for exam-
ple, the interpretation “body” is ranked higher than the inter-
pretation “connected rods,” based on the “Simpler is Better”
heuristic.

Situational evidence comes from implicit and explicit feed-
back from the user. Explicit feedback is provided by use of
the “Try Again” button; implicit feedback arises when the
user keeps drawing after the system displays an interpreta-
tion, suggesting that the user is satisfied that the system has
understood what has been drawn so far.

The system gives each interpretation two numeric scores,
one from each category of evidence. The categorical score
is an integer from 0 to 10; the situational score is an integer
from -11 to 11. These values are chosen so that the situa-
tional dominates the categorical, because we want user feed-
back to dominate general ranking rules. An interpretation’s
total score is simply the sum of its two scores.

To convert categorical evidence to a numerical score (so it
can be combined it with the situational score), we generate
a total ordering of all the interpretations consistent with the
partial orders imposed by the categorical evidence. We do a
topological sort of the graph of partial orders produced by the
evidence and distribute scores evenly, from 0 to 10, over all
the interpretations in the sorted graph.5

Situational scores start out at 0 and are strengthened or
weakened by evidence that can raise of lower the current
value by 1 or by 11. Situational evidence thus either mod-
ifies an interpretation’s value by a small amount (1 unit) or
declares it to be certainly correct or certainly incorrect. The
system declares an interpretation to be certainly correct or
certainly incorrect when the user explicitly accepts or rejects
the interpretation using the “Try Again” dialog box. The sys-
tem strengthens an interpretation by a small amount each time
strokes added by the user are consistent with that interpreta-
tion.6

We developed this approach to accumulating and combin-
ing evidence, and implemented our knowledge sources as a
rule based system, in order to provide a degree of modularity

5The system first removes cycles in the graph by collapsing
strongly connected components. Conceptually, this step indicates
that the system will give an equal score to all interpretations that
have inconsistent ordering given the evidence (i.e., one rule says A
is more likely than B, while another says B is more likely than A).
In addition, if there are more than 11 interpretations, the top ten are
assigned scores of 10 through 1; the remaining interpretations all
receive a score of 0.

6The system does not yet weaken an interpretation by a small
amount; we have included this possibility for symmetry and possible
future use.
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Figure 6: A recognition graph for four strokes; scores are
shown at the left of each interpretation.

to the system. Our overall approach to the problem is to take
into account as many sources of knowledge as prove useful in
interpreting the sketch. We knew that it would be impossible
to identify and implement them all at the outset, hence our
design put a high premium on the ability to add and remove
sources of evidence easily.

4.3 Resolution

The third stage in the interpretation process involves deciding
which interpretation is currently the most likely. Our system
uses a greedy algorithm, choosing the interpretation with the
highest total score, eliminating all interpretations inconsistent
with that choice, and repeating these two steps until no more
interpretations remain to be selected.

The process is illustrated by the interpretation graph in Fig-
ure 6, which shows in graphical form all of the possible in-
terpretations of four strokes (the top row of ovals): 4 separate
lines, 4 rods, a quadrilateral, rectangle, or square. The rod
on the left has the highest score, so it is chosen as a correct
interpretation for stroke A. Choosing that interpretation elim-
inates the interpretations of quadrilateral, rectangle or square,
because stroke A is needed in any of these interpretations. In
this context the other strokes are interpreted as rods because
that interpretation has the highest score of any remaining in-
terpretation.

Recall that our interpretation process is continuous: all
three stages of processing occur after every new stroke is
added to the sketch, and the current best interpretation as se-
lected by the greedy algorithm is presented to the user. The
process tends to settle down reasonably quickly, in part be-
cause, as noted, we reward longevity. Hence once an interpre-
tation has been presented to the user and unchanged for some
period of time, it becomes increasingly unlikely to change.

Figure 7: A scale.

Figure 8: A Rube-Goldberg machine. The ball rolling down
the incline sets in motion a sequence of events that eventu-
ally pushes the block at the right into the receptacle at bot-
tom right. The device is an adaptation of the one found in
[Narayanan, 1995].

5 Evaluation and Results
Our initial evaluation of ASSIST has focused on its natu-
ralness and effectiveness. We asked subjects to sketch both
on paper and using ASSIST. We observed their behavior and
asked them to describe how ASSIST felt natural and what
was awkward about using it.

We tested the system on eleven people from our the labo-
ratory, two of whom had mechanical engineering design ex-
perience. All were asked first to draw a number of devices
on paper (Figures 7, 8, 9), to give them a point of compari-
son and to allow use to observe differences in using the two
media.

They were then asked to draw the same systems using AS-
SIST (they drew with a Wacom PL-400 tablet, an active ma-
trix LCD display that allows users to sketch and see their
strokes appear directly under the stylus). We asked them how
often they felt the system got the correct interpretation and
how reasonable the misinterpretations were, and asked them
to compare using our system to drawing on paper and to using
a menu-based interface.

The system was successful at interpreting the drawings de-
spite substantial degrees of ambiguity, largely eliminating the
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Figure 9: A circuit breaker.

need for the user to specify what he was drawing. As a con-
sequence, a user’s drawing style appeared to be only mildly
more constrained than when drawing on paper.

People reported that the system usually got the correct in-
terpretation of their sketch. Where the system did err, ex-
amination of its performance indicated that in many cases the
correct interpretation had never been generated at the recogni-
tion step, suggesting that our reasoning heuristics are sound,
but we must improve the low-level recognizers. This work is
currently under way.

Users tended to draw more slowly and more precisely with
ASSIST than they did on paper. The most common com-
plaint was that it was difficult to do an accurate drawing be-
cause the system changed the input strokes slightly when it
re-drew them (to indicate its interpretations). Users felt that
the feedback given by ASSIST was effective but at times in-
trusive. Our next generation of the system leaves the path of
the strokes unchanged, changing only their color to indicate
the interpretation.

For a more complete discussion responses to the system
from a user interface perspective, see [Alvarado and Davis,
2001].

6 Related Work
The Electronic Cocktail Napkin (ECN) project [Do and
Gross, 1996; Gross, 1996] attacks a similar problem of sketch
understanding and has a method for representing ambiguity.
Our system takes a more aggressive approach to ambiguity
resolution and as a result can interpret more complicated in-
teractions between parts. In order for ECN to to resolve am-
biguity, the user must either inform the system explicitly of
the correct interpretation, or the system must find a specific
higher-level pattern that would provide the context to disam-
biguate the interpretation of the stroke. Our system, in con-
trast, takes into account both drawing patterns and knowledge
of drawing style.

[Mankoff et al., 2000] presents a general framework for
representing ambiguity in recognition-based interfaces. This
work is similar in using a tree-like structure for representing
ambiguity, but touches only briefly on ambiguity resolution.
Our work pushes these ideas one step further within the do-
main of mechanical engineering by providing a framework
and set of heuristics for ambiguity resolution.

SILK [Landay and Myers, 2001] allows a user to sketch out
rough graphical user interface designs, then transform them
into more polished versions. SILK addresses the notion of

ambiguity, but limits its handling of it to single parts, e.g., is
this group of strokes a radio button or a check box? This does
not in general affect the interpretation of the other strokes in
the sketch. In contrast, our system can resolve ambiguities
that affect the interpretation of many pieces of the sketch.

A theoretical motivation to our work was provided by work
in [Saund and Moran, 1995], which outlines several goals
in interpreting ambiguous sketches. Our work implements
many of the multiple representation and disambiguation tech-
niques suggested in their work.

We have also been motivated by work in mechanical sys-
tem behavior analysis, especially in the field of qualita-
tive behavior extraction and representation [Sacks, 1993;
Stahovich et al., 1998]. The work by Stahovich aims to
extract the important design constraints from the designer’s
rough sketch and is less focused on the interface or sketch
recognition process. It was nevertheless the inspiration for
our work in this area.

7 Future Work
The work presented in this paper is a first step toward creating
a natural interface. It can usefully be expanded in several
areas.

First, our current formulation of recognition and evidential
reasoning is of course quite informal. This is a consequence
of our focus at this stage on the knowledge level, i.e., trying to
determine what the program should know and use to evaluate
interpretations. Once the content has become more stable and
better understood, a more formal process of evaluation and
control (e.g., Bayes’ nets) may prove useful both for speed
and scaling.

Second, in our efforts to combine the best properties of
paper and the digital medium we have yet to find many of
the appropriate trade-off points. How aggressive should the
system be in its interpretations? Forcing the user to correct
the system immediately when it makes a mistake greatly aids
recognition, but may distract the designer by forcing her to
focus on the system’s recognition process rather than on the
design. In addition, some ambiguities are resolved as more
of the sketch is drawn, yet if the system waits for the sketch
to be finished, unraveling an incorrect interpretations can be
a great deal of work.

In the same vein, it will be important to calibrate how im-
portant true freehand sketching is to designers. The obvious
alternative is a icon-based system with graphical editing capa-
bilities (e.g., moving and resizing the standard components).
Freehand drawing can be powerful, but alternative interface
styles need to be considered as well.

The system should also adapt to new users and their sketch-
ing style. For example, one of our heuristics was that people
draw all of one object before moving onto the next, but there
are of course exceptions. The system should be able to ad-
just to this type of behavior and learn to override its default
heuristic.

8 Conclusion
CAD systems are rarely used in early design because they
do not allow for quick and natural sketching of ideas. To be
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useful here, computers must allow the designer to sketch as
on paper, yet provide benefits not available with paper, such
as the ability to simulate the system.

To provide an interface that feels natural yet interprets
sketches as the user draws, the system must be able to re-
solve ambiguities without interrupting the user. This work
provides one solution to problem of ambiguity resolution in a
framework of reasonable generality.
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ROBOTICS AND PERCEPTION

VISION I



 
Fig. 2: Distributed omnidirectional vision system 

Abstract 
This paper proposes a new model for gesture 
recognition. The model, called view and motion 
-based aspect models (VAMBAM), is an omni-
directional view-based aspect model based on 
motion-based segmentation. This model realizes 
location-free and rotation-free gesture recogni-
tion with a distributed omnidirectional vision 
system (DOVS). The distributed vision system 
consisting of multiple omnidirectional cameras 
is a prototype of a perceptual information infra-
structure for monitoring and recognizing the real 
world. In addition to the concept of VABAM, 
this paper shows how the model realizes robust 
and real-time visual recognition of the DOVS. 

1 Introduction 
An open problem of visual recognition is “segmentation” 
of sensory data. Based on Marr’s paradigm [Marr, 1982], 
many researchers have tried to build recognition systems 
using 3-D models as the intermediate representations. 
There are mainly two methods. One is to detect visual 
features such as line segments and surfaces bounded by 
the lines and then to directly fit wire-frame models to the 
detected features or by estimating 3-D positions of the 
features by using multiple views. Another more powerful 
method is to detect targets by multiple-camera stereo 
[Kanade, xxxx]. The target segmentation by cameras 
surrounding the target is robust against lighting condi-
tions. A problem of the former method is in the feature 
segmentation in the image. It has a serious problem for 

deformable targets, such as 
humans. A problem of the 
later method is in the com-
putational const. Even if we 
use the most powerful com-
puter, it is difficult to com-
pute in real-time. 

The purpose of this paper 
is to develop a real-time 
vision system that tracks and 
recognizes human behaviors 

in a wide area. Therefore, the methods based on the 3-D 
models are not suitable for our purpose. We, rather, take 
a new but well-known memory-based approach for the 
segmentation problem. Recent progress of computer 
hardware enabled us to use a large volume of memory 
and to access in real time. This paper follows the basic 
idea and proposes a general framework of visual recogni-
tion in a wide environment.  

 
The system introduced in this paper consists of om-

nidirectional cameras. Each camera has an omnidirec-
tional visual field and observes a wide range. Fig. 1 
shows a compact omnidirectional camera [Ishiguro, 
1998]. By using multiple omnidirectional cameras, the 
system redundantly covers the wide environment as 
shown in Fig. 2. We call it Distributed Omnidirectional 
Vision System (DOVS). The goal of our research is to 
develop a perceptual information infrastructure [Ishi-
guro, 1997] by using the distributed omnidirectional vi-
sion system as an extension of computer and sensor 
networking. 

The key function of the DOVS is to track walking 
humans and to recognize the gestures in real time. That 
is, it is location-free and rotation-free gesture recogni-
tion. This paper proposes a new model of visual recogni-
tion for realizing the function. We call the model View 
And Motion -Based Aspect Model (VAMBAM). The 
model has two features as follows: 

VAMBAM: View and Motion -based Aspect Models                                              
for Distributed Omnidirectional Vision Systems 

Hiroshi Ishiguro* and Takuichi Nishimura** 
*Department of Computer & Communication Sciences, Wakayama University, Japan 

** Cyber Assist Research Center,  
National Institute for Advanced Industrial Science and Technology (AIST)  
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Fig. 1: Omnidirectional 

camera 
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1. Omnidirectional model of a gesture 
2. Motion-based segmentation of the gesture 

As shown in Fig. 3, the multiple cameras observe a 
human from various viewing point to build the 
VAMBAM. Then, the system recognizes human gestures 
in the distributed vision system that consists of multiple 
cameras distributed in the environment. A VAMBAM 
maintains the visual information in a form of view-based 
aspect model. In the modeling, a gesture is observed as 
image sequences. Then, the image sequence is trans-
formed to a feature vector that represents an aspect of the 
gesture based on the motion information.  Thus, 
VAMBAM maintains omnidirectional and motion-based 
gesture information. This gesture recognition not using 
3-D models has not been developed so far [Pavlovic, 
1997]. 
 

In the following sections, Section 2 explains the de-
sign policies of VAMBAM. To utilize VAMBAM, we 
have developed a 3-D dynamic programming matching. 
Section 3 describes the detail. Finally, Section 4 reports 
experimental results and effectiveness of VAMBAM.  

2 VAMBAM 

2.1 Omnidirectional Aspect Model 
The system has two phases for recognizing human ges-
tures: modeling phase and recognition phase (see Fig. 3). 
In the modeling phase, the system acquires VAMBAMs 
by using 16 cameras surrounding a human. The human 
makes several gestures and the system memorizes each 
gesture as an individual VAMBAM.  In the recognition 
phase, the system consisting of multiple omnidirectional 
cameras finds a human, tracks, and then matches ac-
quired images from several cameras with the stored 
VAMBAMs. This section explains the modeling phase. 

 
An ideal model for object recognition is to have all 

visual information from all directions like a complete 3-
D model. If there are an infinite number of cameras sur-
rounding an object, we can directly acquire such an ideal 
view-based model. VAMBAM is an approximation of 
such an ideal model. 

A problem is how to reduce the number of cameras 
surrounding a modeling target in the modeling phase. It 
depends on complexity of the target. Since the purpose 
of the DOVS is to recognize coarse human gestures, we 
have decided the number as 16 based on a preparatory 
experiment.  

By using 16 cameras, the system acquires 16 view 
sequences and transforms them to 16 feature vectors. In 
Fig. 4, the sphere shows a feature vector. Here, we sup-
pose all of the cameras are located at the same height. Of 
course, we can extend the camera arrangement, but it is 
not needed for our current gesture recognition. 

All 16 cameras do not have the same priority. For 
recognizing a particular gesture, for example breathing 
gesture, the front camera is more important than the side 
cameras. Therefore, each feature vector has a weight 
estimated from the motion information. If the camera 
observes more moving pixels by background subtraction 
than the others, it has a bigger weight. Fig. 5 shows the 
conceptual figure of the weight vectors. The weights de-
fine aspect changes in VAMBAM. Fig. 5 shows 9 feature 
vectors that have positive weights, and it represents 9 
aspects. The system efficiently refers to the weight for 
searching the target in the recognition phase. 

The VAMBAM shown in Fig. 5 is obtained by ob-
serving the target with a constant distance. If the camera 
is distant from the object, the aspect also changes. Bo-
bick and Bolles [Bobick, 1992] reported an important 
idea that the model structure changes according to the 
resolution of a vision sensor. We follow the idea and 

Fig. 3: Modeling and recognition 

 
Fig. 4: 16 feature vectors Fig. 6: Full VAMBAM 

 
Fig. 5: Weighted 16 feature vectors 
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extend a VAMBAM to a full VAMBAM as shown in Fig. 
6. The full VAMBAM has several layers to handle dif-
ferent resolutions. In Fig. 6, the lateral circle represents 
the coarsest resolution (or distant observation). Although 
we have not developed the system using the Full 
VAMBAM, this concept is very important for our future 
extension of the basic model. 

 
Here, let us state VAMBAM as an aspect model. 

Aspect models represent omnidirectional visual informa-
tion surrounding the target. Koenderink [Koenderink, 
1979] proposed the original concept based on 3-D struc-
ture of the object. Ikeuchi [Ikeuchi, 1988] modified for 
passive vision systems and defined the aspect change by 
the number of observable surfaces of the object. In their 
works, the important point is that the aspect model main-
tains omnidirectional visual information for the general-
ity. On the other hand, view/appearance-based methods 
and parametric methods are also a kind of aspect model.  
The view-based method defines the aspect change as a 
difference among views by template matching or feature-
based comparison. The parametric method defines the 
aspect change as a distance in the principle component 
parameter space. They, however, do not maintain the 
omnidirectional visual information in the previous works. 
VAMBAM is a view-based approach as described in the 
next subsection, but it is also an aspect model that main-
tains omnidirectional visual information. Fig. 7 shows 
relationships among the existing methods and our 
method. 

2.2 Motion-based Segmentation 
Another important feature of VAMBAM is motion-based 
segmentation of visual information. As mentioned be-
fore, the motion-based segmentation reduces the amount 
of memory and enables us to utilize omnidirectional 
view-based aspect models for practical systems.  

In Fig. 4, each feature vector is given as shown in 
Fig. 8. The camera finds a moving object by background 
subtraction and tracks it as a candidate of a human. 
Then, it detects the center of gravity by making histo-
grams along vertical and horizontal axes. The histograms 
give the height and width of the human. Based on the 
parameters, the system defines 9 regions that cover the 

human as shown in the left of Fig. 8, tracks the human 
fitting the regions. In each region, the system recodes the 
moving pixels detected by background subtraction and 
acquires 9 motion vectors in 3-5 sec. observation. Here, 
the observation length is adjusted according to the ges-
ture. The acquired 9 motion vectors define a feature vec-
tor as represented with a sphere in Fig. 8. As mentioned 
before, several feature vectors do not contains motion 
information because of the viewing direction. By refer-
ring to the average and variance of the 9 motion vectors, 
the system assigns a weight to the feature vector. 

The motion-based segmentation by background sub-
traction is one of the most robust and stable feature ex-
tractions and many practical systems use background 
subtraction. If we consider that “motion” represents rela-
tionships between static objects and events and gives 
meaning to the static objects, it is natural to build a rec-
ognition system based on the motion-based feature ex-
traction. 

Further, this representation of a gesture is compact. 
Suppose to record a 5 sec. gesture. A motion vector con-
sists of 305×  integers and 16 feature vectors have 

21600169305 =×××  integers and the quarter is selec-
tively memorized by the weights. If we represent an inte-
ger with 8bit, the necessary memory size will be 4000 bit 
and it is not large for recognizing a dozen of gestures in 
real time. 

3 Two Techniques to Support VAMBAM 

3.1 Real-time Tracking of Walking Humans 
For realizing the location-free and direction-free gesture 
recognition, the system needs two more functions: one is 
tracking of walking humans in real time, the other is a 
robust matching method with gesture models. 

By utilizing redundant visual information of the 
DOVS, we can build a robust and real-time multiple 
camera stereo system. This stereo, called N-ocular ste-
reo, is an extension of trinocular stereo [Kitamura, 
1990]. The basic process of N-ocular stereo is as fol-
lows: 

 
Fig. 8: Acquisition of a feature vector 

 
Fig. 7: Several approaches for visual modeling 
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1. Detect moving regions on the images by back-
ground subtraction. 

2. For all combination of two moving regions on dif-
ferent omnidirectional cameras, estimate the dis-
tance to the region and apply a circle as a human 
model (the circles in Fig. 9). 

3. Check the overlapping of the circles and determine 
human locations. 
As described above, we implement the N-ocular ste-

reo as a model-based stereo method. Generally, the 
model-based stereo is more stable than the feature-based 
stereo in the case where the target is known. However, 
appearance of a human body frequently deforms on the 
image. Therefore, we have approximated the human body 
with a circle (the diameter is 60 cm) on the horizontal 
plane that is parallel to the floor. When three or more 
circles overlap each other, the system decides a human 
exists in the center of gravity of the circles. [Sogo, 2000, 
Sogo, 2001]. 

This N-ocular stereo for tracking humans in a 
DOVS is executed in real-time with a standard computer 
and it robustly tracks up to 3 humans simultaneously 
with four omnidirectional cameras. The reason of the 
robustness is in the redundant observation by multiple 
omnidirectional vision sensors. The method based on 
background subtraction is, generally speaking, noisy 
against change of lighting condition. However, the mul-
tiple observations from different viewing angles suppress 
the noise.  

Another issue in the N-ocular stereo is precise 
localization and identification of the omnidirectional 
cameras. For this issue, we have already developed a 
method that automatically performs the localization and 
identification [Kato, 1999]. 
 

3.2 3-D Dynamic Programming for Matching 
The recognition system needs to handle multiple gesture 
models simultaneously. Therefore, a robust and real-time 
matching technique is required.  

The basic idea is to use conventional continuous 
dynamic programming (CDP). We have extended this 
CDP to interpolate discrete observation by 16 cameras, 
which is called Spatio-Temporal Continuous Dynamic 

Programming (STCDP, see Fig. 11). In the recognition 
phase, a stored model does not exactly match to the ob-
servations by the DOVS as shown in Fig. 10. The 
STCDP searches the best match by swiveling the model 
within 360/16 degrees. In addition to this, the STCDP 
finds the direction of target by rotating the models 360 
degrees. Thus, this 3-D matching realizes the rotation-
free gesture recognition by using the discrete model. 

By taking account of all conditions in the matching, 
we formalize the STCDP as follows. Let us denote the 
cumulative distance of a point ),,( ti τθ  for evaluation of 

the DP matching as ),,( tiS τθ . Suppose the θ th feature 

vector is rotated θi  up to θN and the model length is T. 

The STCDP calculates ),,( tiS τθ  by using the following 

recursive equations. 

 
Fig. 11: STCDP 

 
Fig. 12: Attention control in the matching 

 
Fig. 9: N-ocular stereo by a DOVS 

 
Fig. 10: Matching with a VAMBAM 
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Boundary conditions )0,1,1( tTNi ≤≤≤≤≤ τθθ : 

∞=),0,( tiS θ  

∞=+= ),,1(),,0( tNStS ττ θ  

∞==− )0,,()1,,( ττ θθ iSiS   

Recursive equations ( t≤1 ): 
),1,(3),1,( tidtiS θθ ⋅=  

=),,( tiS τθ  

)2( T≤≤ τ  
 

In the current implementation, the STCDP sequen-
tially matches the input with 10 stored models. However, 
the STCDP needs to be modified to handle a large num-
ber of models. The weights assigned to the VAMBAM 
reduce the computational time drastically. By referring to 
the weights, the STCDP can dynamically select possible 
feature vectors and ignore redundant search for impossi-
ble models in the early stage as shown in Fig. 12. In 
other words, we can see attention control in the recogni-
tion phase using VAMBAM. 

3 Experimental Results  
For the modeling, we have arranged 16 cameras along a 
circle of 3m diameter and acquired ten model gestures: 
(a) deep-breathing, (b) turning around the upper body, 
(c) kicking, (d) throwing, (e) jumping, (f) opening two 
legs, (g) picking up, (h) sitting down, (i) bowing, (j) 
Sumo-stomping. Fig. 13 shows the modeling system.  

Then, we have verified the performance of the pro-
posed method by using 4 omnidirectional cameras. Fig. 
14 shows the top view of 4 cameras tracking a walking 
human and Fig. 15 shows a part of the trajectory. Fig. 16 
shows an image sequence while the system recognizes 
“kick” gesture. Fig. 17 shows the monitor output of the 
system. 

As shown in Table 1, we could verify good per-
formance of the system. In the recognition phase, we 
have prepared different humans with the modeling phase 
and they have randomly iterated the 10 gestures 10 times. 

When the human behaves a gesture at an arbitrary loca-
tion with an arbitrary orientation, the recognition results 
using STCDP was 100% with 4 cameras as shown in Ta-
ble 1(a). Further, a human can behave similar behavior 
even if he/she is moving. In the case, the performance 
was 87%. In this experimentation, the system has recog-
nized in real time. 

The purpose of this system is to realize gesture rec-
ognition in a wide area. Although the experimental re-
sults are not sufficient, we could verify the basic func-
tion. 

 
Fig. 13: Modeling system 

 
Fig. 15: Trajectory of the walking human  
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Fig. 14: Tracking of a walking human 
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4 Conclusions 
This paper has proposed a new model for gesture recog-
nition, called VAMBAM. By using the model for the 
distributed omnidirectional vision system, we have de-
veloped a location-free and rotation-free gesture recogni-
tion system.  

There are several remained problems yet. One is 
resolution of the gesture recognition. The current system 
handles only large gestures using arms and legs. How-
ever, we consider high-resolution cameras for the omni-
directional cameras can solve this problem. Another 
problem is the discrete omnidirectional models using 16 
cameras. A better method is to acquire continuous mod-
els from the discrete observation and search by 2-D dy-
namic programming. We are now improving the algo-
rithm. 

The model, VAMBAM, is simple but general. 
Therefore, we consider this can be extended and realize 
more sophisticated recognition systems that can recog-
nize more complex scenes, such as interactions among 
humans. Our final goal is to develop a perceptual infor-
mation infrastructure to support human activities based 
on the proposed method. 
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Fig. 17: Monitor output of the system 

(a) Recognition results when the human stops 
 CDP STCDP 

1 camera 65% 83% 
4 cameras 100% 100% 

(b) Recognition results when the human moves 
 CDP TSCDP 

1 camera 31% 62% 
4 cameras 64% 87% 

Table 1: Recognition results  

 
Fig. 16: An image sequence of  “kick” gesture  
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Abstract

Many imaging systems seek a good interpretation of the
scene presented — i.e., a plausible (perhaps optimal) map-
ping from aspects of the scene to real-world objects. This
paper addresses the issue of finding such likely mappings effi-
ciently. In general, an “(interpretation) policy” specifies when
to apply which “imaging operators”, which can range from
low-level edge-detectors and region-growers through high-
level token-combination–rules and expectation-driven object-
detectors. Given the costs of these operators and the distribu-
tion of possible images, we can determine both the expected
cost and expected accuracy of any such policy. Our task is to
find a maximally effective policy — typically one with suffi-
cient accuracy, whose cost is minimal. We explore this frame-
work in several contexts, including the eigenface approach to
face recognition. Our results show, in particular, that policies
which select the operators that maximize information gain
per unit cost work more effectively than other policies, in-
cluding ones that, at each stage, simply try to establish the
putative most-likely interpretation.

Keywords: vision, decision theory, real time systems

1 Introduction

Interpretation, i.e., assigning semantically meaningful labels
to relevant regions of an image, is the core process underly-
ing a number of imaging tasks, including recognition (“is
objectX in the image?”) and identification (“which object is
in the image?”), as well as several forms of tracking (“find
all moving objects of typeX in this sequence of images”),
etc. [PL95; HR96]. Of course, it is critical that interpreta-
tion systems be accurate. It is typically important that the
interpretation process also be fast: For example, to work in
real-time, an interpreter examining the frames of a motion
picture will have only 1/24 of a second to produce an inter-
pretation. Or consider a web-searcher that is asked to find
images of, say, aircraft. Here again speed is critical — and
most searchers do in fact sacrifice some accuracy to gain ef-
ficiency (i.e., they quickly return a large number of “hits”,
only some of which are relevant). This paper addresses the
challenge of producing an interpreter that is both sufficiently
accurate and sufficiently efficient.

Section 2 provides the framework, showing how our
framework generalizes the standard (classical) approaches
to image interpretation, then providing a formal descrip-
tion of our task: given a distribution of possible images
and an inventory of “operators”, produce a “policy” that
specifies when to apply which operator, towards optimizing

some user-specified objective function. It describes three
different policies that could be used, using a simple blocks-
world example to illustrate these terms. The rest of this pa-
per demonstrates that one of these policies, “INFOGAIN”
(which uses information gain to myopically decide which
operator is most useful at each step), is more effective than
the other obvious contenders. Section 3 provides an empir-
ical comparison of these approaches in the context of the
simple blocks-world situation. Section 4 extends these ideas
to deal with face recognition, using the modern eigenvec-
tor approach. (This complements Section 3’s classical ap-
proach to interpretation.) Section 5 quickly surveys some
related work. While the results in this paper demonstrate the
potential for this approach, they are still fairly preliminary.
Section 6 discusses some additional issues that have to be
addressed towards scaling up this system.

2 Framework

2.1 Standard Approaches
There are many approaches to scene interpretation. A
strictly “bottom-up” classical approach performs a series
of passes over all of the information in the scene, perhaps
going first from the pixels to edgels, then from edgels to
lines, then to regions boundaries and then to descriptions,
until finally producing a consistent interpretation for the en-
tire scene. Most “top down”, or “model driven”, systems
likewise begin by performing several bottom-up “sweeps”
of the image — applying various low-level processes to the
scene to produce an assortment of higher-level tokens, which
are then combined to form some plausible hypothesis (e.g.,
that the scene contains a person, etc.). These systems dif-
fer from strictly bottom-up schemes by then switching to a
“top-down” mode: given sufficient evidence to support one
interpretation, they seek scene elements that correspond to
the parts of the proposed real-world object that have yet to
be found [LAB90].

Notice the model-based systems have more prior knowl-
edge of the scene contents than the strictly bottom-up
schemes — in particular, they have some notion of “models”
— which they can exploit to be more efficient. We propose
going one step further, by using additional prior knowledge
to further increase the efficiency of an interpretation system.
Consider a trivial situation in which we only have to deter-
mine whether or not a “red fire-engine” appears in an image;
and imagine, moreover, we knew that the only red object that
might appear in our images is a fire-engine. Here it is clearly
foolish to worry about line-detection or region-growing; it is
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sufficient, instead, to simply sweep the image with an inex-
pensive “red” detector. Moreover, if we knew that the fire-
engine would only appear in the bottom third of the image,
we could apply this operator only to that region.

This illustrates the general idea of exploiting prior knowl-
edge (e.g., which objects are we seeking, as well as the dis-
tribution over the objects and views where they might ap-
pear) to produce an effective interpretation process. In gen-
eral, we will assume our interpretation system also has ac-
cess to the inventory of possible imaging operators. Given
this collection of operators, an “interpretation policy” spec-
ifies when and how to apply which operator, to produce an
appropriate interpretation of an image.

Our objective is to produce an effective interpretation pol-
icy — e.g., one that efficiently returns a sufficiently accu-
rate interpretation, where accuracy and efficiency are each
measured with respect to the underlying task and the dis-
tribution of images that will be encountered. Such policies
must, of course, specify the details: perhaps by specifying
exactly which bottom-up operators to use, and over what
portion of the image, if and when to switch from bottom-
up to top-down, which aspects of the model to seek, etc.
These policies can include “conditionals”; e.g., “terminate
on finding a red object in the scene; otherwise run procedure
X”. They may also specify applying a particular opera-
tor only to specified regions of the image (e.g., seek only
near-horizontal edges, only in the upper left quadrant of the
image). Based on the information available, this interpreta-
tion policy could then use other operators, perhaps on other
portions of the image to further combine the tokens found.

2.2 Input
We assume that our interpretation system “IS” is given the
following information:
? The distribution of images that the IS will encounter,
encoded in terms of the distribution of objects and views
that will be seen, etc. (Here we assume this information is
explicitly given to the algorithm; we later consider acquiring
this by sampling over a given set of training images.)

As a trivial example, we may know that each scene will
contain exactly 25 sub-objects, each occupying a cell in a
5� 5 grid; see Figure 1. Each of these cells has a specified
“color”, “texture” and “shape”, and each of these properties
ranges over 4 values. (Hence, we can identify each image
with a 5 � 5 � 3 = 75 tuple of values, where each value is
from f1; 2; 3; 4g.) Moreover, our IS knows the distribution
over these 475 possible images; see below.
? The task includes two parts: First, what objects the IS
should seek, and what it should return — e.g., “is there an
airplane in image” or “is there a DC10 centered at [ 43; 92 ]
in the image”, etc. In our trivial blocks-world case, we sim-
ply want to know which of the images is being examined.

Second, the task specification should also specify the
“evaluation criteria” for any policy, which is based on both
the expected “accuracy” and its expected “cost”. In gen-
eral, this will be a constrained optimization task, combining
both hard constraints and an optimization criteria (e.g., min-
imize some linear combination of accuracy and cost, or per-
haps maximize the likelihood of a correct interpretation, for

c1;1 , t1;1 , s1;1 c2;1 , t2;1 , s2;1

c3;3 , t3;3 , s3;3

c5;5 , t5;5 , s5;5

Figure 1: A simple image of 25 sub-objects

a given bound on the expected cost).
For this blocks-world task, we want to minimize the ex-

pected cost and also have 100% correctness, assuming the
operators are perfect.
? The set of possible “operators” includes (say) various
edge detectors, region growers, graph matchers, etc. For
each operator, we must specify
� its input and output, of the form: “given a set of pixel

intensities, returns tokens representing the regions of the
same color”;

� its “effectiveness”, which specifies the accuracy of the
output, as a function of the input. This may be a simple
“success probability”, or could be of the form: “assuming
noise-type W , can expect a certain ROC curve” [RH92];

� its “cost”, as a function of (the size of) its input and pa-
rameter setting.

When used, each operator may be given some arguments,
perhaps identifying the subregion of the image to consider.

Here, we consider three operators: O1 (resp., O2, O3) for
detecting the “value” of color (resp., “texture”, “shape”);
each mapping a [x; y ] location of the current image to a
value in f1; 2; 3; 4g. (Note that location is an argument to
the operator.) We assume that each operator, when pointed
at a particular “cell”, will reliably determine the actual
value of that property at the specified location, and will do
so with unit cost. (Section 4 considers less trivial operators.)

For each situation, we assume our interpreter will be given
a series of scenes, but will always have the same objective
and criteria; e.g., it is expected to look for the same objects
in each image, and has a single objective function. (It is easy
to generalize this to deal with environments that can ask dif-
ferent questions for different images, and impose different
costs.)

At each stage, our IS will use its current knowledge (both
prior information — e.g., associated with the distribution
and the operators — and information obtained by earlier
probes) to decide whether (1) to terminate, returning some
interpretation; or (2) to perform some operation, which in-
volves specifying both the appropriate operator and the rel-
evant arguments to this operator, and then recur.

2.3 Policies
In general, we could represent an IS explicitly as a large
decision tree, whose leaf nodes each represent a complete
interpretation (which is returned as the result of the IS), and
whose internal nodes each correspond to a sequence of zero
or more operator applications, followed by a test on the orig-
inal data and/or some set of inferred tokens. Each arc de-
scending from this node is labeled with a possible result of
this test, and descends to new node (containing other opera-
tors and tests) appropriate for this outcome.
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IS�(T = hCmax; Pmini: TaskSpecification,
P ( ): Distribution, O = foig: Operators, I: Image)

Initialize cost C := 0 Evidence ~O = hi

While [C < Cmax & Pmin > maxx P (Obj = x j ~O)] do
Select [o : operator; a : arguments] (based on policy �, P ( � ))

(Note a may specify the region to consider)
Apply o(a) to I , yielding v
Extend ~O := ~O + ho(a); vi

Update P ( � j ~O ), based on result
Update C := C + Cost[ o(a) ]

Return Best Interpretation: argmax
x
P (Obj = x j ~O)

Figure 2: Identification algorithm,
for policy � 2 fRANDPOL, BESTHYP, INFOGAINg

Given that such explicit strategy-trees can be enormous,
we instead represent strategies implicitly, in terms of a “pol-
icy” that specifies how to decide, at run-time, which operator
to use. Figure 2 shows a general interpretation strategy us-
ing any of the policies. We will consider the following three
policies:1

Policy RANDPOL: selects an operator2 randomly.
Policy BESTHYP: first identifies the object that is most
likely to be in the scene (given the evidence seen so
far, weighted by the priors, etc.) and then selects the
operator that can best verify this object [LHD+93, p370]:
That is, after gathering information from k previous
operators ~O = ho1 = v1; : : : ; ok = vki, it computes
the posterior probabilities of each possible interpreta-
tion si, P (S = si j ~O ). To select the next operator,
BESTHYP will first determine which of the scenes is
most likely — i.e., s� = argmaxsfP (S = s j ~O )g
— and then determines which operator has the poten-
tial of increasing the probability of this interpretation
the most: Assume the operator o returns a value in
fv1; v2 : : : ; vjg; then o might increase the probability of s�

to best( s�; o ) = maxjfP (S = s� j ~O; o = vj )g. Here,
BESTHYP will use the operator

o�BH = argmaxof best( s�; o ) g

Policy INFOGAIN: selects the operator that provides the
largest information gain (per unit cost) at each time. This
policy computes, for each possible operator and argument
combination o, the expected information gained by perform-
ing this operation: EIG(S; ~O )o =

H(Sj ~O) �
X

j

P ( o = vj jS; ~O ) H(Sj ~O; o = vj)

1We view RANDPOL as a baseline; clearly we should not con-
sider any system that does worse that this. These empirical stud-
ies are designed to test our hypothesis that INFOGAIN will actu-
ally work best in practice — and in particular, work better than
BESTHYP, which is actually being used in some deployed applica-
tions [LHD+93].

2We will use the term “operator” to refer to the operator in-
stantiated with the relevant arguments. Also, we will further abuse
notation by writing oi = vi to mean that the value vi was obtained
by applying the (instantiated) operator oi to the image.

Figure 3: Tail lights of Chevrelot

where H(SjE) =
P

i P (S = si jE ) logP (S = si jE )
is the entropy of the distribution over the interpretations S
given the evidence E, for E = ~O or E = f ~O; o = vjg.

INFOGAIN then uses the operator
o�IG = argmaxof EIG( ~O; o ) =C(o) g

that maximizes [EIG( ~O; o )=C(o)], where C(o) is the cost
of applying the operator.

3 Simple Experiments: Blocks World

This section presents some experiments using the simple
blocks world situation presented above. They are designed
simply to illustrate the basic ideas, and to help us compare
the three policies described earlier. Section 4 below consid-
ers a more realistic situation.

We first generated a set of 1000 images, each with 25 sub-
objects, by uniformly assigning values for color, texture and
shape to each of the sub-objects randomly, for each of 1000
images; we also assigned each a “prior distribution” pi to
these images (this corresponds to taking an empirical sam-
ple, with replacement). For each run, we randomly select
one of the 1000 images to serve as a target for identification,
then used each of the three policies to identify the image.

After observing Ok = fo1 = v1; o2 = v2; : : : ; ok =
vkg from the operators in the first k iterations, RANDPOL
randomly selects a cell C[i; j]RP and an operator oRP to
probe the value for a property (color, texture etc), insist-
ing only that oRP was not tried earlier on C[i; j]RP in any
previous iterations of this run. BESTHYP chooses a cell
C[i; j]BH and an operator oBH to maximize the posterior
probability of the most likely image, as explained earlier.
Finally, INFOGAIN chooses C[i; j]IG and oIG such that
EIG( ~O; oIG)=C(oIG) is the maximum over all possible
cell and operator combinations. For each of these policies,
the posterior probability is updated after applying the chosen
operator on the cell. The process is repeated until the image
is identified — i.e., all other contenders are eliminated.

We considered 10 set-ups (each with its own objects and
pi’s), and performed 5 runs for each set-up. Over these
50 runs, RANDPOL required on average 5:82�0:27 probes,
BESTHYP 5:44�0:32 probes and INFOGAIN 5:32�0:13.
INFOGAIN is statistically better than the other two policies,
at the p < 0:1 level.

We then performed a variety of other experiments in this
domain, to help quantify the relative merits of the differ-
ent policies — e.g., in terms of the “average Hamming dis-
tances” between the images. See [IG01] for details.

While this particular task is quite simplistic, we were able
to use the same ideas for the more interesting task of iden-
tifying the make and model of a car (e.g., Toyota Corolla,
Nissan Sentra, Honda Civic, etc.) given an image of the
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Figure 4: Histogram of di;j values; total height (left-size
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ture; k = 25.) Also shows (le)(r), using right-size scale.

car that shows its “rear tail lights assembly”; see Figure 3.
Again see [IG01] for details.

4 Scaling Up: Face Recognition

We next investigate the efficiency and accuracy of the three
policies in the more complicated domain of “face recog-
nition” [TP91; PMS94; PWHR98; EC97]. This section
first discusses the prominent “eigenface” technique of face
recognition that forms the basis of our approach; then
presents our framework, describing the representation and
the operators we use to identify faces; then presents our face
interpretation algorithm; and finally shows our empirical re-
sults.

4.1 Eigenface, and EigenFeature, Method
Many of today’s face recognition systems use Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) [TP91]: Given a set of training
images of faces, the system first forms the covariance matrix
� of the images, then computes the k main eigenvectors of
�, called “eigenfaces”. Every training face hi is then pro-
jected into this coordinate space (“facespace”), producing a
vector, 
i = [!

(i)
1 ; !

(i)
2 ; : : : ; !

(i)

k ].
During recognition, any test face htest is similarly pro-

jected into the facespace, producing the vector 
test, which
is then compared with each of the training faces. The
best matching training face is taken to be the interpreta-
tion [TP91].

Following [PMS94], we extend this method to recognize
facial features — eyes, nose, mouth, etc. — which we then
use to help identify the individual in a given test image: We
first partition the training data into two sets, T = fh1;ig
(for constructing the eigenfeatures) and S = fh2;ig (for col-
lecting statistics — see below), which each contains at least
one face of each of the n people. Using id(h) to denote the
person whose face is given by h, we have id(h1;i) = i =
id(h2;i) for i = 1::n; each remaining h1;j and h2;j (j > n)
also maps to 1::n.

We use PCA on, say, the mouth regions of each T image,
to produce a set of eigenvectors; here eigen-mouths. For
each face image hi, let 
(m)

i be “feature space” encoding of
hi’s mouth-region. We will later compare the feature space
encoding 


(m)
test of a new image htest against these f
(m)

i g

vectors, with the assumption that 
(m)
test � 


(m)
i suggests

that htest is really person i — i.e., finding that k
(m)
test �

Figure 5: Training images (top); test images (bottom)



(m)
i k is small should suggest that id(htest) = i. (Note k � k

refers to the L2 norm, aka Euclidean distance.)
To quantify how strong this belief should be, we com-

pute M = jT j � jSj values fdi;jg where each di;j =

k

(m)
1;i � 


(m)
2;j k is the Euclidean distance between the

“eigen-mouth encodings” of T ’s h1;i and S’s h2;j . We
considered 16 buckets Br � < for these di;j values:
B0 = [0; 100), B1 = [100; 200), . . . , B14 = [1400; 1500),
B15 = [1500;1). Then, for each bucket Br, we estimate
P ( di;test 2 Br j id(htest) = i ) as

(m)(r) =
#[ di;j 2 Br & id(h1;i) = id(h2;j) ]

#[ id(h1;i) = id(h2;j) ]

where #[ id(h1;i) = id(h2;j) ] is the number of hi; ji pairs
where h1;i 2 T is the same person as h2;j 2 S. (We
used the obvious Laplacian correction to avoid using 0s
here [Mit97].) We also compute

�(m)(r) =
#[ di;j 2 Br ]

jSj � jT j

to estimate P ( di;test 2 Br ). (Note this is the average over
all images i in the test set T .) Figure 4 shows a histogram of
the di;j values, using the 16 buckets for the left eye feature
(see below); it also shows the values of (le)(r) for r = 0::6.

We use these f(m)(r)gr and f�(m)(r)gr values to inter-
pret a new test image of a person’s face htest. (While the
specific image htest is not in T [ S, it is another face of
someone who has other faces in T [ S).) We first project
htest’s mouth region onto the “eigen-mouth”s space, form-
ing the vector 
(m)

test, then compare 

(m)
test with the stored

eigen-mouth projections (from T ) — computing the values
di;test = k


(m)
i �


(m)
testk for each i in T . This di;test will be

in some bucket, say Br = [r; r + 100). We then use Bayes
Rule to compute the probability that this face is person i:

P ( id(htest) = i j

(m)
test

; f

(m)
j

gj )

= P ( id(htest) = i j di;test 2 Br )

=
P (di;test 2 Br j id(htest) = i ) P ( id(htest) = i )

P ( di;test 2 Br )

� (m)
(r)� 1

n
=�(m)

(r)

(1)

(Here, we assume the faces are drawn from the n individuals
uniformly; hence P ( id(htest) = i ) = 1=n.)
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So far, we considered only a single feature — here,
“mouth projections”, as indicated by the (m) superscript.
We similarly compute (n)(r), (le)(r), (re)(r), values as-
sociated with the nose, left-eye and right-eye, as well as the
�(n)(r), �(le)(r), �(re)(r) values.

We then used the Naı̈ve-Bayes assumption [DH73] (that
features are independent, given the specified person) to es-
sentially simply multiply the associated probabilities: As-
sume we observed, for each feature f , k
(f)

test � 

(f)
i k 2

Br
f

, then

P ( id(htest) = i j

(m)
test; 


(le)
test; 


(n)
test; f


(f)
i gf;i )

= � � P ( 

(m)
test;


(le)
test;


(n)
test j id(htest) = i )

= � � P ( 

(m)
test

j id(htest) = i ) �

P (

(le)
test

j id(htest) = i ) � P (

(n)
test

j id(htest) = i )

� �0

�
(m)(rm)

�(m)(rm)
�
(le)(rle)

�(le)(rle)
�
(n)(rn)

�(n)(rn)
(2)

where �; �0 are scaling constants (as the prior is uniform).
(Note: we had also tried computing individual (m)

i (r)
values, specific to each training face h1;i. However, we
found this was too noisy, as the number of relevant instances
was too small.)

4.2 Framework
The distribution is the set of all people who can be seen,
which varies over race, gender and age, as well as poses
and sizes; we approximate this using the images given in
the training set. We assume that any test face-image belongs
to one of the people in the training set, but probably with
a different facial expression or in a slightly different view,
and perhaps with some external features not in the training
image (like glasses, hat, etc.), or vice versa. Figure 5 shows
three training images (top) and four test images (bottom).

Our task is to identify the person from his/her given test
image htest (wrt the people included in the training set),
subject to the minimum acceptable accuracy (Pmin) and the
maximum total cost of identification (Cmax).

We use four classes of operators, O =
f ole(k); ore(k); on(k); om(k) g to detect respec-
tively “left eye”, “right eye”, “nose” and “mouth”. Each
specific operator also takes a parameter k which specifies
the size of the feature space to consider; here we consider
k 2 f25; 30; 35; 40; 45g. As discussed above, each instan-
tiated operator o 2 O takes an input the test image of a
face htest, and returns a probabilistic distribution over the
individuals.

Each operator of (k) (associated with the feature f 2

fle; re; n; mg) performs three subtasks: SubTask#1 lo-
cates the feature ftest from within the entire face htest. Here
we use a simple template matching technique in which we
search in a fixed “window” of size P � Q pixels in htest
for any given feature, of size p < P by q < Q pixels.
SubTask#2 then projects the relevant region ftest of the test
image into the feature space — computing 


(f)
test of dimen-

sion k. SubTask#3 uses this 
(f)
test to compute first the val-

ues di;test = k

(f)
i � 


(f)
testk for each person i, then place

each di;test value into the appropriate Br bucket, and fi-

nally compute the probability P ( id(htest) = i j

(f)
test ) for

each person i, using Equation 1 (possibly augmented with
Equation 2 to update the distribution when considering the
2nd and subsequent features); see Section 4.1. For each
eigenspace dimension k, we empirically identified the cost
(in seconds) of the four classes of operators — C(ole(k)) =
0:65+(k�25)�0:021, C(ore(k)) = 0:87+(k�25)�0:015,
C(on(k)) = 1:54 + (k � 25) � 0:025 and C(om(k)) =
1:23+(k�25)�0:04. While increasing the dimensionality
k of the feature space should improve the accuracy of the
result, here we see explicitly how this will also increase the
cost.

4.3 Interpretation Phase
During interpretation, each current policy (RANDPOL,
BESTHYP and INFOGAIN) iteratively selects an operator
o(k) 2 O. RANDPOL chooses an operator oRP and a value
kRP randomly, subject only to the condition that oRP had
not been tried before on the image; BESTHYP first identi-
fies the most likely person i = argmaxP ( id(h) = i j � ),
then choses the instantiated oBH(kBH ) operator that best
confirms this hypothesis (that the image belongs to i per-
son), provided this oBH had not been used earlier for this
image; and INFOGAIN chooses an instantiated operator o =
oIG(kIG) that has the maximum EIG( �; o )=C(o)) value.
In each case, the operator is applied to the appropriate re-
gion in the given test face image and the distribution is
updated. . . until one face is identified with sufficiently high
probability (> Pmin) or the system fails (by exhausting all
the possible operators, or having cost > Cmax); see Fig-
ure 2.
4.4 Face Recognition Experiments
We used 534 face images of 102 different people, each
92� 112 pixels, from which we placed 187 images into T ,
another 187 images into S (T and S are used in the training
phase to collect statistics) and used the remaining 260 as test
images. As shown in Figure 5, the faces are more or less in
the same pose (facing front), with some small variation in
size and orientation.3 We considered all 20 operators based
on the four features listed above and k 2 f25; 30; 35; 40; 45g
for each feature.
Basic Experiment: We set Pmin = 0:9 and Cmax = 1

(i.e., no upper limit on identification cost). In each “set-up”,
we assigned a random probability to each person. On each
run, we picked one face randomly from the test set as the
target, and identified it using each of the three policies. We
repeated this for a total of 25 runs per set-up, then changed
the probability distribution and repeated the entire process
again, for a total of 8 set-ups. The cost of recognition on the
average was 8:764�0:586, 7:674�0:702 and 6:811�0:702

3
(1) All these faces were downloaded from the web

sites whitechapel.media.mit.edu and www.cam-
orl.co.uk. (2) This work assumes the head has already been
located and normalized; if not, we can use standard techniques
[TP91] first. (3) All the experiments reported in this paper were
run on a Pentium 200 MHz. PC with 32 MB. RAM running Linux
2.0.35 OS.
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Figure 6: (a) Cost vs. Accuracy (b) Min. Accuracy vs. Error (c) Min. Accuracy vs. Cost

seconds for RANDPOL, BESTHYP and INFOGAIN respec-
tively. INFOGAIN is statistically better than the other two
policies, at the p < 0:1 level. (As expected, these poli-
cies had comparable identification accuracy here: 89:16%,
90:84% and 90:84%, respectively.)
Bounding the Cost: In many situations, we need to impose
a hard restriction on the total cost; we therefore considered
Cmax 2 f2; 4; : : : ; 12g seconds. We then picked one face
randomly from the test set, and identified the test image for
each of these maximal costs, using each of the three policies.
As always, we terminate whenever the probability of any
person exceedsPmin or if the cost exceedsCmax, and return
the most likely interpretation.

We repeated this experiment for a total of 10 set-ups (each
with a different distribution over the people) and with 25
random runs (target face images) per set-up. The accuracy
(the percentage of correct identifications) for each policy is
shown for various values of Cmax in Figure 6(a). INFO-
GAIN has better accuracy than both BESTHYP and RAND-
POL. RANDPOL trailed these two policies significantly for
low (� 4 seconds) cost.
Varying the Minimum Accuracy: In this experiment, we
varied Pmin from 0:1 to 0:9. For each of these values,
we chose a face randomly from the test set as the target
and identified it using each of the three policies. During
the process, the first person i in the training set for which
P ( id(h) = i j � ) > Pmin is returned (or if cost > Cmax, the
most probable face is returned). We repeated this for 25 dif-
ferent target faces (runs) per set-up, and repeated the entire
process for a total of 8 different set-ups.

We evaluated the results in two different ways. First, Fig-
ure 6(b) compares the percentage of wrong identifications
of each policy, for each Pmin value. INFOGAIN has fewer
wrong identifications than BESTHYP and RANDPOL for low
accuracy. As expected, for sufficiently high accuracy, all
three policies have comparable number of wrong identifi-
cations. Secondly, Figure 6(c) compares the average cost
of each policy, for each Pmin value. Again, INFOGAIN has
lower cost than BESTHYP and RANDPOL, while RANDPOL
trails the other two policies significantly.

5 Literature Survey

Our work formally investigates the use of decision theory
in image interpretation, explicitly addressing accuracy ver-
sus efficiency tradeoffs [GE91; RSP93]. Geman and Jedy-
nak [GJ96] used information theoretic approaches to find

the “optimal sequence of questions” for recognizing objects
— hand-written numerals (0-9), and highways from satel-
lite images. Our work also uses information theoretic meth-
ods to compute the expected information gain, but we differ
as we are seeking the most cost-effective sequence of in-
terpretation operators, rather than the shortest sequence of
questions; this forces us to explicitly address the cost vs ac-
curacy tradeoffs. Sengupta and Boyer [SB93] presented a
hierarchically structured approach to organizing large struc-
tural model-bases using an information theoretic criterion.
We do not have explicit model-bases, but consider various
interpretation policies that decide, at run time, which opera-
tors to apply to what regions of an image, based on expected
information gain of the operators.

We used the domain of face recognition to test our ap-
proach. While there are several approaches to face recogni-
tion [TP91; PMS94; PWHR98; EC97], none explicitly ad-
dress the issues of efficiency. We used one of the popular
and successful methods as the basis to our approach and
performed a systematic study of the various efficiency and
accuracy related issues.

Levitt et al. [LAB90; BLM89; LHD+93] have applied
Bayesian inference methods and influence diagrams to im-
age interpretation. We however provide a way to adjust the
optimization function. (Our work also further motivates the
use of “maximum expected utility” in such systems.)

As our system is seeking a policy that maps the state (here
current distribution over possible interpretations) to an ap-
propriate action, it can be viewed as solving a Markov deci-
sion problem (MDP), which puts it in the realm of reinforce-
ment learning; cf., [Dra96]. Our research objective differs as
we are considering a range of reward functions, which can
be various combinations of accuracy and efficiency (some of
which may be difficult to word within a MDP framework).
We anticipate being able to use many of the Reinforcement
Learning techniques as we begin to consider interactions be-
tween the actions, and going beyond our current myopic ap-
proach.

Finally, there is a growing body of work on provid-
ing precise characteristics of various imaging operators,
which quantify how they should work [Har94; RH92]. We
hope to use these results to quantify the effectiveness of
our operators, to help our algorithms decide when to use
each. There is also work on building platforms that al-
low a user to manually assemble these operators [Fua97;
PL94], often using an expert-system style approach [Mat89].
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Here, we are taking a step towards automating this process,
wrt some given task. In particular, our approach suggests a
way to automatically assemble the appropriate imaging op-
erators (i.e., without human intervention), as required to ef-
fectively interpret a range of images.

6 Conclusions
Future Work: While our face recognition results show that
our ideas can be applied to a complex domain, there are a
number of extensions that would further scale up our ap-
proach. Some are relatively straightforward — e.g., extend-
ing the set of operators to cover more features; this will help
deal with larger number of faces in the training set, with
better accuracy and lower interpretation costs. In other con-
texts, we will need to deal with thornier issues, such as oper-
ators that rely on one another. This may be because one op-
erator requires, as input, the output of another operator (e.g.,
a line-segmenter produces a set of tokens, which are then
used by a line-grower — notice this precondition-situation
leads to various planning issues [CFML98]), or because the
actual data obtained from one operator may be critical in
deciding which next operator (or parameter setting) to con-
sider next: e.g., finding the fuselage at some position helps
determine where to look for the airplane’s wings.

Clearly we will need to re-think our current myopic ap-
proach to cope with these multi-step issues; especially as
we expect heuristics will be essential, as this task is clearly
NP-hard [Sri95]. Finally, all of this assumes we have the
required distribution information. An important challenge
is more efficient ways to acquire such information from a
set of training images — perhaps using something like Q-
learning [SB98].
Contributions: This paper has three main contributions:
First, it provides a formal foundation for investigating ef-
ficient image interpretation, by outlining the criteria to con-
sider, and suggesting some approaches. Secondly, our im-
plementation is a step towards automating the construction
of effective image interpretation systems, as it will automat-
ically decide on the appropriate policies for operator appli-
cations, as a function of the user’s (explicitly provided) task
and the available inventory of operators. Finally, it presents
some results related to these approaches — in particular, our
results confirm the obvious point that information gain (as
embodied in the INFOGAIN policy) is clearly the appropri-
ate measure to use here — and in particular, it is better than
the BESTHYP approach. This observation is useful, as there
are deployed imaging systems that use this BESTHYP ap-
proach [LHD+93].
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Abstract

Perceptual consistency is important in many com-
puter vision applications. Unfortunately, except for
color, computational features and similarity mea-
surements for other visual features are not neces-
sarily consistent with human's perception. This pa-
per addresses three critical issues regarding percep-
tually consistent texture analysis: (1) development
of perceptual texture space, (2) assessment of how
consistent computational features are to human per-
ception, and (3) mapping computational features to
perceptual space. It demonstrates the construction
of a reliable perceptual texture space, which can
be used as a yardstick for assessing the perceptual
consistency of computational features and similar-
ity measurements. Moreover, it is found that com-
monly used computational texture features are not
very consistent with human perception, and map-
ping them to the perceptual space improves their
perceptual consistency.

1 Introduction

Perceptual consistency is important in many computer vision
applications. For example, a computer image understand-
ing system should analyze and interpret an image in a man-
ner that is consistent with human's perception of the image.
A content-based image retrieval system should compare im-
ages in its database with the query in a manner that is con-
sistent with human's perception of image similarity. To this
end, many systems and algorithms measure color similarity
in the CIE L*u*v* space which has been shown to be quite
consistent with human's perception [Meyer and Greenberg,
1987]. Unfortunately, computational features and similar-
ity measurements for other visual features are not necessarily
consistent with human's perception, with the possible excep-
tion of Santini and Jain's fuzzy features contrast model [San-
tini and Jain, 1999].

Several perceptual spaces that capture human's perception
of texture exist. However, the mapping from computational

�This research is supported by NUS ARF R-252-000-049-112
and joint NSTB and NUS ARF RP3999903.

features to these perceptual spaces has not been derived. An-
other difficulty with using these perceptual spaces is that the
scales and orientations of the textures used to construct the
spaces are not normalized. Therefore, texture similarity mea-
sured in these spaces are confounded by scale and orientation
variations. This problem makes it very difficult to use exist-
ing texture spaces in practical applications.

This paper addresses three critical issues regarding percep-
tually consistent image analysis, with specific application to
texture analysis:

1. Development of a perceptual texture space (PTS) based
on texture images with canonical scales and orientations
(Section 3). Once the reliability of PTS is established,
it can be used as a yardstick for assessing the percep-
tual consistency of computational features and similarity
measurements.

2. Assessment of how consistent commonly used computa-
tional texture features and similarity measurements are
to human's perception (Section 4).

3. Assessment of the accuracy of mapping computational
texture features to PTS (Section 5). Once an accurate
mapping is accomplished, texture similarity can be mea-
sured in PTS to achieve perceptual consistency.

2 Perceptual Consistency
There are many ways of defining perceptual consistency.
This section discusses some definitions which will be used
throughout the paper. Let pij denote the perceptual distance
between samples i and j, and dij denote the corresponding
measured or computational distance. A simple notion of per-
ceptual consistency is that dij is proportional to pij . That is,
there exists a linear function f such that

pij = f(dij); 8i; j: (1)

Then, perceptual consistency can be measured in terms of the
mean squared error (MSE) e of linear regression:

e =
1

N

X
i;j

(pij � f(dij))
2 (2)

whereN is the number of sample pairs. The smaller the MSE,
the better is the consistency. A perfect consistency has an
MSE of 0.
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A less stringent notion of perceptual consistency is to re-
quire that f be a monotonic function which can be nonlinear.
The difficulty with this definition is that it is difficult to deter-
mine the best nonlinear function to use in practice.

An alternative definition is to require that dij be statisti-
cally correlated to pij . In this case, it is useful to transform
the populations fdijg and fpijg to equivalent zero-mean unit-
variance populations fd0ijg and fp0ijg:

p
0

ij =
pij � �p

�p

; d
0

ij =
dij � �d

�d

(3)

where �p and �d are the means and �p and �d are the standard
deviations of the populations. Then, perceptual consistency
can be measured in terms of the correlation r:

r =
1

N

X
i;j

p
0

ij d
0

ij : (4)

Substituting Eq. 3 into Eq. 4 yields the Pearson's correlation
coefficient:

r =

X
i;j

(pij � �p )(dij � �d )

2
4X

i;j

(pij � �p )2
X
i;j

(dij � �d )2

3
5
1=2

: (5)

The coefficient r ranges from �1 to +1 (for perfect correla-
tion). In the following sections, we will use both MSE and
Pearson's correlation coefficient to measure two different as-
pects of perceptual consistency. Note that, with perfect con-
sistency (e = 0 or r = 1), we obtain the following condition:

dij � dkl ) pij � pkl for any textures ti; tj ; tk; tl: (6)

That is, if perfect consistency is achieved, computational sim-
ilarity would imply perceptual similarity. This condition is
especially useful in practical applications (Section 6).

3 Development of Perceptual Texture Space
This section addresses the first critical issue put forth in Sec-
tion 1: development of perceptual texture space (PTS). First,
let us briefly review existing perceptual texture models.

3.1 Existing Perceptual Texture Models
The earliest study of human's perception of texture similar-
ity was conducted by Tamura et al. [Tamura et al., 1978] In
their experiments, 48 human subjects were asked to judge the
similarity of texture pairs according to six visual properties,
namely, coarseness, contrast, directionality, line-likeness,
regularity, and roughness. Similarity judgments were mea-
sured and each texture was assigned a perceptual rating value
along each of the six visual scales. Due to the combinatorial
nature of the task, only 16 textures were used. Amadasun and
King [Amadasun and King, 1989] conducted similar rank-
ing experiments to measure similarity judgments according
to various visual properties.

The major difficulty with these studies is that the subjects
were asked to judge texture similarity according to subjec-
tive visual properties. Unfortunately, the subjects' interpreta-
tions of the meaning of these visual properties are expected

to vary from one person to the next. Therefore, it is uncertain
whether the individual ranking results can be combined into
group ranking results that represent the perception of a typ-
ical person. The second difficulty is that the ranking results
were measured according to individual visual properties. But,
the relative scale between two visual properties is unknown.
For example, one unit difference in coarseness may not be
perceptually equal to one unit difference in regularity. So,
the different visual dimensions cannot be easily combined to
form a perceptual texture space.

To avoid these difficulties, Rao and Lohse [Rao and Lohse.,
1993] performed an experiment in which 20 subjects were
asked to sort 56 textures into as many groups as the subjects
wished such that the textures in each group were perceptu-
ally similar. The textures were sorted based on the subjects'
perception of overall texture similarity instead of individual
visual properties. A co-occurrence matrix of the sorting re-
sults was computed and multidimensional scaling [Hair et
al., 1998] was performed to derive a 3D perceptual space.
Rao and Lohse concluded that the 3 dimensions of the space
strongly correlate with the visual properties of repetitiveness,
orientation, and complexity.

Heaps and Handel [Heaps and Handel, 1999] conducted
further studies using the same methodology. However, they
arrived at different conclusions than those of Rao and Lohse.
They concluded that it is not possible to reliably associate a
single visual property to each dimension of the texture space
because each dimension appears to be correlated with a com-
bination of more than one visual property. In addition, per-
ception of texture similarity depends on the context in which
the similarity is judged. That is, how similar two textures
appear to humans depends not only on the two textures be-
ing judged, but also on the whole set of textures with which
pairwise judgments are made.

In our development of perceptual texture space, we do not
assign visual properties to the dimensions of the space. More-
over, the influence of the context problem is reduced by (1)
selecting most, if not all, texture patterns that are expected to
be present in images of natural scenes, and (2) normalizing
the intensity, contrast, scale, and orientation of the textures
used in the psychological experiment. It is well known, for
example, that human's sensitivity of perceiving spatial fre-
quency (i.e., spatial patterns) is dependent on contrast [Schiff-
man, 1996]. Therefore, these confounding factors should be
removed from the experiment.

3.2 Texture Image Preparation
A rich set of texture images are collected to construct the per-
ceptual texture space (PTS). Fifty texture images are selected
from the Brodatz album. The remaining images in the album
are omitted for various reasons. For example, some textures
are scaled versions of each others, and only one of them is
required. Another reason is that the contents of some im-
ages (e.g., flowers in lace) appear very striking but their tex-
ture patterns are perceptually weak. It is very difficult for the
subjects to avoid classifying the images based on the content
instead of the texture alone. In addition to these Brodatz tex-
tures, ten images of natural textures such as foliage and roof
tiles are included because they are not collected in the Brodatz
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Figure 1: Four types of DFT patterns (bottom) and the cor-
responding representative textures (top): (a) structured, (b)
directional, (c) granular, (d) random.

album. These 60 texture images constitute a good set of rep-
resentative textures that appear in images of natural scenes.
These images are first normalized before they are used in the
psychological experiments.

Four image features, namely, intensity, contrast, scale, and
orientation, that can confound the subject's judgment are nor-
malized. The intensity and contrast of a texture image is mea-
sured as the mean and standard deviation of the intensity of
the pixels in the image. A texture's intensity and contrast are
normalized by a simple linear transformation to a canonical
mean intensity and standard deviation.

Our analysis reveals that there is no single scaling method
that fits all the textures. However, by categorizing the tex-
tures into four different groups based on their 2D discrete
Fourier transform (DFT) patterns, each group of textures can
be scaled in the same way. The four groups consist of struc-
tured, directional, granular, and random textures (Fig. 1).

Structured textures have very well defined DFT patterns
which contain a small number of highly localized, prominent
frequency components with large amplitudes (Fig. 1a). The
textures in this group are scaled and rotated so that the fre-
quencies of the 8 most prominent components in the DFTs of
various textures are identical. The DFT patterns of oriented
textures have many frequency components and well defined
orientations (Fig. 1b). They lack prominent frequency com-
ponents which can be used for scale normalization. However,
their orientation can be normalized so that their DFT patterns
have the same orientations.

Granular textures have well defined frequencies and many
orientations. Their DFT patterns appear in the form of small
disks (Fig. 1c). Their scales are normalized so that their DFT
patterns have approximately the same size. Random textures
have many frequencies and orientations (Fig. 1d). They lack
well defined scales and orientations. So, they are not sub-
jected to scale and orientation normalization.

3.3 Measurement of Human Perception
A direct way of measuring the dissimilarity �ij between tex-
tures ti and tj is to perform an exhaustive comparison of all
n(n � 1)=2 sample pairs. When the number of samples n

is large (e.g. 60), the number of pairs becomes very large
(in this case, 1770). It is practically impossible for a sub-
ject to perform such a large number of judgments. Another

commonly used method is to sort the samples into as many
groups as the subjects wish such that the samples in each
group are perceptually similar. This method sorts n samples
into g groups, requiring at most ng judgments, which is far
smaller than n(n�1)=2. This method is also adopted in [Rao
and Lohse., 1993] and [Heaps and Handel, 1999].

In our experiment, sixty subjects were asked to freely sort
the images according to texture similarity. The sorting results
were used to construct distance matrices based on two sim-
ilarity measurements: co-occurrence matrix and information
measurement [Donderi, 1988].

Let cij denote the number of times textures ti and tj are
grouped into the same group. Then, the distance dij measured
by the co-occurrence method is:

dij = n� cij (7)

where n is the number of subjects in the experiment.
Donderi's distance measurement dij is based on Shannon's

information theory :

dij =

q
H(tijtj) +H(tj jti) (8)

where H(tijtj) is the conditional entropy or independent in-
formation of ti after knowing the grouping of tj . Let G de-
note the set of textures used in the experiment and G(ti) de-
note the group in which ti belongs. Then, the independent
information H(tijtj) is computed as follows:

H(tijtj) =

�
0 if G(ti) = G(tj)

log
2
jGj � log

2
jG(ti)j if G(ti) 6= G(tj)

:

(9)
According to Eq. 8, informationally independent stimuli are
dissimilar and informationally redundant stimuli are similar.
It has been demonstrated that information measurements de-
rived from the free sorting task are empirically and theoret-
ically equivalent to the distance measurements generated by
direct pairwise comparison [Donderi, 1988].

3.4 Construction of Perceptual Space
After obtaining the distance matrices, multidimensional scal-
ing (MDS) was applied to derive a perceptual texture space
(PTS). MDS, also known as perceptual mapping, maps the
original dissimilarity judgments �ij into points in a multidi-
mensional space such that each point corresponds to a texture,
and the Euclidean distance pij between two textures ti and
tj matches as well as possible the original dissimilarity �ij .
The multidimensional space would correspond to a percep-
tual space, and the Euclidean distance measured in the space
would correspond to perceptual distance.

The appropriate number of dimensions of the perceptual
space is determined by the stress measure which indicates the
proportion of the variance of the data that is not accounted for
[Hair et al., 1998]:

stress =

vuutX
i;j

(pij � �ij)
2

,X
i;j

p2ij (10)

The larger the number of dimensions, the better is the fit-
ting of the data and the lower is the stress. However, a space
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Figure 2: Stress plot of the MDS fitting results. Optimal
trade-off between accurate fitting and small number of di-
mensions is obtained with four dimensions. The space con-
structed with Donderi's information measurement (infor) has
a better fit than that constructed using co-occurrence (co-oc).

Table 1: Comparison of Heaps and Handels's space and our
perceptual texture space (PTS) with Rao and Lohse's space.
Pearson's correlation coefficients show that the spaces are
consistent with each others.

perceptual space 3D 4D 5D
Heaps & Handel 0.790 – –
PTS (co-occurrence) 0.722 0.732 0.713
PTS (info. measure) 0.726 0.694 0.695

with too many dimensions is difficult to visualize and to use.
So, a trade-off is made to find a small number of dimen-
sions that offer good data fitting. Rao and Lohse [Rao and
Lohse., 1993], as well as Heaps and Handel [Heaps and Han-
del, 1999], concluded that a texture space with three dimen-
sions is appropriate. Our MDS fitting results show that in-
creasing the number of dimensions beyond 4 does not sig-
nificantly reduce the stress. Thus, a four-dimensional texture
space provides a better trade-off (Fig. 2).

The constructed spaces are verified by comparing them
with existing perceptual spaces. This comparison is per-
formed by computing the Pearson's correlation (Eq. 5) be-
tween the distances measured in the spaces. Table 1 sum-
marizes the comparison results. Heaps and Handel reported
a good correlation (r = 0:790) with Rao and Lohse's data
[Heaps and Handel, 1999]. Our PTS constructed using co-
occurrence has a better correlation with Rao and Lohse's
space compared to that using Donderi's information mea-
surement. This is expected because Rao and Lohse's space
was developed using co-occurrence as well. We do not have
Heaps and Handel's data for direct comparison. Nevertheless,
Table 1 shows that the spaces are mutually consistent but not
the same. The difference between the space of Rao and Lohse
and our PTS can be attributed to the normalization of texture
images. Thus, the PTS can be regarded as a reliable mea-
surement of human's perception of texture similarity. In the
following sections, the 4D PTS constructed based on infor-
mation measurement will be used as the standard perceptual
space because it has a better fit to the psychological data than
that developed using co-occurrence.

4 Consistency of Computational Features
This section addresses the second critical issue: assessment of
the perceptual consistency of computational texture features

and similarity measurements. First, let us review commonly
used texture features and similarity measurements.

4.1 Computational Texture Features
Statistical and spectral texture models are commonly used in
existing image retrieval systems. Statistical models catego-
rize textures according to statistical measurements of visual
qualities such as coarseness and granularity. Spectral mod-
els characterize textures based on Fourier spectrum or filter-
ing results. The statistical features proposed by Tamura et
al. [Tamura et al., 1978] are used in IBM's QBIC system.
The Wold model [Liu and Picard, 1996] based on Fourier
transform (spectral model) and Multiresolution Simultaneous
Autoregressive model (MRSAR, statistical model) is used in
MIT's PhotoBook. Gabor features (spectral model) are used
in Ma and Manjunath's NeTra [Ma and Manjunath, 1996] and
Leow and Lai's invariant texture space [Leow and Lai, 2000].

The above features are easy to compute, but the texture
similarity computed based on these features are not neces-
sarily consistent to human's perception. On the other hand,
Santini and Jain developed the fuzzy features contrast model
(FFC) [Santini and Jain, 1999] which has the potential of be-
ing perceptually consistent. Their similarity measurement is
based on Tversky's feature contrast model [Tversky, 1977]
which can account for various peculiarities of human's per-
ceptual similarity. They have applied FFC to measure texture
similarity based on Gabor features, and have obtained encour-
aging results. Unfortunately, due to combinatorial problem,
they have compared FFC's measurements with only a small
number of human ranking data, and are not able to perform
more thorough comparison with human perception.

FFC defines a fuzzy membership function �ki for each Ga-
bor feature Gki of texture tk by a sigmoid function:

�ki =

�
1 + exp

�
�
Gki � �Gi

�i

���1

(11)

where �Gi is the mean feature of the textures along the i-th
dimension, �i is the corresponding standard deviation, and 

is a constant parameter (which is fixed at 1 in [Santini and
Jain, 1999]). The similarity between two Gabor features Gki

and Gli is then defined as

S(Gki; Gli) =
X
i

minf�ki; �lig

��

X
i

maxf�ki � �li; 0g � �

X
i

maxf�li � �ki; 0g

(12)
where � and � are parameters. Various ranges of parameter
values were tried. The values that produced the best match
between FFC and PTS are � = � = 50,  = 0:001.

The major difficulty with using FFC is that the values of
the parameters must be carefully selected to match human's
perception. The authors acknowledge that the problem of de-
termining the parameter values has not been adequately ad-
dressed [Santini and Jain, 1999].

4.2 Perceptual Consistency Tests
Perceptual consistency is assessed by comparing the texture
distances measured by various features with that measured
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Table 2: Comparison of various computational features and
similarity measurements with PTS. Mahalanobis distance is
used for MRSAR in the Wold model. r = Pearson's correla-
tion coefficient, e = mean squared error.

feature distance r e

Tamura Euclidean 0.251 0.132
Gabor Euclidean 0.273 0.131
Gabor FFC 0.330 0.115
MRSAR Euclidean 0.144 0.139
MRSAR Mahalanobis 0.061 0.152
invariant Euclidean 0.222 0.136

in the 4D PTS. Both Pearson's correlation coefficient (Eq. 5)
and the mean squared error (MSE) of linear regression (Eq. 2)
are used as the measurement of consistency. The larger the
Pearson's coefficient, or the smaller the MSE, the more con-
sistent computational features are to PTS (Section 2).

The following features are assessed: Tamura's features,
Gabor, MRSAR, and invariant texture space. We could not
assess the Wold model directly because it defines only a rank-
ing order of the textures without explicit measurement of tex-
ture similarity. Therefore, only the MRSAR features used
in the Wold model are assessed. The invariant texture space
method maps Gabor features to a space that is invariant to tex-
ture scales and orientations [Leow and Lai, 2000], whereas
the other features are not invariant. So, it is interesting to see
how consistent is the invariant space to PTS.

Table 2 summarizes the results, and shows that Gabor fea-
ture and Gabor with FFC are most consistent with PTS. In
particular, measuring Gabor similarity with FFC does im-
prove Gabor feature's consistency. Measuring MRSAR simi-
larity with Euclidean distance is perceptually more consistent
than measuring with Mahalanobis distance. The degrees of
consistency of computational features (r � 0:3) are, however,
not very high compared to those between various perceptual
spaces (Table 1, r � 0:7). Therefore, it can be concluded that
these computational features and similarity measurements are
not very consistent with human's perception.

5 Mapping Features to Perceptual Space
The previous section demonstrated that computational tex-
ture features are not very consistent with human's perception
as measured in the 4D PTS. This section addresses the third
critical issue: Assessment of the accuracy of mapping com-
putational texture features to PTS.

The feature mapping problem is to find a set of functions
fk, k = 1; : : : ; 4, that map the computational features x of a
texture into the coordinates yk in PTS. That is, yk = fk(x).
Our study reveals that the functions fk are typically nonlinear,
and the form of the nonlinearity cannot be readily determined.
Therefore, both multilayer neural networks and Support Vec-
tor Machine (SVM) regression were tested. SVM regression
was found to give more accurate results. In addition, it has
fewer parameters to tune than do neural networks. So, only
the results of SVM regression are reported here.

SVM regression maps a multidimensional input to a sin-
gle output value. Thus, four separate SVMs are required to

Table 3: Testing errors of feature mapping. Columns 2 to 5
are the average testing errors of n-fold cross-validation. 1D
denotes the mean squared error (MSE) along one of the four
dimensions of PTS. 4D denotes the overall MSE of the 4D co-
ordinates in PTS. Columns 6 and 7 are the results of compar-
ing the distances in PTS with those measured by the features
after they are mapped to PTS.

unknown unknown distance
instance texture comparison

features 1D 4D 1D 4D r e

Tamura 0.036 0.144 0.064 0.256 0.857 0.020
Gabor 0.0013 0.0052 0.054 0.216 0.862 0.018
MRSAR 0.024 0.096 0.061 0.244 0.859 0.019
invariant 0.031 0.124 0.067 0.268 0.632 0.031

map computational features x to the four coordinates yk; k =

1; : : : ; 4, of PTS:

yk =
X
i

(�ki � �
�

ki) g(vki;x) + bk (13)

where �ki and �
�

ki are the Lagrange multipliers (analogous
to the weights of neural networks), g is a kernel function,
vki are the support vectors, and bk is the bias term. We ex-
perimented with various kernel functions and found that the
Gaussian kernel consistently produced more accurate results.
Various parameter values of the Gaussian kernel were tried,
and it was found that different computational features require
different parameter values for optimal mapping.

The assessment of perceptual consistency used the 60 nor-
malized texture images described in Section 3.3 as the data
set. Each image was cropped into 9 subimages of size
128�128 pixels, resulting in a total of 540 texture samples. To
better assess the performance of SVM, two different training
and testing experiments were conducted:

1. Unknown instance of known texture.
In this experiment, 8 of the 9 samples of each texture
were used for training, and the remaining 1 sample was
used for testing. Although the testing samples were dif-
ferent from the training samples, they were perceptually
similar to some of the training samples. Therefore, the
testing error was expected to be small. 9-fold cross-
validation tests were conducted.

2. Unknown texture.
This experiment tests SVM's performance on unknown
texture. It is an important test because new textures can
appear in real applications. In this experiment, all the
samples of 54 (90%) of the 60 textures were used for
training, and all the samples of the other 6 (10%) tex-
tures were used for testing. Since the testing samples
were perceptually different from the training samples,
the testing error was expected to be larger than that of
the first experiment. 10-fold cross-validation tests were
conducted.

Table 3 illustrates the mapping results obtained by SVM
regression. As expected, for all the features, testing errors for
unknown instance is smaller than those for unknown texture.
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Moreover, being most consistent with PTS (Table 2), Gabor
features can be mapped to PTS more accurately than other
features can. In particular, Gabor features' testing error for
unknown instance is much smaller than those of other fea-
tures and those for unknown texture tests. Therefore, it can
be concluded that accurate mapping to PTS can be achieved,
at least for Gabor features and under the condition that some
samples of all texture types appear in the training set.

After mapping computational features to PTS, one would
expect the mapped coordinates to be more consistent with
PTS. A comparison is performed between PTS and the com-
putational features mapped by SVM models trained under the
second condition (unknown texture). The distance correlation
results are shown in Table 3. Comparing Table 3 with Table 2
shows that mapping computational features to PTS does im-
prove the perceptual consistency of the features.

6 Application Examples
Given an accurate mapping, it is now possible to use PTS
for various applications, such as, retrieval, classification, and
classification with uncertainty.

1. In retrieval, we like to sort a set of textures into an or-
dered list ftig such that, with respect to the query texture
t0, p0i � p0j for any i < j, i.e., textures that are percep-
tually similar to t0 are placed at the beginning of the list.
This problem can be solved by mapping t0 to PTS and
ordering the textures ti according to d0i.

2. In classification, we like to classify a texture t0 to a class
C such that for any ti 2 C and any tj 62 C, p0i � p0j .
This can be achieved by classifying t0 to the class, say,
C of its nearest neighbor, say, tk, i.e., d0k � d0i for
any ti 6= tk. Since the distance between textures in the
same class is smaller than the distance between textures
in different classes, by perceptual consistency, p0i � p0j

for any ti 2 C and any tj 62 C.

3. The distance measurement dij in PTS can be used to
represent uncertainty of classification. It is computed
in terms of the independent information H(tijtj) and
H(tj jti) (Eq. 8), which represents the uncertainty of
classifying ti given tj and vice versa.

7 Conclusion
This paper has addressed three critical issues about perceptu-
ally consistent texture analysis:

1. A 4D perceptual texture space (PTS) has been devel-
oped. By comparing with existing perceptual spaces, it
is verified that the PTS provides a reliable measurement
of human's perception of texture similarity.

2. It is shown, by correlating with the distances measured
in PTS, that commonly used computational texture fea-
tures and similarity measurements are not very consis-
tent with PTS. Among the various features, Gabor fea-
tures and Gabor with FFC give the highest correlation.

3. It is shown that mapping computational features to PTS
improves the features' perceptual consistency. In partic-
ular, Gabor features can be most accurately mapped to

PTS, especially when some samples of all texture types
appear in the training set.

This paper thus establishes that PTS can be used as a yard-
stick for assessing the perceptual consistency of computa-
tional features and similarity measurements.

For practical applications, it might be necessary to find a
method that can map computational features to PTS accu-
rately under the more stringent condition of unknown texture
types. This would be necessary if some rare textures that are
distinct from the known textures used in the training process
appear during actual run. In addition, it would be necessary
to perform the mapping in a manner that is invariant to texture
scale and orientation.
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Abstract

Conceptualgraphsarevery usefulfor representing
structuredknowledge.However, existing formula-
tions of fuzzy conceptualgraphsare not suitable
for matchingimagesof naturalscenes.This paper
presentsanew variationof fuzzyconceptualgraphs
thatis moresuitedto imagematching.Thisvariant
differentiatesbetweenamodelgraphthatdescribes
aknown sceneandanimagegraphwhichdescribes
an input image. A new measurementis definedto
measurehow well a modelgraphmatchesan im-
agegraph. A fuzzy graphmatchingalgorithm is
developedbasedonerror-tolerantsubgraphisomor-
phism. Test resultsshow that the matchingalgo-
rithm givesvery goodresultsfor matchingimages
to predefinedscenemodels

1 Introduction
Conceptualgraphs[Sowa, 1984;1990;1993;2000] areex-
pressivefor structuredknowledgerepresentationandthey can
beconvertedto first-orderlogic expressions.Hence,they are
usedwith theoreticallogic-basedapproachesin applications
like hypertext modeling[Kherbeik and Chiaramella,1995]
and image representationand retrieval [Mechkour, 1995;
OunisandPasça, 1998]. However, in theseapplications,un-
certaintyis not representedin theconceptualgraphs.

To incorporateuncertainty, Morton [Morton, 1987] ex-
tendedSowa’s conceptualgraphtheoryto fuzzy conceptual
graphs,which includefuzzy referents,fuzzy operations,and
fuzzy openand closedworlds. Wuwongseand colleagues
[WuwongseandManzano,1993;WuwongseandTru, 1996]
extendedMorton’s fuzzy conceptualgraphsto incorporate
fuzzyconceptualrelations.In addition,Maher[Maher, 1991]
proposedasimilaritymeasurementfor matchingsimplefuzzy
conceptualgraphs.

Existing formulationsof conceptualgraphsare important
developmentsof thetheoryof fuzzyconceptualgraphs.How-
ever, they arenotsuitablefor matchinguncertaininformation
in imageswith modelscenes.For example,in existing for-
mulations,a concepthasonly one type. In practice,how-
ever, it is very difficult to accuratelydeterminethe concept�

This researchis supportedby NUS ARF R-252-000-049-112
andjoint NSTB andNUSARF RP3999903.

typesof theregionsin an image. In [PetrakisandFaloutsos,
1997], AttributedRelationalGraphsareusedfor imagecon-
tentrepresentation,and[MedasaniandKrishnapuram,1999]
proposedfuzzymatchingof thesegraphs.But, bothmethods
do not handlehierarchiesof concepttypesandof relations.

This paperpresentsa new variation of fuzzy conceptual
graphsthat is more suited to matching imagesof natural
scenes.This varianthasseveral distinct characteristicsthat
distinguishit from existing formulations:� It associatesaconceptwith multipleconcepttypessoas

to handletheuncertaintyof classification.� It introducesa new componentcalledrelation attribute
for capturingconceptssuchastheratiobetweenthesizes
of two imageregions.Separatingrelationattributesfrom
relationsallowstwo or morecorrelatedrelationsto share
the sameattribute explicitly. Relationshipsbetweenat-
tributescanberepresentedaswell. For example,wecan
explicitly representthe fact that the ratio betweenthe
sizesof two objectsis larger thanthe sizeratio of two
otherobjects.� It differentiates between model graphs and image
graphs. A model graphdescribesa model of a scene
whereasan imagegraphdescribesthe componentsand
their relationshipsin an image. As will be described
in more details in Section2, thesetwo typesof fuzzy
graphshavedifferentcharacteristics.� It definesa similarity measurementbetweena model
graphandanimagegraphin termsof graphprojection.
In addition,analgorithmis implementedto computethe
similarity basedon subgraphisomorphism.

2 Fuzzy Conceptual Graphs
Thissectionfirst introducesanddefinesthebasicelementsof
a fuzzyconceptualgraph.Next, thedegreeof matchbetween
conceptualgraphsis definedand,finally, thegraphmatching
algorithmis described.

2.1 Basic Elements
A fuzzyconceptualgraph ���	��
��
��� is a directedgraph
formedfrom threekindsof components:fuzzyconcepts, fuzzy
relations, andfuzzyrelationattributes. Theset � is thesetof
fuzzy concepts,� thesetof fuzzy relations,and � thesetof
fuzzy relationattributes.
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A fuzzyconcept� is a3-tuple � ��
��
���� thatconsistsof aset� of concepttypes ��� , a referent � , anda fuzzy membership
function ����� � � ,  �!"����� � �#!%$ for each� � . In [Wuwongseand
Manzano,1993;WuwongseandTru, 1996], ����� � � is called
the measure assignedto the type ��� . In practice, �������	� can
becomputedastheconfidenceof classifyinga regionastype� � . A crisp concept � can be regardedas a specialkind of
fuzzy conceptwhoseset � consistsof only oneconcepttype� with �����&�(')$ . For notationalconvenience,we denotea
crispconceptasa 3-tupleof theform � �*
���
+$,� .

A fuzzyrelation - is a 2-tuple ���*
&./� thatconsistsof a crisp
relationtype � anda fuzzinessvalue . which representsthe
probability of occurrenceof the relation - in the images.A
crisp relation is a specialkind of fuzzy relationof the form�0�*
1$2� , i.e., .�'3$ whichmeansthattherelationis not fuzzy.

A fuzzyrelationattribute 4 is a3-tuple � �*
���
���� thatconsists
of a crisp relationattribute type � , a referent � , anda fuzzy
membershipfunction �����5� suchthat  6!3���7�8�9!:$ . A crisp
relationattribute is a specialkind of fuzzy relationattribute
of theform � �*
���
+$,� , where �����5�;'<$ .

The denotation=(�0�&� of type � (concept,relation,or rela-
tion attribute type) is the setof all possibleindividual refer-
entsof � . A type ��> is a specializationor subtypeof type � ,
denoted� > !?� , if =(�0� > �A@B=(�0�&� [Sowa, 1984]. The reci-
procity holdsalso. Note that the specializationrelationship
is reflexive andtransitive but not symmetric.Thesetof con-
cepttypestogetherwith thespecializationrelationshipforms
afinite latticeof concepttypes. Relationattributesarespecial
kindsof concepts.So,thesetof relationattributetypesform
a sub-latticein thelatticeof concepttypes.In thesameway,
thesetof relationtypesformsafinite latticeof relationtypes.

A model graph representsa model of a known scene.
In a model, the concepttypesare known. For example,a
mountain-and-lakescenecontainssky, mountain,water, tree,
etc.(Fig.1)Therefore,theconceptsin amodelgrapharecrisp
concepts.However, the relationsbetweenthe conceptsmay
vary from oneimageto thenext. Moreover, to capturefuzzy
linguisticssuchas“muchsmaller”and“slightly smaller”,the
relationsandrelationattributeshave to be fuzzy. For exam-
ple, the relation � comp
*CD
 FE G�� (representedas � comp H� FE G��
in Fig. 1) from � tree� to � image� indicatesthat treesappearin
90%of theimagesof mountain-and-lakescene.Therelation� smaller
*CD
� IEKJL� (representedas � smallerH� FEMJN� in Fig.1),with
attribute � ratio
OCD
 f0.5� (representedas � ratio H f0.5� in Fig. 1),
from � tree� to �mountain� indicatesthat in 70% of the im-
agesof mountain-and-lakescene,the areaoccupiedby trees
is 50% that of the mountains. The symbol f0.5 denotesa
fuzzy membershipfunctionthatpeaksat 0.5. If theratio . in
aninput imageis notexactly0.5,thenf5.0(. ) will besmaller
thanthemaximumvalueof 1.0.

Several relationscanconnectthe sametwo conceptsin a
modelgraph.Amongtheserelations,thosethathavethesame
relationtypeareregardedasformingadisjunctivegroup(i.e.,
OR)of relations(e.g.,the“smaller” relationbetweentreeand
mountainin Fig.1). Thevariousdisjunctivegroupsthenform
a conjunction(i.e.,AND) of relations.

An image graphrepresentsthestructureof a particularin-
put image.Dueto the inherentuncertaintyin thealgorithms
that classify the image regions, the conceptsin an image

smaller | 0.2

smaller | 0.7

comp | 0.9
below | 1.0 comp | 1.0

below | 1.0

comp | 1.0

attop | 1.0
comp | 1.0

tree

image sky

water

mountain

ratio | f0.5
ratio | f1.0

Figure1: A (partial) modelgraphrepresentinga mountain-
and-lake scene.Relationsarerepresentedasellipses. Con-
ceptsand relation attributes are representedas rectangles.
Dueto spacelimitation, only someof theconcepts,relations,
andrelationattributesareshown.

smaller | 1

comp | 1 comp | 1

leave : #e1 | 0.7
grass : #e1 | 0.3

tree : #e1 | 0.7

rock : #e2 | 0.7
pebble : #e2 | 0.2

sand : #e2 | 0.1
mountain : #e2 | 0.7

river−beach : #e2 | 0.1
sea−beach : #e2 | 0.1

left  | 1

image : #e0 | 1

ratio : 0.45 | 1

Figure2: An example(partial) imagegraphof an input im-
age.Relationsarerepresentedasellipses.Conceptsandrela-
tion attributesarerepresentedasrectangles.

grapharefuzzy. However, the relationsbetweentheregions
in an imagecan be computedexactly. Therefore,the rela-
tionsandtheirattributesarenot fuzzy. For example,in Fig. 2,
dueto theambiguitybetweenleavestextureandgrasstexture,
concept#e1hasaconfidencelevelof 0.7of beinga leavetex-
ture or a treetexture,anda lower confidencelevel of 0.3 of
beinga grasstexture. Therectangularbox for #e1represents
the fuzzy concept � �P
 #e1
O��� where � = Q leave, grass,treeR
and � (leave)= 0.7, � (grass)= 0.3,and � (tree)= 0.7. There-
lation � comp H*$8� from concept#e1to #e0is crispbecausethe
region #e1is a componentof the image#e0. Similarly, the
relation � smaller H*$2� andtherelationattribute � ratio SN FE TDUPH*$+�
arecrisp becausethe ratio of 0.45 is measuredaccordingto
the areasof the regionsin the image. In summary, a model
graphcontainscrispconcepts,fuzzyrelations,andfuzzyrela-
tion attributes,while animagegraphcontainsfuzzyconcepts,
crisprelations,andcrisprelationattributes(Table1).

2.2 Fuzzy Graph Matching

The degree of match betweena model graph and an im-
age graph is definedin terms of graph projection [Sowa,
1984] andthe degreesof matchbetweentheir concepts,re-
lations,andrelationattributes. The degreeof match V be-
tweena model concept �W'X� �*
*CD
1$,� and an imageconcept
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Table1: Summaryof theelementsof fuzzyconceptualgraphs
for scenemodelsandinput images.

notation
element notation in figure

model crispconcept � �*
*CD
1$,� � �Y�
graph fuzzy relation �0�*
&./� �0�ZH[./�

fuzzy relationattribute � �*
OCD
O��� � �\H���
image fuzzyconcept � ��
��
���� � ���]SN�#H&�������7�Y�
graph crisprelation �0�*
1$2� �0�ZH,$2�

crisprelationattribute � �*
��
+$+� � �^S_�^H,$,�� > '`� �P
��
���� is definedasVa���5
�� > �;' bdc�e5fg0h[i�g ����� � � if j^� ��k � suchthat � � !l� otherwise.
(1)

Thedegreeof match V betweena modelrelation -�'a�0�*
.D�
andanimagerelation -8>m'<����>�
1$2� is definedasVa�0-5
- > �;'on . if � > !p� otherwise. (2)

The degreeof match V betweena model relationattribute4q'r� �*
OC/
���� andanimagerelationattribute 4D>s't� ��>7
�8>7
+$+� is
definedas Va�74u
4 > �;' n �����8>v� if ��>Z!w� otherwise. (3)

A projection x from a fuzzy graph ���7��
��
��y� to another
fuzzygraph � > �7� > 
� > 
� > � is amappingsuchthat� for eachconcept � in � , x;�7�+� is a conceptin �z> andVa�7�5
&x;�7�+�&�#{" ,� for eachrelation - in � , x;��-L� is a relation in �z> andVa��-5
&x;�0-L��|{" ,� for eachrelationattribute 4 in � , x;��4/� is a relationat-

tributein �y> and Va��4u
&x;�74/�&�#{" ,� for any two conceptsor relationattributes} and � related
by arelation - in � , x;�7}8� and x;���&� arerelatedby x;��-L� in�9> .

In general,theprojection x;���~� maynot exist but theprojec-
tion x;���I� from a subgraph� of � mayexist. Therefore,the
matchingproblembecomesoneof finding thebestmatching
subgraph� of � thatmaximizesV��P�0�u
x;���I�&� .

Givenaprojectionx from asubgraph�m�	��
��
��� of model
graph � to an imagegraph �9> , thedegreeof match V � be-
tween� and x;���I� is definedasV��|���m
&x;���I�&��' $H ��H|�\���z�� hY�N� Va���,�
&x;�7�,�	���

������ hY�N� Va�0-2�&
x;�0-1�Y�&��� ������ hY�N� Va�74��&
&x;�74��Y�&�Y� (4)

where H ��H is the sumof the numberof concepts,the num-
ber of disjunctive groupsof relations,and the sum of the

maximumnumberof relation attributesin eachdisjunctive
group of relation in the model graph � . The secondsum-
mation in Eq. 4 sumsover the conjunctive groupsof rela-
tions. Note that if �B'�� and � � ' � � ' � � '�$ ,
then V��|�0�u
x;���I�&��'?V��|�7��
&x;���~���'�H ��H �IH ��H]'�$ . That
is, a perfect match yields a matchingvalue of 1. We set� � ' � � ' � � '3$ in our test.

2.3 Graph Matching Algorithm
To facilitatethematchingprocess,agraphisfirstdecomposed
into a setof arches, eachconsistingof a sourceconcept} , a
target concept� , a relation - from } to � , andzeroor more
relationattributes 4D� . Thus,archesareactuallysubgraphsof
themodelgraphor imagegraph.Thematchvaluebetweena
modelarch � andanimagearch ��> is simply thenormalized
matchvaluesof theconcepts,relation,andrelationattributes
of thearches(i.e.,Eq.4).

Our fuzzy graphmatchingalgorithmis a variantof Mess-
mer andBunke’s error-tolerantsubgraphisomorphismalgo-
rithm [MessmerandBunke,1998]. Themaindifferencesbe-
tweenthesealgorithmsincludethefollowing:� In [MessmerandBunke,1998], thesmallestunit of op-

erationis a vertex. In our algorithm,thesmallestunit is
anarch.� For error-tolerantgraphmatching,our algorithmneeds
to consideronly deletionof graphvertices. It doesnot
requireadditionandreplacementof verticesandedges,
which aresupportedin [MessmerandBunke,1998].� Two queuesaremaintained,onefor normalsearch,and
the other one for backtrackingto the first-level sub-
graphs(just below theroot). This methodimprovesthe
qualityof thesolutionfoundby thealgorithm.

Thefuzzygraphmatchingalgorithmis asfollows:

Convertmodelgraph� to archset � , imagegraph�9> to
archset �6> .
For eachpair �0�u
&�D>v� k �6�P�6>

ComputeV��|�0�u
&�D>v� .
If V��|�0�u
&�D>v�^{ threshold,theninsert ���m
��/>�� into 1st-level
queue� � in decreasingorderof V � �0�u
&� > � .

Repeat¡ times
Emptynormalsearchqueue�9¢ .
Removefirst pair ���m
�� > � from � � andinsertinto �~¢ .
Repeat

Removefirst pair ���m
��/>£� from � ¢ .
If all archesin � havebeenconsideredfor connecting
to � , thenbreakout of theinnerrepeatloop.
For eachpair �	�Z
O�F>v� k �6�P�6> suchthat V � �7�¤
���>£�^{
0, � canconnectto � , and � > canconnectto � >

Connect� to � , ��> to �/> .
ComputeV��P�0�u
&�D>£� .
If V � �0�u
&� > �#{ threshold,theninsert ���m
�� > � into � ¢
in decreasingorderof V������m
��/>�� .

Save ���m
��/>�� andthematchvalueasa candidatesolution.
Returnthecandidatesolutionwith thehighestmatchvalue.

Thebasicideais to startoff with a singlearchin themodel
graphthatbestmatchesanarchin theimagegraph.Thispair
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of archesforms the initial matchingmodel and imagesub-
graphs.Subsequently, othermodelarchesthathavematching
imagearchesareaddedto thematchingsubgraphs.Formodel
archesthat form a disjunctive group,only the bestmatching
modelarchis selected.Thismatchingprocessrepeatsuntil all
thearchesin themodelgraphhavebeenconsideredfor addi-
tion to the matchingsubgraphs.Then, the matchingmodel
andimagesubgraphsaresavedasacandidatesolution.

Duetopossibleambiguityof theconcepts,initial erroneous
matchesthathappento have largematchvaluesmayleadthe
searchalgorithmdown the wrong searchpaths. So,another
queue � � is usedto keep the first-level subgraphs. Once
a candidatesolution is found andsaved, the normal search
queue � ¢ is emptiedand a new searchfrom anotherfirst-
level subgraphis initiated. This methodallows thealgorithm
to escapefrom local maximaof thesolutionspace.This pro-
cedureis repeated¡ times,andthebestsolutionamongthem
is returnedasthefinal matchingresult. In the testsreported
in Section3, ¡ is setto 5.

Thethresholdin thealgorithmis usedto pruneaway sub-
graphsthathave poormatchingvalues.This methodreduces
theamountof searchesthatneedto beconsideredandhelps
to improve the efficiency of the algorithm. In the tests,the
thresholdis setto 0.2.

Duringtheexecutionof thealgorithm,thevalue V � ���m
��/>v�
can be computedincrementally. Let ¥¦'��(�§� at � , i.e.,
connectingarch � to modelgraph � at the concept� results
in the new model graph ¥ . Note that � k �m
�� . Similarly,
let ¥�> '��D>Z�§��> at �,> . Then, V � �¨¥¤
7¥�>v� can be computed
incrementallyasfollows:V � �K¥�
�¥ > �;'%V � ���m
�� > ���pV � �	�Z
O� > ��© $H ��H Va���L
� > �;E (5)

The time complexity of the matching algorithm isª �0¡ �L«6¬ « �&��®�¯_° «±� �3®£¯N° «±� �� where «  and « � are the
numberof model and imagearchesrespectively, ¡ � is the
averagenumberof relationattributesper relation, « � is the
numberof concepttypesin theconceptlattice, « � is thenum-
berof relationtypesin therelationlattice. If eachrelationhas
at mostoneattribute(i.e. ¡ � 'a$ ), thenthetime complexity
reducesto

ª � « ¬ « � ��®�¯_° « � ��®£¯N° « � �� .
3 Test Results
In our currentimplementation,an input imageis segmented
usinga color andtexturesegmentationalgorithm. Thecolor
histogramandGabortexture featuresof eachregion arean-
alyzed to classify the region into several possibleclasses,
andthe confidencelevel for eachclassificationis measured.
Thesemeasurementsareusedto generatethe imagegraphs
of imagesby a graphgenerationprogram.Themodelgraphs
of scenemodelsaregeneratedmanuallybecause,at present,
we arestill in theprocessof developinga learningalgorithm
for learningmodelgraphsfrom exampleimages.

Testswereconductedto matchfour scenemodelsof dif-
ferentcomplexity (Fig. 3) with 200images.A sampleof the
imagesareshown in Fig. 4. Table2 summarizesthetestre-
sults. Imagesthatmatchthemodelswell have highermatch
valuesthanthosethat matchthe modelspoorly. Model 4 is

mountain

water

sky sky

mountain

water

tree

(a) (b)

sky

mountain

water

grass

treetree

mountain

water

sky

tree
tree

(c) (d)

Figure3: Schematicdrawingsof four scenemodelswith dif-
ferentcomplexity.

Table2: Imagematchingresults. Numbersin bracketsare
the numberof concepts,relations,andrelationattributesof
therespective conceptualgraphs.Theothernumbersarethe
matchvalues.

model
image 4 ² � ³

(4,12,0) (5,23,6) (7,41,12) (6,30,9)
1 (4,16,3) 0.838 0.482 0.191 0.321
2 (6,29,7) 0.814 0.671 0.343 0.471
3 (4,16,3) 0.814 0.444 0.177 0.367
4 (7,31,8) 0.795 0.482 0.290 0.421
5 (4,18,4) 0.767 0.444 0.181 0.387
6 (7,34,10) 0.686 0.666 0.354 0.485
7 (8,37,10) 0.623 0.621 0.432 0.541
8 (7,35,9) 0.471 0.465 0.403 0.895
9 (6,31,9) 0.519 0.371 0.313 0.638

10 (8,40,12) 0.448 0.409 0.337 0.405

the simplestamongthe four models.Most imagescanfully
matchmodel 4 successfullyand thus have high matchval-
ues. In particular, thefirst 5 imagesbestmatchmodel 4 and
have the highestmatchvalues. Model ² differs from model4 by having a small treeabove the water. Therefore,it best
matchesimages2, 6, and7.

Model � is the most complex model which hasthe most
numberof components.It is usedto show that thealgorithm
canperformpartialmatchingbecausenoneof theimagescan
matchmodel � fully. As a result, the imageshave smaller
matchvaluesthanthosefor matchingtheothermodels.Nev-
ertheless,therankingof theimagesis still consistent:images
thatmatchmodel � betterhave highermatchvalues. In par-
ticular, images7 and8 matchmodel � best.

Model ³ is usedto illustratean extremecasein which a
very specificmodelis specified.In this test,model ³ is cre-
atedaccordingto image8. The testresultsshow that image
8 indeedmatchesmodel ³ very well. Image9 differs a bit
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(1) (2)

(3) (4)

(5) (6)

(7) (8)

Figure4: Sampleimagesusedin thetests.
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(9) (10)

Figure4: (Cont.)Sampleimagesusedin thetests.

from model ³ in that image9 hastall treeson both sidesof
the imagewhereasmodel ³ hastall treeson only oneside.
Thus, image9 hasa lower matchvalue than image8. All
otherimagescannotmatchmodel ³ very well andhave very
smallmatchvalues.

4 Conclusion
This paper presenteda new variant of fuzzy conceptual
graphsthatis moreappropriatethanexistingformulationsfor
representingand matchinginput imagesandmodel scenes.
A new componentcalledrelationattribute is introducedinto
fuzzy conceptualgraphs. Moreover, model graphsthat de-
scribeknownscenesaredistinguishedfrom imagegraphsthat
representinput images.A similarity measureis definedto as-
sessthe degreeof matchbetweenmodelandimagegraphs.
A graph matchingalgorithm is developedbasedon error-
tolerantsubgraphisomorphismalgorithm.Experimentaltests
show thatthematchingalgorithmgivesvery goodresultsfor
matchingimagesto scenemodels.

Thefuzzy graphscanbeinput andmodifiedmanuallyus-
ing a graphicaluserinterface. The imagegraphsof the im-
agesthat matcha model can be displayedby an imagere-
trieval systemfor explaininghow well theimagematchesthe
model. We are currently developing a methodof learning
modelgraphsgivenexampleimagesof thescenes.
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Abstract

From as early as 6 months of age, human children
distinguish between motion patterns generated by
animate objects from patterns generated by mov-
ing inanimate objects, even when the only stimu-
lus that the child observes is a single point of light
moving against a blank background. The mecha-
nisms by which the animate/inanimate distinction
are made are unknown, but have been shown to rely
only upon the spatial and temporal properties of the
movement. In this paper, I present both a multi-
agent architecture that performs this classification
as well as detailed comparisons of the individual
agent contributions against human baselines.

1 Introduction
One of the most basic visual skills is the ability to distinguish
animate from inanimate objects. We can easily distinguish
between the movement of a clock pendulum that swings back
and forth on the wall from the movement of a mouse running
back and forth across the floor. Michotte[1962] first doc-
umented that adults have a natural tendency to describe the
movement of animate objects in terms of intent and desire,
while the movements of inanimate objects are described in
terms of the physical forces that act upon them and the phys-
ical laws that govern them. Furthermore, by using only sin-
gle moving points of light on a blank background, Michotte
showed that these perceptions can be guided by even simple
visual motion without any additional context.

Leslie [1982] proposed that this distinction between an-
imate and inanimate objects reflects a fundamental differ-
ence in how we reason about the causal properties of ob-
jects. According to Leslie, people effortlessly classify stimuli
into three different categories based on the types of causal ex-
planations that can be applied to those objects, and different
modules in the brain have evolved to deal with each of these
types of causation. Inanimate objects are described in terms
of mechanical agency, that is, they can be explained by the
rules ofmechanics, and are processed by a special-purpose
reasoning engine called theTheory of Bodymodule (ToBY)
which encapsulates the organism’s intuitive knowledge about
how objects move. This knowledge may not match the actual
physical laws that govern the movement of objects, but rather

is our intuitive understanding of physics. Animate objects are
described either by their actions or by their attitudes, and are
processed by theTheory of Mindmodule which has some-
times been called an “intuitive psychology.” System 1 of the
theory of mind module (ToMM-1) explains events in terms of
the intent and goals of agents, that is, theiractions. For ex-
ample, if you see me approaching a glass of water you might
assume that I want the water because I am thirsty. System 2
of the theory of mind module (ToMM-2) explains events in
terms of theattitudesand beliefs of agents. If you see me
approaching a glass of kerosene and lifting it to my lips, you
might guess that I believe that the kerosene is actually wa-
ter. Leslie further proposed that this sensitivity to the spatio-
temporal properties of events is innate, but more recent work
from Cohen and Amsel[1998] may show that it develops ex-
tremely rapidly in the first few months and is fully developed
by 6-7 months.

Although many researchers have attempted to document
the time course of the emergence of this skill, little effort has
gone into identifying the mechanisms of how an adult or an
infant performs this classification. This paper investigates a
number of simple visual strategies that attempt to perform
the classification of animate from inanimate stimuli based
only on spatio-temporal properties without additional con-
text. These strategies have been implemented on a humanoid
robot called Cog as part of an on-going effort to establish ba-
sic social skills and to provide mechanisms for social learning
[Scassellati, 2000]. A set of basic visual feature detectors and
a context-sensitive attention system (described in section 2)
select a sequence of visual targets (see Figure 1). The visual
targets in each frame are linked together temporally to form
spatio-temporal trajectories (section 3). These trajectories are
then processed by a multi-agent representation that mimics
Leslie’s ToBY module by attempting to describe trajectories
in terms of naive physical laws (section 4). The results of
the implemented system on real-world environments are in-
troduced, and a comparison against human performance on
describing identical data is discussed in section 5.

2 Visual Precursors
Cog’s visual system has been designed to mimic aspects of an
infant’s visual system. Human infants show a preference for
stimuli that exhibit certain low-level feature properties. For
example, a four-month-old infant is more likely to look at a
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Figure 1: Overall architecture for distinguishing animate
from inanimate stimuli. Visual input is processed by a set of
simple feature detectors, each of which contributes to a visual
attention process. Salient objects in each frame are linked to-
gether to form spatio-temporal trajectories, which are then
classified by the “theory of body” (ToBY) module.

moving object than a static one, or a face-like object than one
that has similar, but jumbled, features[Fagan, 1976]. Cog’s
perceptual system combines many low-level feature detectors
that are ecologically relevant to an infant. Three of these fea-
tures are used in this work: color saliency analysis, motion
detection, and skin color detection. These low-level features
are then filtered through an attentional mechanism which de-
termines the most salient objects in each camera frame.

2.1 Pre-attentive visual routines
The color saturation filter is computed using an opponent-
process model that identifies saturated areas of red, green,
blue, and yellow[Itti et al., 1998]. The color channels of
the incoming video stream (r, g, andb) are normalized by
the luminancel and transformed into four color-opponency
channels (r′, g′, b′, andy′):
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The four opponent-color channels are thresholded and
smoothed to produce the output color saliency feature map.

In parallel with the color saliency computations, The mo-
tion detection module uses temporal differencing and region
growing to obtain bounding boxes of moving objects. The in-
coming image is converted to grayscale and placed into a ring
of frame buffers. A raw motion map is computed by passing
the absolute difference between consecutive images through
a threshold functionT :

Mraw = T (‖It − It−1‖) (5)

This raw motion map is then smoothed to minimize point
noise sources.

The third pre-attentive feature detector identifies regions
that have color values that are within the range of skin tones
[Breazealet al., 2000]. Incoming images are first filtered by
a mask that identifies candidate areas as those that satisfy the
following criteria on the red, green, and blue pixel compo-
nents:

2g > r > 1.1g 2b > r > 0.9b 250 > r > 20
(6)

The final weighting of each region is determined by a learned
classification function that was trained on hand-classified im-
age regions. The output is again median filtered with a small
support area to minimize noise.

2.2 Visual attention
Low-level perceptual inputs are combined with high-level in-
fluences from motivations and habituation effects by the at-
tention system. This system is based upon models of adult hu-
man visual search and attention[Wolfe, 1994], and has been
reported previously[Breazeal and Scassellati, 1999]. The at-
tention process constructs a linear combination of the input
feature detectors and a time-decayed Gaussian field which
represents habituation effects. High areas of activation in this
composite generate a saccade to that location and compen-
satory neck movement. The weights of the feature detectors
can be influenced by the motivational and emotional state of
the robot to preferentially bias certain stimuli. For example,
if the robot is searching for a playmate, the weight of the
skin detector can be increased to cause the robot to show a
preference for attending to faces. The output of the attention
system is a labeled set of targets for each camera frame that
indicate the positions (and feature properties) of thek most
salient targets. For the experiments presented here,k = 5.

3 Computing Motion Trajectories
The attention system indicates the most salient objects at each
time step, but does not give any indication of the temporal
properties of those objects. Trajectories are formed using
the multiple hypothesis tracking algorithm proposed by Reid
[1979] and implemented by Cox and Hingorani[1996]. The
centroids of the attention targets form a stream of target lo-
cations{P 1

t , P 2
t , ...P k

t } with a maximum ofk targets present
in each framet. The objective is to produce a labeled trajec-
tory which consists of a set of points, at most one from each
frame, which identify a single object in the world as it moves
through the field of view:

T = {P i1
1 , P i2

2 , ...P in
t } (7)

However, because the existence of a target from one frame
to the next is uncertain, we must introduce a mechanism to
compensate for objects that enter and leave the field of view
and to compensate for irregularities in the earlier processing
modules. To address these problems, we introduce phantom
points that have undefined locations within the image plane
but which can be used to complete trajectories for objects that
enter, exit, or are occluded within the visual field. As each
new point is introduced, a set of hypotheses linking that point
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Figure 2: The last frame of a 30 frame sequence with five tra-
jectories identified. Four nearly stationary trajectories were
found (one on the person’s head, one on the person’s hand,
one on the couch in the background, and one on the door in
the background). The final trajectory resulted from the chair
being pushed across the floor.

to prior trajectories are generated. These hypotheses include
representations for false alarms, non-detection events, exten-
sions of prior trajectories, and beginnings of new trajectories.
The set of all hypotheses is pruned at each time step based on
statistical models of the system noise levels and based on the
similarity between detected targets. This similarity measure-
ment is based on similarities of object features such as color
content, size, and visual moments. At any point, the system
maintains a small set of overlapping hypotheses so that fu-
ture data may be used to disambiguate the scene. Of course,
at any time step, the system can also produce the set of non-
overlapping hypotheses that are statistically most likely. Fig-
ure 2 shows the last frame of a 30 frame sequence in which a
chair was pushed across the floor and the five trajectories that
were located.

4 The Theory of Body Module
To implement the variety of naive physical laws encompassed
by the Theory of Body module, a simple agent-based ap-
proach was chosen. Each agent represents knowledge of a
single theory about the behavior of inanimate physical ob-
jects. For every trajectoryt, each agenta computes both an
animacy voteαta and a certaintyρta. The animacy votes
range from+1 (indicating animacy) to−1 (indicating inani-
macy), and the certainties range from1 to 0. For these initial
tests, five agents were constructed: an insufficient data agent,
a static object agent, a straight line agent, an acceleration sign
change agent, and an energy agent. These agents were cho-
sen to handle simple, common motion trajectories observed
in natural environments, and do not represent a complete set.
Most notably missing is an agent to represent collisions, both
elastic and inelastic.

At each time step, all current trajectories receive a cur-
rent animacy voteVt. Three different voting algorithms
were tested to produce the final voteVt for each trajectoryt.
The first voting method was a simple winner-take-all vote in
which the winner was declared to be the agent with the great-

est absolute value of the product:Vt = maxa ‖αta × ρta‖
The second method was an average of all of the individual
vote products:Vt = 1

A

∑
a(αta × ρta) whereA is the num-

ber of agents voting. The third method was a weighted aver-
age of the products of the certainties and the animacy votes:
Vt = 1

A

∑
a(wa × αta × ρta) wherewa is the weight for

agenta. Weights were empirically chosen to maximize per-
formance under normal, multi-object conditions in natural en-
vironments and were kept constant through out this experi-
ment as1.0 for all agents except the static object agent which
had a weight of2.0. The animacy vote at each time step is
averaged with a time-decaying weight function to produce a
sustained animacy measurement.

4.1 Insufficient Data Agent

The purpose of the insufficient data agent is to quickly elim-
inate trajectories that contain too few data points to properly
compute statistical information against the noise background.
Any trajectory with fewer than one-twentieth the maximum
trajectory length or fewer than three data points is given an
animacy voteα = 0.0 with a certainty value of1.0. In prac-
tice, maximum trajectory lengths of 60-120 were used (cor-
responding to trajectories spanning 2-4 seconds), so any tra-
jectory of fewer than 3-6 data points was rejected.

4.2 Static Object Agent

Because the attention system still generates target points for
objects that are stationary, there must be an agent that can
classify objects that are not moving as inanimate. The static
object agent rejects any trajectory that has an accumulated
translation below a threshold value as inanimate. The cer-
tainty of the measurement is inversely proportional to the
translated distance and is proportional to the length of the tra-
jectory.

4.3 Straight Line Agent

The straight line agent looks for constant, sustained veloci-
ties. This agent computes the deviations of the velocity pro-
file from the average velocity vector. If the sum of these devi-
ations fall below a threshold, as would result from a straight
linear movement, then the agent casts a vote for inanimacy.
Below this threshold, the certainty is inversely proportional
to the sum of the deviations. If the sum of the deviations is
above a secondary threshold, indicating a trajectory with high
curvature or multiple curvature changes, then the agent casts
a vote for animacy. Above this threshold, the certainty is pro-
portional to the sum of the deviations.

4.4 Acceleration Sign Change Agent

One proposal for finding animacy is to look for changes in
the sign of the acceleration. According to this proposal, any-
thing that can alter the direction of its acceleration must be
operating under its own power (excluding contact with other
objects). The acceleration sign change agent looks for zero-
crossings in the acceleration profile of a trajectory. Anything
with more than one zero-crossing is given an animacy vote
with a certainty proportional to the number of zero crossings.
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Figure 3: Thirty stimuli used in the evaluation of ToBY. Stimuli were collected by recording the position of the most salient
object detected by the attention system when the robot observed natural scenes similar to the one shown in Figure 2. Each
image shown here is the collapsed sequence of video frames, with more recent points being brighter than older points. Human
subjects saw only a single bright point in each frame of the video sequence.

4.5 Energy Agent
Bingham, Schmidt, and Rosenblum[1995] have proposed
that human adults judge animacy based on models of po-
tential and kinetic energy. To explore their hypothesis, a
simple energy model agent was implemented. The energy
model agent judges an object that gains energy to be animate.
The energy model computes the total energy of the systemE
based on a simple model of kinetic and potential energies:

E =
1
2
mv2

y + mgy (8)

wherem is the mass of the object,vy the vertical velocity,g
the gravity constant, andy the vertical position in the image.
In practice, since the mass is a constant scale factor, it is not
included in the calculations. This simple model assumes that
an object higher in the image is further from the ground, and
thus has more potential energy. The vertical distance and ve-
locity are measured using the gravity vector from a three-axis
inertial system as a guideline, allowing the robot to determine
“up” even when its head is tilted. The certainty of the vote is
proportional to the measured changes in energy.

5 Comparing ToBY’s Performance to Human
Performance

The performance of the individual agents was evaluated both
on dynamic, real-world scenes at interactive rates and on

more carefully controlled recorded video sequences.
For interactive video tasks, at each time step five attention

targets were produced. Trajectories were allowed to grow to a
length of sixty frames, but additional information on the long-
term animacy scores for continuous trajectories were main-
tained as described in section 4. All three voting methods
were tested. The winner-take-all and the weighted average
voting methods produced extremely similar results, and even-
tually the winner-take-all strategy was employed for simplic-
ity. The parameters of the ToBY module were tuned to match
human judgments on long sequences of simple data structures
(such as were produced by static objects or people moving
back and forth throughout the room).

5.1 Motion Trajectory Stimuli
To further evaluate the individual ToBY agents on controlled
data sequences, video from the robot’s cameras were recorded
and processed by the attention system to produce only a sin-
gle salient object in each frame.1 To remove all potential con-
textual cues, a new video sequence was created containing
only a single moving dot representing the path taken by that

1This restriction on the number of targets was imposed following
pilot experiments using multiple targets. Human subjects found the
multiple target displays more difficult to observe and comprehend.
Because each agent currently treats each trajectory independently,
this restriction should not bias the comparison.
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object set against a black background, which in essence is the
only data available to the ToBY system. Thirty video seg-
ments of approximately 120 frames each were collected (see
Figure 3). These trajectories included static objects (e.g. #2),
swinging pendula (e.g. #3), objects that were thrown into
the air (e.g. #7), as well as more complicated trajectories
(e.g. #1). Figure 4 shows the trajectories grouped according
to the category of movement, and can be matched to Figure
3 using the stimulus number in the second column. The third
column of figure 4 shows whether or not the stimulus was
animate or inanimate.

5.2 Human Animacy Judgments
Thirty-two adult, volunteer subjects were recruited for this
study. Subjects ranged in age from 18 to 50, and included
14 women and 18 men. Subjects participated in a web-based
questionnaire and were informed that they would be seeing
video sequences containing only a single moving dot, and that
this dot represented the movement of a real object. They were
asked to rank each of the thirty trajectories shown in figure 3
on a scale of 1 (animate) to 10 (inanimate). Following ini-
tial pilot subjects (not included in this data), subjects were
reminded that inanimate objects might still move (such as a
boulder rolling down a hill) but should still be treated as inan-
imate. Subjects were allowed to review each video sequence
as often as they liked, and no time limit was used.

The task facing subjects was inherently under-constrained,
and the animacy judgments showed high variance (a typical
variance for a single stimulus across all subjects was 2.15).
Subjects tended to find multiple interpretations for a single
stimulus, and there was never a case when all subjects agreed
on the animacy/inanimacy of a trajectory. To simplify the
analysis, and to remove some of the inter-subject variability,
each response was re-coded from the 1-10 scale to a single
animate (1-5) or inanimate (6-10) judgment. Subjects made
an average of approximately 8 decisions that disagreed with
the ground truth values. This overall performance measure-
ment of 73% correct implies that the task is difficult, but not
impossible. Column 4 of figure 4 shows the percentage of
subjects who considered each stimulus to be animate. In two
cases (stimuli #13 and #9), the majority of human subjects
disagreed with the ground truth values. Stimulus #9 showed
a dot moving alternately up and down, repeating a cycle ap-
proximately every 300 msec. Subjects reported seeing this
movement as “too regular to be animate.” Stimulus #13 may
have been confusing to subjects in that it contained an inani-
mate trajectory (a ball being thrown and falling) that was ob-
viously caused by an animate (but unseen) force.

5.3 ToBY Animacy Judgments
The identical video sequences shown to the human subjects
were processed by the trajectory formation system and the
ToBY system. Trajectory lengths were allowed to grow to
120 frames to take advantage of all of the information avail-
able in each short video clip. A winner-take-all selection
method was imposed on the ToBY agents to simplify the re-
porting of the results, but subsequent processing with both
other voting methods produced identical results. The final
animacy judgment was determined to by the winning agent

on the final time step. Columns 6 and 5 of figure 4 show the
winning agent and that agent’s animacy vote respectively.

Overall, ToBY agreed with the ground truth values on 23 of
the 30 stimuli, and with the majority of human subjects on 21
of the 30 stimuli. On the static object categories, the circu-
lar movement stimuli, and the straight line movement stim-
uli, ToBY matched the ground truth values perfectly. This
system also completely failed on all stimuli that had natu-
ral pendulum-like movements. While our original predictions
indicated that the energy agent should be capable of dealing
with this class of stimuli, human subjects seemed to be re-
sponding more to the repetitive nature of the stimulus rather
than the transfer between kinetic and potential energy. ToBY
also failed on one of the thrown objects (stimulus #20), which
paused when it reached its apex, and on one other object
(stimulus #19) which had a failure in the trajectory construc-
tion phase.

6 Conclusion

The distinction between animate and inanimate is a funda-
mental classification that humans as young as 6 months read-
ily perform. Based on observations that humans can perform
these judgments based purely on spatio-temporal signatures,
this paper presented an implementation of a few simple naive
rules for identifying animate objects. Using only the impover-
ished stimuli from the attentional system, and without any ad-
ditional context, adults were quite capable of classifying ani-
mate and inanimate stimuli. While the set of agents explored
in this paper is certainly insufficient to capture all classes of
stimuli, as the pendulum example illustrates, these five sim-
ple rules are sufficient to explain a relatively broad class of
motion profiles. These simple algorithms (like the agents pre-
sented here) may provide a quick first step, but do not begin
to make the same kinds of contextual judgments that humans
use.

In the future, we intend on extending this analysis to in-
clude comparisons against human performance for multi-
target stimuli and for more complex object interactions in-
cluding elastic and inelastic collisions.
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Abstract

Global localizationis the problemof determining
the position of a robot under global uncertainty.
Thisproblemcanbedividedin two phases:1) from
the sensordata(or sensorview), determinethe set
of locationswherethe robotcanbe; and2) devise
a strategy by which the robot cancorrectlyelimi-
nateall but the right location. The approachpro-
posedin this paperis basedon Markov localiza-
tion. It appliestheprincipalcomponentmethodto
get rotation invariantfeaturesfor eachlocationof
the map,a Bayesianclassificationsystemto clus-
ter thefeatures,andpolarcorrelationsbetweenthe
sensorview andthe local mapviews to determine
the locationswherethe robot canbe. In order to
solveefficiently thelocalizationproblem,aswell as
to considertheperceptuallimitation of thesensors,
thepossiblelocationsof the robotarerestrictedto
be in a roadmapthat keepthe robot closeto ob-
stacles,andcorrelationsbetweenthepossiblelocal
mapviews arepre–computed.Thehypothesesare
clusteredanda greedysearchdeterminethe robot
movementsto reducethenumberof clustersof hy-
potheses.Thisapproachis testedusingasimulated
andarealmobilerobotwith promisingresults.

1 Introduction
Numeroustasksfor a mobile robot requireit to have a map
of its environmentandknowledgeof whereit is locatedin
themap.Determiningthe location(positionandorientation)
of the robot in the environmentis known asthe robot local-
ization problem. A recentsurvey [Borensteinet al., 1996]
illustratesthe importanceof the localizationproblemandil-
lustratesthelargenumberof existing approaches.

Traditionally, localizationaddressestwo subproblems:po-
sition tracking andglobal localization [Thrun et al., 1998].
Positiontrackingrefersto the problemof estimatingthe lo-
cationof therobotwhile it is moving. Drift andslippageim-
poselimits on theability to estimatethelocationof therobot
within its global map. The robot knows its initial location
and tracksits location after small movementsusing sensor
data. Global localizationis the problemof determiningthe
locationof the robotunderglobaluncertainty. This problem

arises,for example,whena robot usesa mapthat hasbeen
generatedin a previous run, andit is not informedaboutits
initial locationwithin themap.

Theglobal localizationproblemcanbeseenasconsisting
of two phases:hypothesisgenerationandhypothesiselimi-
nation[Dudeket al., 1998]. The first phaseis to determine
the set of hypotheticallocations� that are consistentwith
the sensingdataobtainedby the robot at its initial location.
Thesecondphaseis to determine,in thecasethat � contains
two or morehypotheses,whichoneis thetruelocationof the
robot,eliminatingtheincorrecthypotheses.Ideally, therobot
shouldtravel the minimum distancenecessaryto determine
its exactlocation.

This paperpresentsanapproachto solve theglobal local-
izationproblemin a known indoorenvironmentmodeledby
an occupancy grid map, a two dimensionalmap wherethe
environmentis dividedin squareregionsor cellsof thesame
size. This approachis basedon Markov localization (see
[Gutmannet al., 1998]) and takes into accountthe percep-
tual limitations of sensorsin two ways: 1) the robot tries to
keepa fixed distanceto obstacleswhile the robot is moving
and2) thesensorshavea limited rangeof operation.Follow-
ing theapproachdescribedin [Romeroet al., 2000] to build
a roadmapusing the first restriction, the numberof possi-
ble locationswheretherobotcanbeis significantlyreduced.
Taking into accountthe secondrestriction,local mapviews
are computedfrom the map for eachcell of the roadmap.
Thegeneralform of eachlocal mapview canbecompressed
into two realnumbersusingtheprincipal componentmethod
[Gonzalezand Wintz, 1987] with the advantagethat these
featuresarerotation independent.Thesecompressedviews
arethenclusteredby Autoclass[CheesemanandStutz,1996],
aBayesianclassificationsystem.Theideato generatethehy-
pothesesis to computetheprincipalcomponentsof thesensor
data(or sensorview), thenuseAutoclassto predictthe best
class(or classes)andfinally performpolar correlationsbe-
tweenthesensorview andthepredictedlocal mapviews. To
eliminatehypotheses,a greedysearchis performeduponthe
correlationsof thelocalmapviewsof thesameclass.

The restof this paperis organizedas follows. Section2
reviews somerelatedrelevant literature. Section3 describes
our approachto generatehypotheses.Section4 presentsthe
framework of Markov localization. Section5 explains the
approachto eliminatehypotheses.Experimentalresultsusing
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a mobile robotsimulatoranda mobile robotwith a low cost
laser� rangesensor(implementedby a laserline generatorand
acamera) areshown in Section6. Finally, someconclusions
aregivenin Section7.

2 Related work
Theoreticalwork onthesubjecthasbeenreportedin theliter-
ature.A solutionto thehypothesisgenerationphaseis given
in [Guibaset al., 1995]. In [Dudeket al., 1998] it is shown
thattheproblemof localizinga robotwith minimumtravel is
NP–hard.Theseworks make strongassumptions:first, per-
fect knowledgeaboutthe orientationof the mobile robot is
considered;second,they assumetheavailability of noise–free
sensordata.

Practicalwork hasalsobeenreported(see[Thrun, 1998;
CastellanosandTardos,1999]). Landmarkmethodsrely on
therecognitionof landmarksto keeptherobotlocalizedgeo-
metrically. While landmarkmethodscanachieve impressive
geometriclocalization,they requireefficient recognitionof
featuresto useaslandmarks.In contrast,densesensormeth-
odsattemptto usewhatever sensorinformation is available
to updatethelocationof therobot.They do this by matching
densesensorscansagainstasurfacemapof theenvironment,
without extracting landmarkfeatures.See[Gutmannet al.,
1998] for an experimentalcomparisonof two densesensor
matchingmethods:KalmanFilter andMarkov localization.
Somecorrelationtechniquesof laserrange–finderscansare
given in [Weib et al., 1994]. In [Fox andBurgard,1998] a
methodto movetherobotin orderto eliminatehypothesesis
given. The idea is to move the robot so asto minimize fu-
tureexpecteduncertainty, measuredby theentropy of future
belief distributions.

3 Hypothesis generation
In this sectionandthetwo following sectionsa simpleoccu-
pancy grid mapis usedasanexampleto show the ideasbe-
hind the proposedapproach.Figure1 (a) shows this simple
mapbuilt usinga mobilerobotsimulator. Figure1 (b) shows
a local mapview, extractedfrom themapfor thepositionof
the robot shown in (a), consideringthat the robot direction
is alignedwith a globalfixeddirection(pointingdownwards
in this case).Figure1 (c) shows the sensorview (generated
by the simulator)consideringthat the robot is alignedwith
the global direction. Both views have an angularresolution
of 0.5degrees,a commonvaluefoundin laserrangesensors,
and includethe robot position for referenceasa black cell.
Perceptuallimitations aretaken into accountsettinga maxi-
mumrangeof � meters.

The problemconsistin estimatingthe set � of possible
locationsthathavelocalmapviewsconsistentwith thesensor
view.

3.1 Polar correlation
To have a simplemodelof robot motion andhencea small
statespacein the Markov localization,we assumethat the
robot shouldbe in oneof 8 possibledirections( ���	��
�����
degrees,������������� ), with respectto theglobalfixeddirection,
onefor eachadjacentcell. A polarcorrelation,usingasumof

Figure1: A simpleenvironment.Fromleft to right: ( � ) Oc-
cupancy grid map.( � ) Local mapview for therobot location
showedin (a). ( � ) Sensorview

Figure 2: Correlationresults. Angular displacementsare
from 0 (left) to ���! ��"� degrees(right).

absolutedifferences,canbe usedto find the matchbetween
a local mapview and the sensorview. Figure 2 shows the
correlationresultsfor all thepossibleangulardisplacements
of thesensorview againstthelocal mapview shonin Figure
1. Fromtheminimumdifferenceanangulardisplacementcan
becomputedto align therobotwith oneof thedirections�#� .
Obviously, therightangulardisplacementshouldbeindicated
consideringthe mostprobablepositionof the robot. In the
caseof Figure2 theangulardisplacementcorrespondsto $	%�&
degres,andthebestestimateddirectionis %'�!� degrees.

As the Markov localization needsa probabilistic value(*),+- .,/ of perceiving a sensorview + given that the robot is
at location . (cell 0213�5476 with direction � � ) a difference
value 8 ) 1*�94:�9��� / canbe computedfor direction ��� from the
correlationresultsbetweenthe sensorview + and the local
mapview at thecell 0;13�94<6 , andthena probabilisticvalue
canbe obtainedfrom 8 ) 13�54=�5� � / . We compute8 ) 1*�94:�9� � / as
theminimumdifference(in thecorrelationresults)for anan-
gular interval with centerat � � . The desiredprobability is
computedby (>)?+- .,/ �A@'B:C�DFEHGJI K#I LNMPO where Q is positive real
number.

Consideringthatthis procedureis expensive,next sections
show a fastprocedureto find a smallsetof candidatecellsto
applythis procedure,insteadof all thefreecellsin themap.

3.2 Roadmap

Following the ideasdescribedin [Romeroet al., 2000], the
setof possiblecells,wheretherobotis allowedto move,tries
to keepa fixed distanceR to obstacles.It associateshigher
coststo free cells closeto obstaclesandthe lowestcoststo
cellsat distanceR from obstacles.Figure3 (a) shows thefull
setof freecellswheretherobotcanbeaswhitepixels,while
Figure3 (b) showsthecellsthatform theroadmap.Thereis a
significantreductionin thenumberof cells. Let S betheset
of cellsof theroadmap.

In thenext sectionwe aregoingto consideronly thecells0T13�94U6�VWS .
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Figure3: A roadmap.Fromleft to right: ( � ) Full setof free
cells. ( � ) Theroadmapfor R = 1 m.

Figure4: Clustersfound by Autoclass.Differentgray level
areassociatedto differentclasses

3.3 Principal component analysis
We apply the principal componentanalysis describedin
[GonzalezandWintz, 1987] to find two rotationinvariantfea-
turesfrom a local mapview or sensorview. Thecoordinates
of eachoccupiedcell of theview canbeinterpretedastwo di-
mensionalrandomvariableswith meanX andcovarianceY .
It is notedthat X is a two dimensionalvectorand Y is a 2 Z
2 matrix. Theeigenvectors[�\ and [] of Y point in thedirec-
tionsof maximumvariance(subjectto theconstraintthatthey
areorthogonal)andtheeigenvalueŝ \ and ^ ] areequalto the
variancealongeigenvectors[�\ and [] respectively. Our ap-
proachusesthetwo eigenvaluesasrotationinvariantfeatures
for a localmapview or sensorview.

3.4 Bayesian clustering
Since the eigenvalues associatedto adjacentcells of the
roadmapnormally do not changea lot, it makes senseto
clustercellsaccordingto their eigenvalues.For this purpose
we useAutoclass[Cheesemanand Stutz, 1996]. Figure 4
show with differentgraylevel thethreeclassesfoundfor the
cellsof theroadmapshown in Figure3 (b). Autoclassfound
thesameclassfor cellscloseto theendcellsof theroadmap,
anotherclassfor cells in the middleof the roadmapandthe
restof cellsin a third class.

At the beginning of the localizationprocess,to take the
robot to the roadmap,we apply the algorithm describedin
[Romeroet al., 2000] to learn a map of the environment.
Using that approachit is easyto know if the robot is in
the roadmapor needto executesomemovements. Joining
all theseparts,the hypothesisgenerationdoesthe following
steps:

1. Computetheeigenvalues[ from thesensorview.

2. With [ , use Autoclass to predict the most probable
classes.

Figure5: Most probablelocationsfor therobot

3. For all cells in the classesfound in the previous step,
apply the correlationtechniqueto get the angulardis-
placementthat align the robot with one of the possi-
ble directionsandcomputetheconditionalprobabilities(>)?+- .,/ . Theconditionalprobability for othercellsof the
roadmaparesetto averysmallvalue.

For the sensorview shown in Figure1 (c) theconditional
probabilitiesareshown in Figure5. If theprobabilityof find-
ing therobotat location . of the roadmapis equalfor all the
cellsin theroadmap,thesamefigureshowsthemostprobable
locationsfor therobot.Thelocationsin theleft toppartof the
figurepointdownwardsandthelocationsin right bottompart
of thefigurepoint to theleft. Thefollowing sectiondescribes
the processto updatethe probability of hypothesesafter the
robotsensesor moves.

4 Markov Localization
Thekey ideaof Markov localizationis to computeaprobabil-
ity distributionoverall possiblelocationsin theenvironment.(*)?_a` � .?/ denotestheprobabilityof findingtherobotat loca-
tion . at time b . Here, . is a locationin 1c$U4	$U� � spacewhere1 and 4 areCartesiancoordinatesof cellsand � � is avalid ori-
entation.(*)d_feg/ reflectstheinitial stateof knowledgeandit is
uniformly distributedto reflecttheglobaluncertainty. (*)d_f`N/
is updatedwhenever ...

1. ... therobotmoves.Robotmotionis modeledby a con-
ditionalprobability, denotedby (:h)d.i- .?jH/ . (=h)d.i- .?jH/ denotes
theprobabilitythatmotionaction � , whenexecutedat .dj ,
carriestherobotto . . (=h)?.5- . j / is usedto updatethebelief
uponrobotmotion:

(>)d_ `lk \�� .,/amon;pHq (=h)?.5- .djH/l(*)?_a` � .?/
(*),+g/ (1)

Here(*),+#/ is anormalizerthatensuresthat (>)d_a`lk \ / sums
up to 1 over all . . An exampleof (=h)?.5- .djH/ is shown in
Figure6, consideringthat the robot movesin the thick
roadmap,and the orientationof the robot is alignedto
oneof thepossible8 directions� � , asit wasdescribedin
a previoussection.

2. ... therobotsenses.Whensensing+ ,
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Figure7: Hypothesesafter a movement.From left to right:
( � ) Onehypotheses.( � ) Two hypothesis

(>)d_ `lk \�� .,/am (*),+- .,/r(*)?_a` � .?/
(*),+g/ (2)

Here (>)?+- .,/ is the probability of perceiving + at loca-
tion . . In order to get a efficient procedureto update
theprobabilitydistribution,cellswith probabilitybelow
somethresholdaresetto zero.

To geta robustandefficient procedure,our approachcon-
sidersa thick roadmapwhich includethe cells in the neigh-
borhoodof the roadmap(thin roadmap) besidesthe cells in
the roadmap.The possiblehypothesesfor the robot arere-
strictedto bein thethick roadmap.

5 Hypothesis elimination
Let (*)d_f` � .,/ betheprobabilityof finding therobotat loca-
tion . at time b . We considerashypothesesonly thoseloca-
tions . with (*)d_f` � .?/ 6Ts , wheres is a thresholdvalue.Lett bethenumberof hypotheses.

To eliminatehypotheses,the robot shouldmove through
theroadmap.After a robotmove,therearetwo differentsce-
nariosfor the cells that correspondto the differenthypothe-
ses:1) thecellsarein theroadmapunderall thehypotheses,
and2) thecellsarein theroadmapfor lessthan t hypotheses.
In thefirst scenario,themovementdoesnot helpto eliminate
hypotheses;in thesecondscenariothemovementhelpsto de-
creasethenumberof hypotheses.Figure7 showsanexample
of bothscenarios.If therearetwo hypothesesu�\ and u>] then
themovement,representedbya rotationfollowedbya trans-
lation, showedin Figure7 (a) helpsto reducethenumberof
hypotheseswhile theothermovementis not useful.

To getanefficient procedure,our approachconsidersthat
the mobile robot is at the most probablelocation and then
considersall thecellsof thethin roadmapasvalid movements

Figure 8: Numberof hypothesesassociatedto cells of the
roadmapusingtheroadmapcriteria. Darker cellshave lower
numberof hypotheses

for the robot. If we assignto locationsthe numberof possi-
ble hypotheses,a goodmovementto eliminatehypothesesis
to direct the robot toward the nearestcell with lessthan t
hypotheses.

If we considerthehypothesesshown in Figure5, Figure8
showsthenumberof possiblehypothesisasanimage.Darker
cellshave lower valuesfor thenumberof hypotheses.In this
casethebesthypothesisis locatedin theright bottompartof
the roadmapandit is pointing to the left. The robot should
move to thenearestdarker cell of the roadmap.Let this cell
becalledthe vxw�� . cell.

If we have a criteria to considertwo local mapviews as
similar, we canuseit to detectshortermovementsthanusing
only thepreviouscriteria. Thetwo scenariosdiscussedhave
two variants:a) thecellsaresimilar consideringits localmap
views,andb) not all thecells look similar. Therobotshould
moveto a cell with scenario(b).

A similarity measurecanbe computedusingthe correla-
tion techniquepreviouslypresented.Two cellslook similar if
thecomputedprobabilityisabovesomethreshold.If therearey cellsin theroadmap,let � � , ( ���7&'�����H� y ) denotethe y cells
of theroadmap,and + � yz) �{�9�5�i| / bethesimilarity betweenthe
local mapview associatedto cells � � and � | . + � yz) � � �5� | / for
all �}�,~���&J�F�H���H� y form asimilarity matrixandit canbecom-
putedfrom themapandtheroadmap,beforethelocalization
processstarts.To computethismatrixwecantakeadvantage
of thefactthatthis matrix is symmetricandhave zerovalues
in themaindiagonal.

Figure9 shows the similarity matrix for our example. In
this case,thecellsof thethin roadmapwereorderedfollow-
ing a depthfirst searchtrying to keepcellswith adjacentin-
dicesassociatedto adjacentcells in theroadmap.Theimage
shows that thereareonly a few cellswith significantsimilar-
ities thatarenot closeto eachother. This makessenseif we
considerthemapshown in Figure1 andthelimited rangeof
thesensors.

Two cells � j� and � j| in the thick roadmapare considered
similar if + � y�) � � �i� | / is above somethreshold,where � � and�i| aretheclosestcellsin thethin roadmapto � j� and � j| respec-
tively.

If we considerthe hypothesesshown in Figure5 andthe
similarity criteria, Figure 10 shows the numberof possible
hypothesesasanimage.In thiscase,thegoalcell is closerto
thestartinglocationthantheonein Figure8.

Anotherimprovementover thelastcriteriais to clusterthe
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Figure9: Similarity matrix. Darker pixelsmeanlower simi-
larities

Figure10: Numberof hypothesesassociatedto cells of the
roadmapusingtheroadmapandthesimilarity criteria.Darker
cellshave lowernumberof hypotheses

hypothesesandthenthegoalcell is thecell that reducesthe
numberof clusters. In otherwords, the bestmovementfor
the robotshouldreducethenumberof clusters,not the total
numberof hypotheses.For instance,if therearetwo clusters
( �F\ , �{] ) and �F\ has4 hypothesesand ��] hasonly 1 hypothe-
sis,andthemostprobablehypothesisis in cluster �F\ , thena
movementthateliminatesonehypothesisin cluster � ] is bet-
ter thanonemovementthateliminatesoneor two hypotheses
in cluster�g\ .

For theclusteringprocesswe useAutoclasswith thecoor-
dinatesof the hypotheses.If thereis only onecluster, then
thegoalcell is thenearestcell thatreducesthenumberof hy-
potheses.The robot is localizedif thereis only onecluster
andthereis no cell thatreducesthenumberof hypotheses.

Oncea goal cell is found, the robot shouldperformsome
movementstowardsthatcell, updatingtheprobabilitydistri-
bution.

6 Experimental Results
Thissectionpresentspreliminaryresultsobtainedusingamo-
bile robotsimulatoranda realmobilerobot. Both robotsuse
(or simulate)sonarsanda low costlaserrangesensor, imple-
mentedwith a laserline generatoranda camera.The laser
sensorgivesgoodmeasurementswithin a rangeof 3 m.

Figure 11 (a) shows a more complex simulatedenviron-
ment. Figure11 (b) shows the mapbuilt with its roadmap.
Themapis about10x10 y ] andtheroadmapconsidersadis-
tanceto obstaclesof 1m.

Figure12shows7 clustersfoundby Autoclass,andFigure
13 shows the associatedsimilarity matrix. The symmetric
natureof themapis capturedin thesimilarity matrix.

Figure11: A morecomplex mapbuilt usinga mobile robot
simulator. Fromleft to right: ( � ) Simulatedenvironment.( � )
Mapbuilt with its roadmap

Figure12: Clustersfound by Autoclassfor environmentof
theFigure11.

If therobot is locatedasit is shown in Figure11 (a), then
Figure 14 shows the mostprobablelocationsfor the robot.
Autoclassfound two clusters��\ (pointing downwards)and��] (pointingupwards)andthelocationwith thehighestprob-
ability is in � \ . The hypotheseseliminationprocessfound
a goal cell pointedby � in the figure. This result makes
sensebecausethe possiblehypothesesafter that movement
havedifferentsensorviews.

Figure15 shows a mapbuilt usingthe real mobile robot.
Autoclassfoundin this case6 clustersandthesimilarity ma-
trix is shown in Figure15. In this realenvironmenttherobot
localizationis easierthanin theprevioussimulatedenviron-

Figure 13: Similarity matrix for environmentof the Figure
11. Darkerpixelsmeanlowersimilarities
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Figure14: Mostprobablelocationsfor therobotfor theenvi-
ronmentshowedin Figure11(a).

Figure15: A realmobile robot in a realenvironment.From
left to right: ( � ) Mapandits roadmap.( � ) Similarity matrix

ment.

7 Conclusions
An hybrid approachto solve theglobal localizationproblem
in indoorenvironmentshasbeenpresented.It canbeseenas
a mergeof a landmarkapproachanda densesensormethod
basedon theMarkov localization.Landmarksaregenerated
and recognizedby a Bayesianclusteringtechnique(Auto-
class)from rotationinvariantfeatures(principalcomponents)
of sensoror localmapviews. Theselandmarksareusedto re-
strict thesetof possiblelocationsfor therobotandsoincrease
thespeedof theMarkov localizationprocess.

In thehypothesiseliminationphasea fastgreedysearchis
introduced.Thissearchusesasimilarity matrix to computea
similarity criteriabetweenthemapviewsof cells.Thesearch
considersmovementstowardscells of the thin roadmapthat
reducethenumberof clustersof hypotheses.

To get an efficient localization algorithm, the approach
usesthe thick roadmapconcept,insteadof the full set of
freecells; restrictsthenumberof possibleorientationsof the
robot,takesadvantageof a correlationtechniqueto align the
robotandpre–computethesimilarity matrix.

We plan to explorea nondeterministickind of movement
in thehypotheseseliminationphaseusingtheMarkov frame-
work to performsequenceof (move–sense)for eachcluster
of hypotheses.We think this kind of movementswill beable
to predicta goalcell evenwhenthemapis not very accurate
or in thecaseof robotswith highodometricerrors.
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Abstract 
We present a novel methodology for building highly 
integrated multimodal systems.  Our approach is motivated 
by neurological and behavioral theories of sensory perception 
in humans and animals.  We argue that perceptual integration 
in multimodal systems needs to happen at all levels of the 
individual perceptual processes.  Rather than treating each 
modality as a separately processed, increasingly abstracted 
pipeline – in which integration over abstract sensory 
representations occurs as the final step – we claim that 
integration and the sharing of perceptual information must 
also occur at the earliest stages of sensory processing.  This 
paper presents our methodology for constructing multimodal 
systems and examines its theoretic motivation.  We have 
followed this approach in creating the most recent version of 
a highly interactive environment called the Intelligent Room 
and we argue that doing so has provided the Intelligent Room 
with unique perceptual capabilities and gives insight into 
building similar complex multimodal systems. 

Introduction      
This paper proposes a novel perceptual architecture 
motivated by surprising results about how the brain 
processes sensory information.  These results, gathered by 
the cognitive science community over the past 50 years, 
have challenged century long held notions about how the 
brain works and how we experience the world we live in.  
We argue that current approaches to building multimodal 
systems that perceive and interact with the real, human 
world are flawed and based largely upon assumptions 
described by Piaget (1954) – although tracing back several 
hundred years – that are no longer believed to be 
particularly accurate or relevant. 
 Instead, we present a biologically motivated methodology 
for designing interactive systems that reflects more of how 
the brain actually appears to process and merge sensory 
inputs.  This draws upon neuroanatomical, psychophysical, 
evolutionary, and phenomenological evidence, both to 
                                                 
 This material is based upon work supported by the Advanced Research 
Projects Agency of the Department of Defense under contract number 
DAAD17-99-C-0060, monitored through Rome Laboratory.  Additional 
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critique modern approaches and to suggest an alternative for 
building artificial perceptual systems.  In particular, we 
argue against post-perceptual integration, which occurs in 
systems where the modalities are treated as separately 
processed, increasingly abstracted pipelines.  The outputs of 
these pipelines are then merged in a final integrative step, as 
in Figure 1.  The main difficulty with this approach is that 
integration happens after the individual perceptions are 
generated.  Integration occurs after each perceptual 
subsystem has already “decided” what it has perceived, 
when it is too late for intersensory influence to affect the 
individual, concurrent unimodal perceptions.  Multimodal 
integration is thus an assembly rather than a perceptual 
process in most modern interactive systems.  In this, it is an 
abstraction mechanism whereby perceptual events are 

S1 S2 S4S3 

S1 S2 S4S3 

S1 S2 S4S3 

Integration

 
Figure 1 – Post-perceptual integration in a multimodal 
system.  Here, visual, auditory, and haptic inputs pass 
through specialized unimodal processing pathways and are 
combined in the integration mechanism on top, which 
creates multimodal perceptions by extracting and reconciling 
data from the individual inputs.  Notice that multiple 
pathways may process a single sensory input. For example, 
the auditory signal in this system might be fed into separate 
speech recognition and spatial localization systems, 
designated S2 and S3 respectively. 
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separated from the specific sensory mechanisms that 
generate them and then integrated into higher-level 
representations. 
 This paper examines the idea that multimodal integration 
is a fundamental component of perception itself and can 
shape individual unimodal perceptions as much as does 
actual sensory input.  This idea is well supported 
biologically, and we argue here for the benefits of building 
interactive systems that support cross-modal influence – 
systems in which sensory information is shared across all 
levels of perceptual processing and not just in a final 
integrative stage.  Doing this, however, requires a 
specialized approach that differs in basic ways from how 
interactive systems are generally designed today.     
 This paper presents our methodology for constructing 
multimodal systems and examines its theoretic motivation.  
We have followed this approach in creating the most recent 
version of a highly interactive environment called the 
Intelligent Room, and we argue that doing so has provided 
the Intelligent Room with unique perceptual capabilities and 
provides insight into building similar complex multimodal 
systems.  We specifically examine here how the Intelligent 
Room’s vision and language systems share information to 
augment each other and why the traditional ways these 
systems are created made this sharing so difficult to 
implement.  Our approach is similar in spirit to the work of 
(Atkeson et al. 2000, Brooks et al. 1998, Cheng and 
Kuniyoshi 2000, Ferrell 1996, Nakagawa 1999, and Sandini 
et al. 1997).  Although they are primarily concerned with 
sensorimotor coordination, there is a common biological 
inspiration and long-term goal to use knowledge of human 
and animal neurophysiology to design more sophisticated 
artificial systems. 

Background 
 Who would question that our senses are distinct?  We see, 
we feel, we hear, we smell, and we taste, and these are 
qualitatively such different experiences that there is no room 
for confusion among them.  Even those affected with the 
peculiar syndrome synesthesia, in which real perceptions in 
one sense are accompanied by illusory ones in another, 
never lose awareness of the distinctiveness of the senses 
involved.  Consider the woman described in (Cytowic 
1988), for whom a particular taste always induced the 
sensation of a particular geometric object in her left hand.  A 
strange occurrence indeed, but nonetheless, the tasting and 
touching – however illusory – were never confused; they 
were never merged into a sensation the rest of us could not 
comprehend, as would be the case, for example, had the 
subject said something tasted octagonal.  Even among those 
affected by synesthesia, the sensory channels remain 
extremely well defined. 

Given that our senses appear so unitary, how does the 
brain coordinate and combine information from different 
sensory modalities?  This has become known as the binding 
problem, and the traditional assumption has been to assume 

that the sensory streams are abstracted, merged, and 
integrated in the cortex, at the highest levels of brain 
functioning.  This was the solution proposed by Piaget 
(1954) and in typical Piagetian fashion, assumed a cognitive 
developmental process in which children slowly developed 
high-level mappings between innately distinct modalities 
through their interactions with the world. This position 
directly traces back to Helmholtz (1856), and even earlier, 
to Berkeley (1709) and Locke (1690), who believed that 
neonatal senses are congenitally separate and interrelated 
only through experience.  The interrelation does not 
diminish the distinctiveness of the senses themselves, it 
merely accounts for correspondences among them based on 
perceived cooccurrences.   

The Piagetian assumption underlies nearly all modern 
interactive, multimodal systems – it is the primary 
architectural metaphor for multimodal integration.  The 
unfortunate consequence of this has been making integration 
a post-perceptual process, which assembles and integrates 
sensory input after the fact, in a separate mechanism from 
perception itself.  In these multimodal systems, each 
perceptual component provides a generally high-level 
description of what it sees, hears, senses, etc.  (Some 
systems, such as sensor networks, provide low-level feature 
vectors, but the distinction is not relevant here.)  This, for 
example, may consist of locations of people and how they 
are gesturing, what they are saying and how (e.g., prosody 
data), and biometric data such as heart rates.  This 
information is conveyed in modal-specific representations 
that capture detail sufficient for higher-level manipulation of 
the perceptions, while omitting the actual signal data and 
any intermediate analytic representations.  Typically, the 
perceptual subsystems are independently developed and 
trained on unimodal data; each system is designed to work in 
isolation.  (See Figure 2.)  They are then interconnected 
through some fusive mechanism (as in Figure 1) that 
combines temporally proximal, abstract unimodal inputs into 
an integrated event model.  The integration itself may be 
effected via a neural network (e.g., Waibel et al. 1995), 
hidden Markov models (e.g., Stork and Hennecke 1996), 
unification logics (e.g., Cohen et al. 1997), or various ad hoc 
techniques (e.g., Wu et al. 1999).  The output of the 
integration process is then fed into some higher-level 
interpretative mechanism – the architectural equivalent of a 
cortex. 
 This post-perceptual approach to integration denies the 
possibility of cross-modal influence, which is pervasive in 
biological perception.  Our visual, auditory, proprioceptive, 
somatosensory, and vestibular systems influence one another 
in a complex process from which perceptions emerge as an 
integrated product of a surprising diversity of components.  
(For surveys, see Stein and Meredith 1993, Lewkowicz and 
Lickliter 1994, and to a lesser extent, Thelen and Smith 
1994.)  For example, consider the seminal work of McGurk 
and MacDonald (1976).  In preparing an experiment to 
determine how infants reconcile conflicting information in 
different sensory modalities, they had a lab technician dub 
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the audio syllable /ba/ onto a video of someone saying the 
syllable /ga/.  Much to their surprise, upon viewing the 
dubbed video, they repeatedly and distinctly heard the 
syllable /da/ (alternatively, some hear /tha/), corresponding 
neither to the actual audio nor video sensory input.  Initial 
assumptions that this was due to an error on the part of the 
technician were easily discounted simply by shutting their 
eyes while watching the video; immediately, the sound 
changed to a /ba/.  This surprising fused perception, 
subsequently verified in numerous redesigned experiments 
and now known as the McGurk effect, is robust and persists 
even when subjects are aware of it. 
 The McGurk effect is perhaps the most convincing 
demonstration of the intersensory nature of face-to-face 
spoken language and the undeniable ability of one modality 
to radically change perceptions in another.  It has been one 
of many components leading to the reexamination of the 
Piagetian introspective approach to perception.  Although it 
may seem reasonable to relegate intersensory processing to 
the cortex for the reasoning (as opposed to perceptual) 
processes that interested Piaget, such as in cross modal 
matching, it becomes far more implausible in cases where 
different senses impinge upon each other in ways that locally 
change the perceptions in the sensory apparatus themselves.  
One might object that the McGurk effect is pathological – it 
describes a perceptual phenomenon outside of ordinary 
experience.  Only within controlled, laboratory conditions 
do we expect to have such grossly conflicting sensory 
inputs; obviously, were these signals to co-occur naturally in 
the real world, we would not call them conflicting.  We can 
refute this objection both because the real world is filled 
with ambiguous, sometimes directly conflicting, perceptual 
events, and because the McGurk effect is by no means the 
only example of its kind.  There is a large and growing body 
of evidence that the type of direct perceptual influence 
illustrated by the McGurk effect is commonplace in much of 
ordinary human and more generally animal perception, and 
it strongly makes the case that our perceptual streams are far 
more interwoven than conscious experience tends to make 
us aware.  For example, the sight of someone’s moving lips 
in an environment with significant background noise makes 
it easier to understand what the speaker is saying; visual 
cues – e.g., the sight of lips – can alter the signal-to-noise 
ratio of an auditory stimulus by 15-20 decibels (Sumby and 
Pollack 1954).  Thus, a decrease in auditory acuity can be 
offset by increased reliance on visual input.  Although the 
neural substrate behind this interaction is unknown, it has 
been determined that just the sight of moving lips – without 
any audio component – modifies activity in the auditory 
cortex (Sams et al 1991).  In fact, psycholinguistic evidence 
has long lead to the belief that lip-read and heard speech 
share a degree of common processing, notwithstanding the 
obvious differences in their sensory channels (Dodd et al 
1984). 
 Perhaps the most dramatic cross-modal interactions were 
demonstrated in the landmark studies of Meltzoff and Moore 
(1977), who showed that infants could imitate an 
investigator’s facial expression within hours of birth.  For 

example, the investigator sticking out his tongue lead the 
infant to do the same, although the infant had never seen its 
own face.  Somehow, the visual cue is matched with the 
proprioceptive sensation of tongue protrusion.  It is 
extraordinarily difficult to view this as a learned behavior; 
this will be quite relevant in considering below where the 
knowledge governing cross-modal influence should come 
from in computational systems.    
 We believe that the current approach to building 
multimodal interfaces is an artifact of how people like to 
build computational systems and not at all well-suited to 
dealing with the cross-modal interdependencies of 
perceptual understanding.  Perception does not seem to be 
amenable to the clear-cut abstraction barriers that computer 
scientists find so valuable for solving other problems, and 
we claim this approach has lead to the fragility of so many 
multimodal systems.   We also dispute the notion that 
perception generally corresponds well to a discrete and 
symbolic event model.  Although such a model is well suited 
to many types of computational applications, it is frequently 
more useful to view perception as a dynamic process, rather 
than an event occurring at some point in time (Thelen and 
Smith 1994).  This is all the more so during development 
(i.e. learning), where the space of events is fluid and subject 
to constant change, and during sensory fusion, where 
complex codependences and interactions among the 
different senses confound our simple event-biased 
predispositions.  A similar dynamic approach has been taken 
by (Ullman 1996) for explaining cross-feature influence in 
visual perception.  
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Skin detection
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Face detection

Motion detection S1
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Figure 2 – Unimodal processing pathways.  Individual 

modalities are processed in specialized pipelines.  The visual 
pathway on the left uses 3-dimensional depth and color maps 
to find candidate regions for locating faces.  (This follows 
Darrell et al. 1998.)  The auditory pathway on the right 
performs speech recognition. Notice that higher-level 
syntactic constraints feed back into the lower-level 
morphological analysis. 
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A Multimodal System 
The examples for our discussion of multimodal interactions 
will be drawn from the Intelligent Room project, as 
described in (Coen 1998, 1999).  The Intelligent Room has 
multiple perceptual user interfaces, supporting both visual 
and verbal interactions, which connect with some of the 
ordinary human-level events going on within it.  The goal of 
the room is to support people engaged in everyday, 
traditionally non-computational activity in both work and 
leisure contexts.  Figure 3 contains a picture of the room, 
which contains nine video cameras, three of which the room 
can actively steer, several microphones, and a large number 
of computer-interfaced devices.  Because the Intelligent 
Room is designed to support a range of activities that have 
never before explicitly involved computers, it in no way 
resembles a typical computer science laboratory.  Its 
computational infrastructure is removed from view to 
enhance the room’s appeal as a naturally interactive space 
with a decidedly understated “low-tech” atmosphere.  The 
room's computational infrastructure (Coen et al. 1999), 
consisting of over 120 software agents running on a network 
of ten workstations, is housed in an adjacent laboratory.   
 Before exploring scenarios for new types of multimodal 
interactions, we first examine a traditionally explicit one in 
the resolution of a deictic reference, i.e., use of a word such 
as this in referring to a member of some class of objects.  
Suppose, for example, someone in the room says, “Dim this 
lamp.”  The room uses its ability to track its occupants, in 
conjunction with a map of its own layout, to dim the lamp 
closest to the speaker when the verbal command was issued.  
This kind of interaction can be implemented with a simple 
post-perceptual integration mechanism that reconciles 
location information obtained from the person tracker with 
the output of a speech recognition system.  Here, multimodal 
integration of positional and speech information allows 
straightforward disambiguation of the deictic lamp 
reference.   

Motivations 
 Given the simplicity of the above example, it seems far 
from obvious that a more complex integration mechanism is 
called for.  To motivate a more involved treatment, we start 
by examining some of the problems with current 
approaches. 
 Despite many recent and significant advances, computer 
vision and speech understanding, along with many other 
perceptual interface research areas (Picard 1997, Massie and 
Salisbury 1994), are still infant sciences.  The non-trivial 
perceptual components of multimodal systems are therefore 
never “perfect” and are subject to a wide variety of failure 
modes.  For example, the room may "lose" people while 
visually tracking them due to occlusion, coincidental color 
matches between fore and background objects, unfavorable 
lighting conditions, etc.  Although the particular failure 
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Figure 3 – A view of the Intelligent Room with three of its
nine cameras visible and circled.  The two lower of these in
the picture can be panned and tilted under room control. 
odes of the modalities varies with them individually, it is a 
fe assumption that under a wide variety of conditions any 

ne of them may temporarily stop working as desired.  How 
ese systems manifest this undesired operation is itself 

ighly idiosyncratic.  Some may simply provide no 
formation, for example, a speech recognition system 

onfused by a foreign accent.  Far more troublesome are 
ose that continue to operate as if nothing were amiss but 
mply provide incorrect data, such as a vision-based 
acking system that mistakes a floor lamp for a person and 
ports that he is standing remarkably still. 
That perceptual systems have a variety of failure modes is 

ot confined to their artificial instantiations.  Biological 
stems also display a wide range of pathological 

onditions, many of which are so engrained that they are 
ifficult to notice.  These include limitations in innate 
nsory capability, as with visual blind spots on the human 
tina, and limited resources while processing sensory input, 

s with our linguistic difficultly understanding nested 
mbedded clauses (Miller and Chomsky 1963).  Stein and 
eredith (1994) argue for the evolutionary advantages of 

verlapping and reinforcing sensory abilities; they reduce 
ependence on specific environmental conditions and 
ereby provide clear survival advantages.   A striking 

xample of this is seen in a phenomenon known as the 
facial vision” of the blind.  In locating objects, blind people 
ften have the impression of a slight touch on their forehead, 
heeks, and sometimes chest, as though being touched by a 
ne veil or cobweb (James 1890, p204). The explanation for 
is extraordinary perceptory capability had long been a 
bject of fanciful debate.  James demonstrated, by stopping 

p the ears of blind subjects with putty, that audition was 
ehind this sense, which is now known to be caused by 
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intensity, direction, and frequency shifts of reflected sounds 
(Arias 1996).  The auditory input is so successfully 
represented haptically in the case of facial vision that the 
perceiver himself cannot identify the source of his 
perceptions. 
 Research on interactive systems has focused almost 
entirely on unimodal perception: the isolated analysis of 
auditory, linguistic, visual, haptic, or to a lesser degree 
biometric data.  It seems to put the proverbial cart before the 
horse to ponder how information from different modalities 
can be merged while the perceptory mechanisms in the 
sensory channels are themselves largely unknown.  Is it not 
paradoxical to suggest we should or even could study 
integration without thoroughly understanding the individual 
systems to be integrated?  Nonetheless, that is the course 
taken here.  We argue that while trying to understand the 
processing performed within individual sensory channels, 
we must simultaneously ask how their intermediary results 
and final products are merged into an integrated perceptual 
system.  We believe that because perceptual systems within 
a given species coevolved to interoperate, compatibility 
pressures existed on their choices of internal 
representations and processing mechanisms.  In order to 
explain the types of intersensory influence that have been 
discovered experimentally, disparate perceptual 
mechanisms must have some degree of overall 
representational and algorithmic compatibility that makes 
this influence possible.  The approach taken here is entirely 
gestalt, not only from a Gibsonian (1986) perspective, but 
because we have no example of a complex unimodal sensory 
system evolving in isolation.  Even the relatively simple 
perceptual mechanisms in paramecium (Stein and Meredith 
1994, Chapter 2) and sponges (Mackie and Singla 1983) 
have substantial cross-sensory influences.  It seems that 
perceptual interoperation is a prerequisite for the 
development of complex perceptual systems.  Thus, rather 
than study any single perceptual system in depth – the 
traditional approach – we prefer to study them in breadth, 
by elucidating and analyzing interactions between different 
sensory systems.   

Cross-Modal Influences 
How then might cross-modal influences be used in a system 
like the Intelligent Room?  Answering this question is a two-
step process.  Because the Intelligent Room is an engineered 
as opposed to evolved system, we first need to explicitly 
find potential synergies between its modalities that can be 
exploited.  Once determined, these synergies must then 
somehow be engineered into the overall system, and this 
emerges as the primary obstacle to incorporating cross-
modal influences into the Intelligent Room and more 
generally, to other types of interactive systems. 
 We begin with the following two empirical and 
complementary observations: 
 

1) People tend to talk about objects they are near.      
(Figure 4a)  

2) People tend to be near objects they talk about. (Figure 
4b) 

 
These heuristics reflect a relationship between a person’s 
location and what that person is referring to when he speaks; 
knowing something about one of them provides some degree 
of information about the other.  For example, someone 
walking up to a video display of a map is potentially likely 
to speak about the map; here, person location data can 
inform a speech model.  Conversely, someone who speaks 
about a displayed map is likely to be in a position to see it; 
here, speech data can inform a location model.  Of course, it 
is easy to imagine situations where these heuristics would be 
wrong.  Nonetheless, as observations they are frequently 
valid and it would be reasonable to somehow incorporate 
influences based on them into a system like the Intelligent 
Room.  Mechanistically, we might imagine the person 
tracking system exchanging information with the speech 
recognition system.  For example, the tracking system might 
send data, which we will call a hint, to the speech 
recognition system to preferentially expect utterances 
involving objects the person is near, such as a map.   
Conversely, we can also imagine that the speech recognition 

a)  
MapMap

 
b)  

MapMap

Figure 4a – People talk about objects they are near. 
Someone approaching a projected display showing, for 
example, a map, is more likely to make a geographical 
utterance.  Here, location information can augment speech 
recognition. 

Figure 4b – People are near objects they talk about. 
Someone speaking about the contents of a video display is 
more likely to be located somewhere (delineated by the 
triangle) from which the display is viewable to him.  Here, 
speech information can augment person tracking. 
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system would send hints to the person tracking system to be 
especially observant when looking for someone in indicated 
sections of the room, based on what that person is referring 
to in his speech. 
 This seems reasonable until we try to build a system that 
actually incorporates these influences.  There are both 
representational and algorithmic stumbling blocks that make 
this conceptually straightforward cross-modal information 
sharing difficult to implement.  These are due not only to 
post-perceptual architectural integration, but also to how the 
perceptual subsystems (such as those in Figure 2) are 
themselves typically created.  We first examine issues of 
representational compatibility, namely what interlingua is 
used to represent shared information, and then address how 
the systems could incorporate hints they receive in this 
interlingua into their algorithmic models. 
 Consider a person tracking system that provides the 
coordinates of people within a room in real-time, relative to 
some real-world origin – the system outputs the actual 
locations of the room’s occupants.  We will refer to the 
tracking system in the Intelligent Room as a representative 
example of other such systems (e.g., Wren et al. 1997, Gross 
et al. 2000).  Its only input is a stereo video camera and its 
sole output are sets of (x,y,z) tuples representing occupants’ 
centroid head coordinates, which are generated at 20Hz.  
Contrast this with the Intelligent Room’s speech recognition 
system, which is based upon the Java Speech API (Sun 
2001), built upon IBM’s ViaVoice platform, and is typical 
of similar spoken language dialog systems (e.g., Zue et al. 
2000).  Its inputs are audio voice signals and a formal 
linguistic model of expected utterances, which are 
represented as probabilistically weighted context free 
grammars.   
 How then should these two systems exchange 
information?  It does not seem plausible from an engineering 
perspective, whether in natural or artificial systems, to 
provide each modality with access to the internal 
representations of the others.   Thus, we do not expect that 
the tracking system should know anything about linguistic 
models nor we do expect the language system should be 
skilled in spatial reasoning and representation.   Even if we 
were to suppose the speech recognition system could 
somehow represent spatial coordinates, e.g. as (x,y,z) tuples, 
that it could communicate to the person tracking system, the 
example in Figure 4b above involves regions of space, not 
isolated point coordinates.  From an external point of view, 
it is not obvious how the tracking system internally 
represents regions, presuming it even has that capability in 
the first place.  The complementary example of how the 
tracking system might refer to classes of linguistic 
utterances, as in Figure 4a above, is similarly convoluted.   
 Unfortunately, even if this interlingua problem were 
easily solvable and the subsystems had a common language 
for representing information, the way most perceptual 
subsystems are implemented would make incorporation of 
cross-modal data difficult or impossible.  For example, in 
the case of a person tracking system, the real-world body 
coordinates are generated via three-dimensional spatial 

reconstruction based on correspondences between sets of 
image coordinates.  The various techniques for computing 
the reconstructed coordinates, such as neural networks or fit 
polynomials, are in a sense closed – once the appropriate 
coordinate transform has been learned, there is generally no 
way to bias the transformation in favor of particular points 
or spatial regions.  Thus, there is no way to incorporate the 
influence, even if the systems had a common way of 
encoding it.  Here again, the complementary situation with 
influencing speech recognition from a tracking system can 
be similarly intractable.  For example, not all linguistic 
recognition models (e.g., bigram-based) support dynamic 
preferential weighting for classes of commonly themed 
utterances.  So, even if the tracking system could somehow 
communicate what the speech recognition system should 
expect to hear, the speech recognition system might not be 
able to do anything useful with this information. 
 We see that not only are the individual modal 
representations incompatible, the perceptual algorithms (i.e., 
the contents of the sensory pipelines) are incompatible as 
well.  This comes as no surprise given that these systems 
were engineered primarily for unimodal applications.  
Unlike natural perceptual systems within an individual 
species, artificial perceptual systems do not co-evolve, and 
therefore, have had no evolutionary pressure to force 
representational and algorithmic compatibility.  These 
engineered systems are intended to be data sources feeding 
into other systems, such as the ones performing multimodal 
integration, that are intended to be data sinks.  There is no 
reason to expect that these perceptual subsystems would or 
even could directly interoperate. 

Designing for Interaction 
Our solution was to redesign the Intelligent Room’s 

perceptual systems with the explicit intension that they 
should interact with each other.  Doing so required 
fundamental representational and algorithmic changes but 
has made possible subtle types of cross-modal interactions 
that were previously unworkable.  We first detail two 
different categories of intersensory function and then explain 
how the cross-modal influences described above were 
implemented in the Intelligent Room. 

Consider, for example, the effect of touching someone 
and having his head and eyes turn to determine the source of 
the stimulus.  This is clearly an example of cross-modal 
influence – the position of the touch determines the 
foveation of the eyes – but it is fundamentally different than 
the interaction described in the McGurk effect above, where 
the influence is evidenced solely in perceptual channels.  
The touch scenario leads to behavioral effects that center the 
stimulus with respect to the body and peripheral sensory 
organs.  The McGurk effect is an example of sensory 
influence within perceptual channels and has no behavioral 
component.   
 Motor influences – i.e., ones that cause attentive and 
orientation behaviors – are by far the more understood of the 
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may be necessary to distinguish between a person sitting on 
a chair, a person standing in front of a bookcase, and a 
person standing in a doorway, but obtaining the actual real-
world coordinates of these people is generally unimportant.  
In our system, locations in a room that are likely to contain 
people are used as reference points, as in Figure 5, to 
interactively train a multi-camera vision system, whose 
current implementation has three steerable and six fixed 
cameras.  The system learns to combine event predictions 
from the multiple video streams in order to locate people at 
these reference points in the future.  The system can also 
dynamically track people with the steerable cameras as they 
move between these locations.  Because most rooms have 
natural attractors for human activity, such as doorways, 
furniture, and displays, the selection of training points is 
usually readily apparent from the layout of the room. 
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igure 5 – A learned topographic map overlaid on top of the

oom’s floor plan.  The dots represent locations in the room
at were used as reference points to interactively train a multi-

amera vision system.  The arrows represent observed
ansitions between these reference locations.  Once trained,
e room can then locate people at and between these points. 
.  The primary neurological substrate behind them is the 
erior colliculus, a small region of the brain that produces 
als that orient peripheral sensory organs based on 

sory stimuli.  The superior colliculus contains layered, 
graphic sensory and motor maps that are in register; that 

co-located positions in the real world – in the sensory 
 representing derived locations of perceptual inputs and 

the motor case representing peripheral sensory organ 
or coordinates that focus on those regions – are all 
ntially vertically overlapping.  The actual mechanisms 
 use these maps to effect intersensory influence are 
ently unknown – variants on spreading vertical 
vation are suspected – but there is little doubt the maps’ 
anization is a fundamental component of that mechanism. 
ar less is known neurologically about purely semantic 
uences – i.e., ones that have effects confined to 
eptual channels.  The superior colliculus itself has been 
ctly approachable from a research perspective because 
brain has dedicated inner space, namely, the tissue of the 
graphic maps, to representing the outer space of the 

-world; the representation is both isomorphic and 
picacious, and it has made the superior colliculus 
uely amenable to study.  The perceptual as opposed to 

tial representations of the senses are far more elusive and 
specialized to the individual modalities and the organs 
 perceive them.   
e have used the notion of layered topographic maps to 

esent both motor and semantic information in the 
lligent Room.  Even though the superior colliculus has 
yet been identified as a substrate in non-behavioral 
s-modal influences, its extensive intra-map connections 
igher cortical areas – particularly the visual cortex – may 
cate its role in other types of intersensory function that 
confined to perceptual channels and have no behavioral 
ponent.    

Using a topographic organization, we created a new 
el for visually tracking people within a room (Coen and 

son 1999).  The model takes advantage of the 
ervation that much of the information needed in human-
puter interaction is qualitative in nature.  For example, it 

Once this topographic map is created, the tracking 
system activates locations on the map to correspond to its 
observations of people in the room.  As we will see in a 
moment, other systems in the room can also weakly activate 
locations on the map, which causes the room to turn a 
steerable camera to view the corresponding real world 
location.  If a person is found there as a result of orienting 
the camera, the system then completely activates that 
location on the map.   
 The ability to interact with topographic representations of 
the room is not confined to the tracking system.  Once the 
map is learned, the room builds corresponding maps to 
spatially categorize events in its other sensory systems, even 
if they have no explicit spatial component.  For example, 
speech recognition events are topographically organized on 
a map dedicated just for that purpose.  As utterances are 
heard for which the room has spatial information (either 
learned or explicitly provided by its programmers), it 
activates locations in the speech system’s topographic map, 
which in turn activates locations in other modalities’ 
topographic maps via vertical spreading activation, as shown 
in Figure 6.  Conversely, other systems can weakly activate 
locations on the speech system’s topographic map, which 
causes the speech system to increase the expectation 
probabilities of utterances associated with that location.   

Thus, activations in the map are bi-directional: 
perceptual events in a given modality can directly activate 
its map locations.  Maps locations can also be activated via 
spreading activation from corresponding positions in other 
system’s topographic maps, which causes a corresponding 
change in that modality’s perceptual state — here, these 
spreading activations cause the secondary system to either 
look or listen for something.  It is this bi-directional 
activation – through which the systems can react to 
intersensory stimuli – that has made possible the cross-
modal influences that were presented in Figure 4. 

Conclusion 
This paper has described our approach to incorporating 
cross-modal influences into the perceptual processing of the 
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Figure 6 – Layered topographic maps containing location-
dependent speech and tracking information.  Positions on the
maps can be activated directly by perceptual inputs or
activated by spreading vertical activation from adjacent maps.
ntelligent Room.  We simultaneously argued against 
onventional post-perceptual integration and have motivated 
his position with biological evidence that unimodal 
erceptions are themselves integrated products of 
ultimodal sources.  Our position has allowed us to explore 

epresentational and algorithmic issues in unimodal 
erception that can only be approached from an integrated, 
ultimodal perspective.  It has also allowed us to investigate 

reating more sophisticated interactive systems by 
ncorporating more subtle intersensory cues into the 
ntelligent Room.  Future work is both exciting and 
romising.    
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Abstract

This paper presents a real-time auditory and vi-
sual tracking of multiple objects for humanoid un-
der real-world environments. Real-time processing
is crucial for sensorimotor tasks in tracking, and
multiple-object tracking is crucial for real-world
applications. Multiple sound source tracking needs
perception of a mixture of sounds and cancella-
tion of motor noises caused by body movements.
However its real-time processing has not been re-
ported yet. Real-time tracking is attained by fus-
ing information obtained by sound source local-
ization, multiple face recognition, speaker track-
ing, focus of attention control, and motor con-
trol. Auditory streams with sound source direc-
tion are extracted by active audition system with
motor noise cancellation capability from 48 KHz
sampling sounds. Visual streams with face ID
and 3D-position are extracted by combining skin-
color extraction, correlation-based matching, and
multiple-scale image generation from a single cam-
era. These auditory and visual streams are asso-
ciated by comparing the spatial location, and as-
sociated streams are used to control focus of at-
tention. Auditory, visual, and association process-
ing are performed asynchronously on different PC’s
connected by TCP/IP network. The resulting sys-
tem implemented on an upper-torso humanoid can
track multiple objects with the delay of 200 msec,
which is forced by visual tracking and network la-
tency.

1 Introduction
Humanoids and entertainment robots or at least mobile robots
have attracted a lot of attention last year, e.g., at IEEE/RSJ
First Humanoids-2000 conference, and are expected to play
a role of human partners in the 21st century. Let us imagine
the situation autonomous robots are used in social and home
environment, such as a pet robot at living room, a service
robot for office, or a robot serving people at a party. The robot
shall identify people in the room, pay attention to their voice
and look at them to identify visually, and associate voice and
visual images, so that highly robust event identification can

be accomplished. These are minimum requirements for social
interaction[Brookset al., 1998].

Some robots are equipped with improved robot-human in-
terface. Jijo-2 [Asoh et al., 1997] can recognize a phrase
command by speech-recognition system;AMELLA [Waldherr
et al., 1998] can recognize pose and motion gestures.Kismet
of MIT AI Lab [Breazeal and Scassellati, 1999] can recognize
speeches by speech-recognition system and express various
kinds of sensation.Hadaly of Waseda University[Matsusaka
et al., 1999] can localize the speaker as well as recognize
speeches by speech-recognition system.

However, the technologies developed so far are still imma-
ture; in particular, auditory processing and integrated percep-
tion among vision, audition, and motor control. At robotic
conferences such as IROS, SMC, and ICRA as well as AI-
related conferences, there were at most one or two papers re-
lated to auditory processing1, and most papers on robot per-
ception is limited to vision-only and vision with ultrasonic,
infra-red or laser range finders. This is unfortunate because
integrated processing of auditory and visual processing com-
bined with appropriate motor control is essential in social in-
teraction of robot systems.

For auditory and visual tracking, Nakadaiet al. presented
the active audition for humanoids to improve sound source
tracking by integrating audition, vision, and motor controls
[Nakadaiet al., 2000]. An active audition system is imple-
mented in a upper-torso humanoid to demonstrate that the
humanoid actively moves its head to improve localization by
aligning microphones orthogonal to the sound source and by
capturing the possible sound sources by vision. Although
such an active head movement inevitably creates motor noise,
the system adaptively cancels motor noise using motor con-
trol signals. The experimental result demonstrates that the
active audition by integration of audition, vision, and mo-
tor control enables sound source tracking in variety of con-
ditions. One of crucial problems is a lack of real-time pro-
cessing.

Matsuyamaet al. presented an architecture for asyn-
chronous coordination of sensorimotor control[Matsuyama
et al., 2000] so that the camera moves smoothly to track the

1Auditory processing shall be distinguished from speech recog-
nition. Auditory processing (auditory scene analysis) aims at sepa-
ration and understanding of multiple sound streams, such as human
speech, environmental noise, music, etc.
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object in real-time. This architecture, calleddynamic mem-
ory, is general, but they use it only for vision-based motor
control. Shaferet al. presented the software architecture of
sensor fusion for an autonomous mobile robot[Shaferet al.,
1986]. The architecture is based on a parallel blackboard sys-
tem, and the sensors include vision, range finder, but not mi-
crophones. It exploits global consistency regarding position
and orientation of the vehicle and sensors. Murphy presented
the sensor fusion system for mobile robots called the Sen-
sor Fusion Effects (SFX) architecture, which is based on the
uncertainty management system by Dempster-Shafer theory
[Murphy, 1998].

Other robots with microphones as ears for sound source
localization or sound source separation have attained little in
auditory tracking.Kismet has a pair of omni-directional mi-
crophones outside the simplified pinnae[Breazeal and Scas-
sellati, 1999]. Since it is designed for one-to-one commu-
nication and its research focuses on social interaction based
on visual attention, the auditory tracking has not been im-
plemented so far.Hadaly uses a microphone array to per-
form sound source localization, but the microphone array is
mounted in the body and its absolute position is fixed during
head movements[Matsusakaet al., 1999]. In the both cases,
sound source separation is not exploited and a microphone
for speech recognition is attached to the speaker.

In the research of computational auditory scene analysis
(CASA) to understand a mixture of sounds, real-time pro-
cessing is one of the main problems in applying CASA to
real-world applications[Rosenthal and Okuno, 1998]. Real-
time processing is important to take appropriate actions in
daily environments where many people, robots and objects
exist. Auditory and visual tracking by Nakadaiet al. accepts
sounds in daily environment, but does not run in real-time
[Nakadaiet al., 2000]. Another auditory and visual tracking
by Nakagawaet al. does not run in real-time[Nakagawaet
al., 1999].

Two major issues that have not been done in the past are
attacked in this paper, that is, association of multiple auditory
and visual streams, and real-time processing of integrated au-
ditory and visual scene analysis.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
explains the robot hardware which is used as a testbed and
presents the issues in real-time tracking. Section 3 describes
the design of the system and the details of each module are
described in Section 4. Section 5 demonstrates and evaluates
the performance of the system. Section 6 discusses the obser-
vations of the experiments and future work and concludes the
paper.

2 Issues in Real-Time Tracking
2.1 Robot Hardware
As a testbed of real-time multiple-object tracking, we use a
upper-torso humanoid calledSIG shown in Fig. 1[Nakadaiet
al., 2000]. The cover of the mechanics is made of FRP and
discriminates internal and external world acoustically.SIG
has two microphones at the left and right ear positions to cap-
ture external sounds from outside of the body, and two mi-
crophones within the body to capture internal sounds mainly

Figure 1: Humanoid,SIG

caused by motor movements. All the microphones are omni-
directional microphones of Sony ECM-77S.SIG’s body has
four DOFs (degree of freedom), each of which is a DC motor
controlled by a potentiometer.SIG is equipped with a pair of
CCD cameras of Sony EVI-G20, but the current vision mod-
ule uses only one camera.

2.2 Task and Issues
The task in this paper is to track multiple objects in real-time
with two kinds of sensors, a camera and two microphones,
and one actuator to rotate the body. Some important issues in
this task are:
� Robustness in visual stream extraction (temporal se-

quences of face localization and face identification)
against non-uniform environments due to lighting con-
ditions or moving humans.

� Robustness in auditory stream extraction (temporal se-
quence of sound source localization and sound source
separation) against dynamic environments because ob-
jects (people) move and the humanoid also moves.

� Association of visual and auditory streams by face iden-
tification and sound source localization to compensate
missing or ambiguous data. Common representation for
both auditory and visual feature extractions is needed.

� Focus of attention control based on association to con-
trol actuators.

� Trade-off of processing speed vs quality of feature ex-
tractions for real-time processing.

� Method of synchronization between asynchronous audi-
tory and visual processing that have different processing
speeds. The frame rate of vision is 30 Hz, while the sam-
pling rate of sound is 48 KHz. Therefore, asynchronous
processing is essential to exploit the full range of con-
currency.

3 Design of the System
From the viewpoint of functionality, the whole system can
be decomposed into five layers —SIG Device Layer, Pro-
cess Layer, Feature Layer, Event Layer, and Stream Layer
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(see Fig. 3) . From the viewpoint of implementation, the
whole system consists of six asynchronous modules — Au-
dition, Vision, Association, Focus-of-Attention, Motor Control,
and Viewer. This relation between two viewpoints is depicted
in Fig. 2. Since Vision module utilizes the full power of
Pentium-III 733 MHz CPU, the whole system is organized
in the form of distributed processing with three Linux nodes
based on Pentium-III with RedHat Linux 6.2J. The first node
with 600 MHz is for Audition, the second node with 733 MHz
for Vision, and the third with 450 MHz for the rest. They are
connected by TCP/IP over Fast Ethernet 100Base-TX.

The estimated processing time of each module executed on
a node is summarized below:

� Vision – 200 msec for face localization and identifica-
tion,

� Audition — 40 msec for sound source localization,

� Motor Control — 100 msec

� Network latency — up to 200 msec

Therefore, we set the goal that the response time of the system
should be 200 msec of delay.

Audition and Vision generate an event by feature extraction
and organize a stream as a temporal sequence of events. Motor
Control also generates an event of motion. Association fuses
these events to make a higher level representation. This fu-
sion associates auditory and visual streams to make an asso-
ciated stream. Focus-of-Attention makes a planning of SIG’s
movement based on the status of streams, that is, whether they
are associated or not.

Motor Control is activated by Focus-of-Attention module
and generates PWM (Pulse Width Modulation) signals to DC
motors. It also sends a motor event consisting of motor di-
rection (azimuth of the midsagittal plain) to Association mod-
ule. Viewer shows the status of auditory, visual and associated
streams in the radar and scrolling windows (see screen shots
shown in Fig. 5). Some modules are explained in details in
the next section.

4 Details of Each Module
4.1 Active Audition Module
Sound localization for a robot or an embedded system is usu-
ally solved by using interaural phase difference (IPD) and in-
teraural intensity difference (IID). These values are calculated
by using Head-Related Transfer Function (HRTF). However,
HRTF depends on the shape of head and it also changes as
environments change. For real-world applications, sound lo-
calization without HRTF is preferable. Nakadai et al. pro-
posed the method based on the auditory epipolar geometry,
an extension of epipolar geometry in stereo vision to audition
[Nakadai et al., 2000]. They also proposed active audition
for sensorimotor task with canceling motor and mechanical
noises. However, they failed in doing the jobs in real-time,
because they stuck to pure-tone processing. In this paper, we
extend their approach (1) by exploiting the harmonic structure
to extract peaks precisely and (2) by solving the uncertainty
in sound source localization by Dempster-Shafer theory.

Audition module equipped with active audition is depicted
in Fig. 3. The input signal, a mixture of sounds originating
from different directions, is sampled with sampling frequency
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Table 1: Belief Factor of IID, BFIDD(�)

� 90Æ � 35Æ 30Æ � �30Æ �35Æ � �90Æ
+ 0.35 0.5 0.65

I - 0.65 0.5 0.35

of 48 KHz and 16-bit quantization, and its spectrogram is cal-
culated by Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT). Audition extracts
pitches (fundamental frequency, F0), separates and localizes
sound sources.

Peak Extraction and Sound Source Separation: First a
peak is extracted by a band-pass filter, which passes a fre-
quency between 90 Hz and 3 KHz if its power is a local max-
imum and more than the threshold. This threshold is auto-
matically determined by the stable auditory conditions of the
room. Then, extracted peaks are clustered according to har-
monicity. A frequency of Fn is grouped as an overtone (in-
teger multiple) of F0 if the relation j Fn

F0
� bFn

F0
cj � 0:06

holds. The constant, 0.06, is determined by trial and error.
By applying Inverse FFT to a set of peaks in harmonicity, a
harmonic sound is separated from a mixture of sounds.

Sound Source Localization: Once a harmonic structure is
obtained, the direction of sound source is calculated by hypo-
thetical reasoning for IPD (Interaural Phase Difference) and
IID (Interaural Intensity Difference). The azimuth (horizontal
direction) is quantized and represented by every 5Æ discrete
value in the range of �90Æ. The front direction of SIG is 0Æ.

From the extracted harmonic structure of left and right
channels, a pair of harmonic structures is obtained. Then the
IPD, Ps, is calculated. Auditory Epipolar Geometry gener-
ates a hypothesis of IPD Ph for each 5Æ candidate, � [Nakadai
et al., 2001]. Since the IPD is ambiguous for frequencies of
more than 1200 Hz, the distance, d(�), in IPD between the
data and a hypothesis is defined as follows:

d(�) =
1

nf<1200Hz

1200HzX
f=F0

(Ph(�; f)� Ps(f))
2

f
(1)

Where nf<1200Hz is the number of overtones of which fre-
quency is less than 1200 Hz.

The similar relation may hold for IID, but our experience
with IID proves that it can discriminate at most the side, that
is, left or right. Suppose that Is(f) is the IID for peak fre-

quency f . If the value of I =
P3000Hz

f=1200Hz Is(f) is non-
negative, the direction is decides as left, otherwise as right:

Integration of IPD and IID by Dempster-Shafer theory
To determine the sound source direction, the belief factors of
IPD and IID are calculated and then integrated by Dempster-
Shafer theory. The belief factor of IPD, BF IPD, is calculated
by using probability density function defined by Eq. (2).

BFIPD(�) =

Z d(�)�mp
s

n

�1

1p
2�

exp

�
�x2

2

�
dx (2)

where m and s are the average and variance of d(�), respec-
tively. n is the number of d.

The belief factor of IID, BFIID(�) is defined by Table 1.
Then, belief factors of IPD and IID, BFIPD and BFIID, are

integrated using Dempster-Shafer theory as defined in Eq. (3).

BFIPD+IID(�) = BFIPD(�)BFIID(�)+�
1�BFIPD(�)

�
BFIID(�) +BFIPD(�)

�
1�BFIID(�)

�
(3)

� for the maximum BFIPD+IID is treated as the sound source
direction of the harmonics. Finally, Audition sends an audi-
tory event consisting of pitch (F0) and a list of 20-best direc-
tions (�) with reliability factor for each harmonics.

4.2 Real-Time Multiple Face Tracking
Multiple face detection and identification suffers more
severely from frequent changes in the size, direction and
brightness of face. To cope with this problem, Hidai et al.
combines skin-color extraction, correlation based matching,
and multiple scale images generation [Hidai et al., 2000].

The requirements on multiple face tracking are the capabil-
ity of discriminating face data of the same face ID from others
and on-line learning. The first requirement is a class concept.
Turk et al. proposed the eigenface matching technique as a
kind of subspace method [Turk and Pentland, 1991]. A sub-
space for discrimination is created by Principal Component
Analysis (PCA). PCA, however, does not provide the means
to group a data according to its face ID, since such an ID
cannot be generated by PCA. Thus, the subspace obtained by
PCA is not always suitable to distinguish such classes.

On the other hand, Liner Discriminant Analysis (LDA) can
create an optimal subspace to distinguish classes. Therefore,
we use Online LDA [Hiraoka et al., 2000]. In addition, this
method continuously updates a subspace on demand with a
small amount of computation.

The face identification module (see Fig. 2) projects each
extracted face into the discrimination space, and calculates
its distance d to each registered face. Since this distance de-
pends on the degree (L, the number of registered faces) of dis-
crimination space, it is converted to a parameter-independent
probability Pv as follows.

Pv = �

�
1

2
;
d2

2

�
=

Z
1

d2

2

e�t t
L

2�1dt (4)

The face localization module converts a face position in
2-D image plane into 3-D world coordinate. Suppose that
a face is w � w pixels located in (x, y) in the image plane,
whose width and height areX and Y , respectively (see screen
shots shown in Fig. 5). Then the face position in the world
coordinate is obtained in terms of distance r, azimuth � and
elevation � by the following equations.

r =
C1

w
; � = sin�1

 
x� X

2

C2 r

!
; � = sin�1

 
Y
2
� y

C2 r

!

where C1 and C2 are constants defined by the size of the im-
age plane and the image angle of the camera.

Finally, Vision module sends a visual event consisting of a
list of 5-best Face ID (Name) with its reliability and position
(distance r, azimuth � and elevation �) for each face.
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Figure 4: Association Module Forms Streams

4.3 Stream Formation and Association
Association module forms auditory streams from auditory
events and visual streams from visual events, and associates a
pair of auditory and visual streams to create a higher level
stream, which is called an associated stream (see Fig. 2).
The flow of processing in stream formation and association
is summarized as follows (Figs. 4(a)-(d)):

1. Events from Audition, Vision and Motor modules are
stored in the short-term memory.

2. Direction information of events is converted into the ab-
solute coordinate to treat them in the common coordi-
nate.

3. Events are grouped into an auditory or a visual stream
according to a temporal sequence of events.

4. Streams are synchronized by every 100 msec to calculate
the distance between streams.

5. An auditory and a visual stream which are close for
more than a constant time are associated as an associ-
ated stream.

First, events are stored in the short-term memory and kept
only for 2 seconds to attain incremental and real-time pro-
cessing. In Fig. 4(a), where S, V and M represent events
created by Audition, Vision and Motor modules, respectively.
Each module creates events at its own cycle, e.g. 40 msec
for audition, 200 msec for vision and 100 msec for motion.
Then, motor events are synchronized with auditory and vi-
sual events. To put it concretely, a motor direction when an
auditory or a visual event appeared is estimated from motor
events in the short-term memory. A motor event with the
estimated motor direction is shown as M . Because visual
events from Vision module and auditory events from Audition
module are represented in robot coordinate, the directions of
these events are converted to ones in the absolute coordinate
by using estimated motor direction. These are represented as
S or V in Fig. 4(a). This synchronization process runs with

a delay of 200 msec as mentioned in Sec. 3.
Auditory and visual streams are formed in Fig. 4(b). X-

axis indicates elapsed time from right to left, and Y-axis in-
dicates azimuth in the absolute coordinate. Thin lines with
small filled circles and a thick line with small rectangles rep-
resent auditory streams and a single visual stream. An audi-
tory event is connected to the nearest auditory stream within
the range of �10Æ and with common F0. A visual event is
connected to the nearest visual stream within 40 cm and with
a common face ID. In either case, if there are multiple can-
didates, the most reliable one is selected. If any appropriate
stream is found, such an event becomes a new stream. In
case that no event is connected to an existing stream, such a
stream remains alive for up to 500 msec. The system cannot
detect an auditory or a visual event when a person stops talk-
ing and looks away for a moment. This margin of 500 msec
is prepared to continue streams in case of the missing event
extraction. After 500 msec of keep-alive state, the stream ter-
minates.

When the distance between an auditory and a visual stream
is close for more than a constant time, they are regarded as
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streams originating from the same object and integrated into
an associated stream, which is a higher layer representation of
a stream shown in Fig. 2. Because auditory and visual streams
consist of events with 40 msec and 200 msec cycles, respec-
tively, it is difficult to evaluate the distance between these
two streams without synchronization. Then, they are syn-
chronized with the same cycle, 100 msec. Fig. 4(c) illustrates
synchronized streams as lines with large circles and rectan-
gles. If an event is not available in this case, linear regression
is used for interpolation in the same way as synchronization
with motor events.

An auditory and a visual streams are associated if their di-
rection difference is within the range of �10Æ and this situa-
tion continues for more than 50% of the 1 sec period shown
in Fig. 4(d).

The visual direction is usually used for the direction of the
associated stream because visual information is more accu-
rate. However, when a tracking person is occluded, the sys-
tem cannot use visual information. In this case, auditory in-
formation is used for the associated stream. This suggests an
advantage of integration of audition and vision, i.e. auditory
information is efficient not only for pre-attentive uses such as
a trigger of attention but also for compensations of missing
or ambiguous information as this case. If either auditory or
visual event has not been found for more than 3 sec, such an
associated stream is deassociated and only existing auditory
or visual stream remains. If the auditory and visual direction
difference has been more than 30Æ for 3 sec, such an associ-
ated stream is deassociated to two separate streams.

4.4 Focus of Attention Control
SIG should pay attention for sounds from unseen objects to
get further information. When such a sound does not exist,
faces with sound, i.e. talking people, should have high pri-
ority because they are attractive even for human perception.
The principle of focus-of-attention control hereby is as fol-
lows:

1. An auditory stream has the highest priority,

2. an associated stream has the second priority, and

3. a visual stream has the third priority.

The algorithm of focus-of-attention control is sketched by
using an example shown in Fig. 5, which depicts how audi-
tory and visual streams are generated and associated.

1. Focus of attention changes to a new association stream.
[t1 and t8 of Fig. 5].

2. If one of the visual and auditory stream of an associated
stream terminates due to occlusion, disappearance, or
end of speech, association continues [t4 to t5 of Fig. 5].

3. If this state continues for a particular time, say 3 seconds,
the focus of attention may change.

(a) Focus of attention changes to one of associated
streams.

(b) If no associated stream is found, focus of attention
changes to one of auditory streams. [t6 of Fig. 5].

(c) Otherwise, focus of attention changes to one of vi-
sual streams.

4. In turning the body to associate the auditory stream to
visual one, focus of attention keeps the same even if a
new associated stream is generated.

5 Experiments and Evaluation
A 40-second scenario shown in Fig. 5 is used as a benchmark.
The performance of integrated auditory and visual tracking is
shown in Fig. 5, which shows that focus of attention changes
twice. In the first half of the scenario up to t = 26 sec, two
speakers are apart, while in the second half they are close
and viewed in the same camera view field. In both cases, the
system can track the speakers well.

The direction of SIG’s body is depicted in Fig. 6, which
shows that the motor control succeeds in giving correct PWM
motor commands. To sum up, sensorimotor task in single-
and multi-speaker tracking is well accomplished.

The performance of visual tracking is shown in Fig. 7. This
timechart is generated by collecting the first candidate from
the internal states of Vision module. Therefore, the motor
movement is the same as the above. In the first half of the
scenario, occlusion causes a gap of visual streams between t4
and t5. From t6 to t7, no person can be seen due to the limited
range of camera view field. Fig. 5 proves that occlusion and
out-of-sight can be easily recovered by associated streams.

The performance of auditory tracking is shown in Fig. 8,
which is generated in the same manner as Fig. 7. The Audition
module can separate two auditory streams correctly from t 3
to t = 23 sec, and t9 to t10, but generate erroneous streams
around t8 and t9. In addition, the directions of two speakers
are not so correct from t = 11 sec (t5) to t = 17 sec, because
Mr. A moves and SIG tracks him by rotating its body. That is,
the reverberation (echo) due to this moving talker and motor
noise deteriorates the quality of sound source localization.

5.1 Limitations on the Proposed System
The room used in this experiment is about 3m in width and
length and 2m in height, and sound absorbing materials are
attached on walls, ceiling and floor. It is not anechoic, but
has reverberation time of 0.1 sec. Because the value in a nor-
mal speech studio of the equivalent size is about 0.2 sec, the
room has less reverberation. Acoustic conditions, however,
depends on objects in the room. When we put a plastic parti-
tion of 1.5 m � 1.5 m with strong reverberation in the room,
the correctness of sound source localization is reduced re-
markably.

The background noise level of the room is 30 dBA on aver-
age. This is measured with the filter by A weighting, similar
to human auditory characteristic. The value of 30 dBA corre-
sponds to the noise level of a room in a quiet residence. We
confirmed that the current system works well up to 40 dBA
of background noise level, but we have not checked above
40 dBA.

The room has six halogen lights with adjustment function
of the intensity on the ceiling. The range of the light intensity
is from 0 to 50 lux. Because the light intensity from 300 to
1500 lux is recommended for a normal office by JIS (Japanese
Industrial Standard), even the maximum light intensity of the
room is weak. Our face extraction and recognition method
works well under the condition of more than 5 lux. Visual
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processing is robust against the change of light intensity. In
this experiment, the light intensity in the room is 50 lux.

Other benchmarks such as crossing of moving talkers,
moving talkers without seeing any talkers, and alternative
talking of four speakers prove that the resulting system suc-
ceeds in real-time sensorimotor tasks of tracking 2.

2Since the work is related to the real-time processing, the
readers may be suggested to visit the following Web site:
http://www.symbio.jst.go.jp/SIG/

6 Conclusion and Future Work
The key idea of real-time tracking is “For each processing,
take it easy, and ambiguities will be resolved with the help of
others.” This idea is obtained by the scrutiny of the behavior
of each component of implementations of Nakadai et al.’s
work [Nakadai et al., 2000]. We do not stick to pure tones, but
utilize the collective behavior of harmonic sounds; we prefer
frequency resolution over the time resolution by increasing
the points of FFT. We give up the precise face localization
and identification. Instead, we associate auditory, visual, and
motor direction information to localize the sound sources.
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Some technical future work includes learning the adap-
tive association of different or dynamic environments. Since
lighting conditions and reverberation (echo) change dras-
tically in such environments, Vision and Audition modules
should adjust their parameters on demand. In addition, As-
sociation should adapt its parameters for stream forming and
association. Baysian algorithm for resolving ambiguities in
stream forming and association is a promising technique. An-
other future work is incorporating stereo vision. Even in a
static environment robust auditory processing such as sound
source separation and localization would be useful when a
room is noisier, has objects with strong reverberation, or has
many people.

We believe that our result would open a new era of
sound processing, in particular, cocktail party computer or
“Shotoku-Taishi” computer that can listen to several things at
once.

Auditory and visual tracking should be incorporated in a
total system with robot-human interface. We have already
built such a system comprising speech recognition, speaker
identification, and speech synthesis based on the proposed
system. Once the application is fixed, the top-down stream
separation may be exploited. Some information that forces
top-down stream separation includes speaker identification.
The speaker information may reduce the search space of face
recognition and speech recognition. For example, let us con-
sider that crossing of two talking persons. In this case, the
system may miss judging that they are approaching and then
receding because speaker IDs are lacking. Thus, speaker
identification can reduce this kind of ambiguity. Its design
and implementation will be reported by a separate paper,
since this paper focuses on the real-time processing.
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